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In observance of its initial day of
classes as Murray State Normal School
on Sept. 24, 1923, the first of an annual
Founder's Day convocation has been
scheduled for Monday,Sept. 24, at Murray State University.
Dr. Richard Butwell, president for
111:academic programs said the
series is being initiated "to en.
courage an appreciation by Murray State students
of the continuing
academic
experience - not
Voegell
least of all as it
reflects itself in the history and goals of
the institution."
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Inaugurating the observance will be
Dr. Jacque Voegeli, dean of the School
of Arts and Sciences at Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, and a 1956
graduate of Murray State.
Beginning at 10:30 a.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Monday's program will be
preceded by an academic procession,
including retired faculty. All faculty
members are being encouraged to participate in cap and gown.
Because of the observance, all 9:30
a.m. classes at the university that day
will be terminated at 10:15 a.m., all
10:30 a.m. classes will be cancelled,
and the 11:30 a.m. classes are being
rescheduled to start 15 minutes late,
Butwell said.

Freshmen students,in particular, are
being urged to attend the lecture,
Bidwell said, as part of their orientation to Murray State, its history and its
traditions.
Faculty who are unable to participate
in the procession because they do not
have caps and gowns are invited to join
the audience as is the general public, be
said.
Dr. Voegeli, who holds his doctoral
degree from TWane University, New
Orleans, and taught there before
becoming chairman of Vanderbilt's
history department in 1973, has been
arts and sciences dean since 1976.
A graduate of the Fulton public
schools, he is author of "Free But not
Equal: the Midwest and the Negro during the Civil War," as well as many articles and reviews. His wife,the former
Jean King of Owensboro, also is a 1956
graduate of the university.
Murray State first opened its doors to
students the morning of Sept. 24, 1923,
at Murray High School,now the Murray
Middle School,on Main Street.
Two hundred and two students were
enrolled, 67 men and 135 women, 87 of'
whom were of college rank and studying for teaching certificates. The first
president was the late Dr. John Wesley
Carr.
The historic day was observed Sept.
24, 1973, with a program on the lawn of
the Murray Middle School as the
university launched a year-long
observance of its 50th and Golden Anniversary Year.
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Richard Valentine, producing
director of the Community Theatre,
announced plans for the November
production Monday night at a special
meeting of the theatre's board of
directors.
"Fiddler on the Roof," written by
Joseph Stein and Sheldon Harnick with
music by Jerry Brock, is the world's
longest running Broadway musical and
starred Zero Mostel and Hershel
Bernardi.
We are presenting this show by
popular demand so we expect a large
turnout at the tryouts," Valentine said.

"No preparation is necessary. We are
looking for a case of about 25, mostly
adults and young adults, some dancers
and a lot of singers," he continued.
The play takes place in Anatevka, a
small village in Russia, about 1905 on
the eve of the Russian Revolutionary
period. Roles include Tevye, the
dairyman, Golcie, his wife, and their
five daughters. There are suitors for
the daughters, Motel, the traitor,
Perchik, the student, Lazar Wolf, the
butcher, and Fyedka, the Russian
soldier. Yente, the matchmaker, the
rabbi, merchants, students, townspeople,and, of course, a fiddler, round
out the cast.
Music director Tim Hawkins will be
taking on that task with the Community
Theatre for the frist time. Hawkins has
been seen as Charlie Brown in "You're

Rescue Squad Saves Barn,
Tobacco Crop From Fire
A tobacco crop and barn were saved
from fire last night by the members of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad. The barn was on the farm of
Billy and Jean Murdock south of Lynn
Grove,but the tobacco belonged to their
son, Ray Murdock, and Bill Alexander.
Members of the Murdock family said
the tobacco owners had started fires in
the shed portion of the barn where Ray
Murdock had tobacco as it was
sweating. When the fires were started,
the tobacco just seemed to ignite; and
the men closed the doors and called the
Rescue Squad.
The squad members arrived with
their new fire truck in just a very short
time, and were able to save the shed,
but the tobacco in that portion was
destroyed. The flames ignited the older
portion of the barn where the
Alexander's tobacco was housed. The
squad members kept pouring water on
the flames and were able to contain the
fire which destroyed only about the two
top tiers of the tobacco.
After the fire was contained and the
squad members left, the Murdocks and
Alexander started fires in the barn
again about 2 a.m. because the tobacco
was saturated with water from the fire
fighting and would have been ruined if
the firing had not been restarted.
•

The Murdock and Alexander families
said they commend the fire-rescue
squad members for their promptness in
arriving at the fire and appreciate their
special efforts and work in bringing the
fire under control saving the shed,
barn, and a portion of the tobacco crop.

New Chrysler
Cars Rank In
Fuel Economy
WASHINGTON (AP) - The financially-troubled Chrysler Corporation is
the only American automaker to offer
1980 models ranking among the Top 10
In fuel economy, the Environmental
Protection Agency announced today.
Two models of the diesel-powered
Volkwagen Rabbit - both made in
Germany - head the EPA mileage list
for the second consecutive year. The
five-speed manual tranamission version is rated at 42 mlles per gallon and
the fourapeed Rabbit at 40 mpg.
Two Chrysler models - the Dodge
Colt and the Plymouth Champ - tied
for the next best mileage figures at an
estimated 37 mpg each.
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SEALANT TREATMENT - Dr. L ID Thomas,field supervisor of the Kentucky Dental Sealant program, examines a second grader at Southwest
Elementary. All second, sixth, sevenfi and eighth graders are receiving the
treatments. Looking on are (from left) R. L Cooper, administrator of the
Calloway County Health Department Jean Cooper, Southwest second
grade teacher; and Janet Kirk, Calloway County School Nurse.

Sealant Treatments
Conducted At School
Second, sixth, seventh and eighth
graders have been undergoing dental
sealant treatments at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
All county schools are receiving the
treatment and the Murray city schools
will be treated at a later date.

'Fiddler' Auditions To Be Held
Auditions for the world's most acclaimed musical "Fiddler on the Roof"
will be held next Monday and Tuesday
evenings, Sept. 24 and 25, at 7 p.m. in
the meeting room of the public library.
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A Good Man, Charlie Brown" and
appeared in "The Music Man" last fall.
Musical numbers in the show include
"Matchmaker, Matchmaker," "If I
were a Rich Man," "Sunrise, Sunset,"
"Do You Love Me," and "Tradition."
Beth Lovins has joined the staff of the
Community Theatre and will reproduce
the original choreography done by
Jerome Robbins. Ms. Lovins has
several years of dance training and has
given instruction in the Nashville area
and school systems. The well-known
"Bottle Dance" is probably the most
difficult dance feature in "Fiddler."
The production will be staged "in the
round" at Carman Pavilion on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings
Nov. 8, 9, 10 and 15, 16 and 17. Choral
and dance rehearsals will begin almost
Immediately to allow for a more
relaxed rehearsal schedule.
For more information about the
tryouts, telephone 753-7511 for Community Theatre's program information.
Other musicals produced by the
Community Theatre include "The
Fantasticks," "Charlie Brown," The
Music Man" and "Peter Pan."
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mostly cloudy
tonight
Mostly cloudy tonight with a
slight chance of showers. Lows in
the low to mid 80s. Partly sunny
Wednesday. Highs in the mid tri
upper 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Mild and dry Thursday through
Saturday with highs in the 70s to
the low 80s. Lows in the 50s.

According to L.D. Thomas, field
supervisor of the Kentucky Dental
Sealant program, the treatment is to
coat teeth on the biting surface to help
fight tooth decay and bacteria buildup.
Thomas explained that gaps along
the biting surface can occur. These
gaps can trap food particaLs, increasing
the chance for decay and bacteria.
Janet Kirk, Calloway County School
Nurse, emphasized the procedure was
not like a flouride treatment. She said
flourides protects on the smooth surfaces of teeth.
Thomas is accompanied by several
dental hygienists. Thomas makes the
examination of the teeth and then
refers the students to the hygienist who
applies the sealant.
The sealant is only applied to permanent teeth, Thomas added.
Application of the sealant takes about
20 minutes per student, Thomas said.
'Manias said parental consent is
required before the treatment can be
given to the students. He reported that
85 percent have participated in the
Program.
Funds for the program come from the
state, Thomas said. He added he and
the hygienists travel by van to the
schools, carrying all the needed
equipment designed especially for the
program by the dental branch of the
Kentucky Department od Human
Resources.
Thomas said they work five days a
week and return to their homeson
weekends.
According to Thomas, Kentucky is
the first state in the nation to appropriate funds specifically for a public
health dental sealant program.
Endorsed by the Kentucky Dental
Association, the state sealant program
has been featured on NBC's "Today"
program.

Decision To Be Given
In Lamb Hearing
A decision in the Lamb v. City of
Murray case will be rendered at a
meeting of the Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights at 10 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 19, in the City Council
Chambers, Richmond.
The case concerns a charge of sex
discrimination in employment by
Rosemary Lamb against the city of
Murray and its police department.
Lamb alleged that she was denied
employment on the police department
because she was a woman. The city
denied the discrtmination charges.
The commission held a hearing
concerning the complaint May 8 and
June 1 in the Murray Common Council
Chambers.
Thomas A. Ebendorf, staff attorney
for the commission, represented Lamb.
J. William Phillips, Murray city attorney, was counsel for the city
4

A community development grant for
accepting applications for the housing
Murray totaling almost $1 million has
rehabilitation funds in mid-October. He
won final approval from the federal
said that even though much of the work
Department of Housing and Urban
on the project will not become visible
Development.
until next spring, engineering and
The target area to be rehabilitated
planning on things such as curbs,
with the $996,910 grant is the north
gutters, sidewalks, etc., would be
Douglas Community. Under the twocarried out through the winter.
year block grant application the city
The grant application calls for the
will receive $500,000 during the first
rehabilitation of 68 homes in the target
year and the remainder in the second
area, the relocation of two families and
year of the program.
the demolition of seven substandard
The city is currently interviewing
structures, five of them now vacant.
applicants for staff positions in the
The area to be renovated is east of
program. Four members of a five
North Fourth Street and is bounded on
person Community Development Board
the north and south by Ash and Walnut
were appointed by the Murray Common
streets. The city hopes to complete
Council last week. Appointed to the
rehabilitation work on 24 of the homes
board were Steve West, Clara Blumley,
in the area during the first year of the
Lee Bolen and Helen Spann. A
project.
recommendation on the fifth apAlso during the first year, Zea said,
pointment to the board is expected to be
the city hopes to install new water lines
presented to the council by Mayor
where needed and begin erection of
Melvin B. Henley in the very near
environmental screening along L P.
future.
Miller Street adjacent to the Tappan
The approval of this grant will enable
Company.
the city to begin the first phase of what
Persons living in the target area who
is hoped will evolve into a multi-year
wish to apply for grant funds to be used
project according to City Planner Steve
In the upgrading of their homes will be
Zea. Zea said the current grant will be
notified as to when and where to apply
utilized in revitalizing the north
for the grants.
Douglas section of the city and that
HUD regulations require that grant
during the second year of this program,
funds be used to address the needs of
applications will be submitted for
low and moderate income persons,
additional funds to be used in
eliminate blight and eliminate critical
rehabilitating housing in other areas of
health and safety problems.
the city.
According to the city's application, 93
"We're shooting for a complete
percent of the families living in the
renovation of the older sections of
designated area are considered in the
Murray," Zea said.
low income !racket, 23 percent of the
The approval of the current apcommunity's residents are 62 or older
plication marked the first time HUD
and 44 percent of the households are
had authorized such a project within
headed by females. Over 98 percent of
the city, even though funds have been
the total grant is scheduled to directly
applied for during each of the past five
benefit low to moderate income
years. The first three applications
residents.
denied were for renovating the old
Zea has stressed that the city's
National Hotel Building in downtown
performance on this project, the first
Murray. The fourth year the city's
ever of its kind for Murray, will greatly
application included a much wider area
affect the city's chance of securing
than the section that comprises this
grants for additional target areas in
year's grant. On suggestions from HUD
future years.
officials, Zea said, this year's grant
The Community Development staff
application was scaled down somewhat
will have offices on the second floor of
from the one submitted in 1978.
Murray City Hall adjacent to the City
Zea said the city would probably start
Planner's office.

Airport Board Accepts
Sunbird Proposal For
Observation Equipment
In its meeting Monday night, the
on his approach. Three clicks turn the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
lights on low intensity, five clicks for
Board accepted a proposal from
medium intensity and seven clicks for
Sunbird Corp. that it (Sunbird) would
high intensity.
purchase
weather
observation
Oakley said the maltunction has been
equipment and deed it to the airport
in the high intensity. Parker added a
Officials of Sunbird has requested a
repairman was scheduled to examine
need for the observation equipment
the lights today.
because of the possibility of expanding
The board approved a motion to buy a
charter service.
10,000-gallon jet fuel tank. Oakley said
In the agreement, stipulations inthere has been some demand for jet fuel
cluded that Sunbird would purchase
at the airport.
and install certified Federal Aviation
He added installation will begin when
Administration observation equipment
the weather permits.
The airport, considering the deed as an
Oakley told the board members that
interest-free loan, then would repay
all new markings runway have been
Sunbird for the equipment over a period
complete. However, he added that
of time, according to Hugh L. Oakley,
some old lines still needed to be marked
board chairman.
out.
After being deeded the equipment,
the airport would be responsible for
maintenance, would have to provide a
certified weather observer and would
have to repay to loan within a given
amount of time, Oakley said.
Oakley added if Sunbird were to
move its services from the Murray
airport, it would forfit the equipment
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - A towboat
and ownership would remain with the
struck a guidewall about lam.today at
airport.
the Brookport Lock and Dam 52 on the
Johnny Parker, airport manager,
Ohio River but workers kept it afloat.
will attend a school to certify him as a
There was no injury as the southweather observer, Oakley said.
bound motor vessel, Miss Vicki, and an
Hamp Erwin, chairman of the
empty barge struck the wall on the
executive committee, said the comapproach to the 1,200 foot lock, acmittee would negotiate payments with
cording to lockmaster Truman
Sunbird officials at a later date He
Emerson.
added the possibility of repaying the
The vessel became lodged in the
corporation over an 18-month period
approach and began to take on water
Some payments could consist of airWorkers used pumps to keep it afloat.
craft supplies, he added.
No figure was available on damage to
Erwin said all details will be finalized
the dam since it was under water
at a later date.
because of flood conditions. River
According to Oakley, only certified
traffic was not hindered because
weather observers can make officials
barges are able to go over the top of the
readings on the equipment. Sun bird
water-covered dam.
officials said they may fund training to
provide their own certified observer.
Concerning other business, Oakley
said there has been a malfunction in the
automatic runway lights. The lights,
recently installed on the 5,000-foot
The Murray Human Rights Comrunway, can be turned on by the pilot
mission will meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday,clicking his microphone a certain
Sept. 19, at City Hall.
The public is invited to attend the
number of times. The lights stay on for
meeting according to a spokesman for.
15 minutes.
Oakley said the pilot clicks his mike
the recently formed organization

Towboat Strikes
Guidewall On
Ohio River

Murray Human Rights
Commission To Meet
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Area Homemakers
Meet At Columbus

YARD OF THE MONTH—The New England style home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bolls, 1533
London Drive, Murray, has been selected as the September Yard of the Month by the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Kelly and Kaci Bolls, daughters of the
couple, are pictured, top photo, with their kittens in the front yard. Complimenting colors,
balancing heights and spaces, harmonizing textures and qualities of form and shape were
achieved through careful arrangements of boWes, weeping spruce, matigolds, and
begonias, a club spokesman said. Enonymus and monkey grass are also faatufed. The
grounds in the back of the home incorporate landscape features consisting of honeysuckle
growing around the base of the children's modern structured tree house with a rustic style,
a bird bath balanced by azaleas, yellow hybrid azaleas, scotch pine, white pines, and flowering marigolds. The bottom photo shows the patio area featuring red salvia with family
members pictured
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clubs, declarer just knew
that it was not fourth best.
How then to make the
slam? If declarer plays
two top clubs, the slam is
gone. West ruffs the ace of
clubs and leads a trump
and now dummy has only
one trump left which will
not stretch to ruff two
small clubs.
The winning answer is
easy for the pessimist. He
hates West for his interference and his distribution,
but he knows what he can
do.
Dummy's club king wins
the first trick and, at trick
two, a second club is led
and ducked completely.
East wins and leads a
trump, but it's not enough.
Declarer steps up
smartly with his ace and
ruffs his last low club in
dummy. A spade ruff
places the lead in declarer's hand to draw the
trumps and declarer pockets his sure 12 tricks and
NORTH
•Q 7 5 2
•Q 9
• J 96 4 2
•K 3

1001* Johnny Robertson Rd. 753-1651
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Local P.E.O. Chapter
Plans Luncheon Here
P.E.O. - a philanthropic,
educational organization - will
sponsor a "tasting luncheon"
Benefit to further educational
opportunities for women, a
spokesman said.
Included in the theme of
Kentucky will be favorite
foods such as ham on corn
light bread, sausage biscuits,
stuffed mushrooms,"peg leg"
chicken, stuffed celery,
cherry tomatoes, cantaloupe
and
watermelon
balls,
gingerbread, pound cake,
fried pies, spiced tea and other
typical Kentucky fare.
Honored guests will be Hon.
William S. Murphy, Mayor Cl
Paducah, and Mrs. Murphy.
Mayor Murphy will present a
"Duchess of Paducah" or

G CORN, JR

"A pessimist is a man different opening
lead, dewho thinks everybody is as clarer might well have
nasty as himself, and hates played to make an overthem for it." — George trick. Before drawing
Bernard Shaw.
trumps, he would cash the
king and ace of clubs and
Declarer knew that then ruff his two remaining
West's pre-empts were as clubs in dummy to score
nasty as his own. And the all 13 tricks.
same went for his opening
After West's pre-empt
leads. How would you have against South's .forcing to
played today's delicate game two bid, declarer
slam given the same bid- had good reason to fear
ding and opening lead?
some distribution. And
Given no bidding and a when West led the four of

The Purchase Area Homemakers annual meeting will be
held Thursday, Sept. 20, at 10 a.m. at Columbus Belmont
State Park, according to Mrs. Howard Bennett, Mayfield,
area president.
James G. Stephens, executive in Marine Management, and
for the past ten years as operations manager for the Paducah
Division of the Crounse Corporation, will be the guest
speaker.
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr., Hickman, will present membership
awards and chairmen representing the eight counties will
give subject matter reports. Musical entertainment will be
provided by Gary Harper and Mrs. Valarie Peery, both of
Clinton.
Representatives of the state association, Dr. Doris
Tichenor and Glenn McNabb of the University of Kentucky,
will also speak to the group.
Lunch will be provided for the group at the park.
Mrs. Perry Cavitt, president of the Calloway County
Homemakers Council, and Mrs. Jean Cloar, area extension
agent in home economics, urge all members and interested
persons to attend.
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"Duke of Paducah" plaque to
one of the ticket holders.
This affair will be held on
Saturday, Sept. 29 at 12 noon in
the Community Room of
Peoples Bank, 12th and
Chestnut Sts.
Tickets are $3.00 each and
may be purchased from any
P.E.O. member or at the
Calloway Public Library.
Benefit co-chairmen are
Mrs. Harry Sparks and Mrs.
William S. Major. Other
committee members are Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, Mrs. John
Quertermous, Mrs. L.J.
Hortin, and Mrs. Olga
Freeman.
'Irma
Mrs.
LaFollette is president and
advisor.

Community Calendar Events
Thursday,Sept. 20
Wednesday,Sept. 19
Tuesday,Sept. 18
Senior Adults will leave the
Homemakers
Wadesboro
Lydian Sunday School
Baptist Church at 10130
Class, First Baptist Church, Club will meet with Mrs. First
a.m. for a trip to the Visitors
will meet at 6:45 p.m. at the Baron Palmer at 130 p.m.
Center Solar Exhibit at the
fellowship hall of the church.
Birthday party for persons Land Between the Lakes for a
Martin's Chapel United having birthdays this month film, lecture, and tour. Lunch
Methodist Church Women are will be held at 12 noon at the will be at Barkley Lodge at 12
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Douglas Community Center noon.
by
the Nutrition Progra for the
"First-Nighter" of Outdoor
Baptist Young Women of
Recreation Explorer Program Elderly.
Church will meet with
First
for interested youth and their
South Murray Homemakers Mrs. Richard Jones at 7 p.m.
parents will be held at 7 p.m.
Club will meet at the lake
in the Racer Room, Stewart
home of Mrs. Kenneth Owen
Country
and
Town
Stadium, Murray State
at 10 a.m.
Honieniakers Club will meet
University.
at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Members of the Lydian
Western Chapter of the TVA Carlic Mechlor.
Class of Sinking Spring Retirees Association will meet
Baptist Church will meet at at Brandon Spring Camp,
Home Department, Murray
the Sirloin Stockade at 6:30 Land Between the Lakes, at 10 Woman's Club, will honor the
p.m.
senior citizens at a tea at 2
a.ni.
p.m. at the club house. Libby.
Murray Assembly No. 19
The Singing Golf Family Hart will speak on the SumOrder of the Rainbow for Girls
will be featured in a program mer French Program.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
at the Trinity Christian
hall.
Center, North 18th Street at
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Music Department, Murray Calloway, at 7 p.m.
7:30 p.m at the Ellis Center.
Woman's Club, will meet at
Thursday,Sept. 20
7
p.m. at the clubhouse.
Men's Stag Night is
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Baptist Young Women of
scheduled at the Murray Order of the Eastern Star will
Memorial,Baptist Church will
Country Club with Don Keller, meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
meet with Robbie Key at 7
Jim Williams, Don Robinson, hall.
p.m.
and Ray 'laser in charge.
Murray Women of the
Recital of chamber music
Hazel Senior Citizens will Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
will be at 8:15 p.m. in Fan-el
have activities starting at 10 the officers to meet at 7 p.m.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
a.m. at the Hazel Community at the lodge hall.
Center,
Murray
State
Center.
University.
First film showing of "The
Hustler"
starring Paul
Willing Workers Class of
Business and Professional
Newman and George C. Scott
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women's Club will meet at
will be the preview at 3 p.m.
will meet in the home of Mrs.
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
and show with panelists at 7
Jerry Windsor at 7:30 p.m.
Restaurant with Dr. and Mrs.
p.m. at the Student Center
Hugh Noffsinger to present
Murray TOPS (take off
Auditorium, Murray State
program.
the
pounds sensibly) Club will
University.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Wednesday,Sept. 19
Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will start at 10
a.m. at the Hazel Community
Center. A nutrition program
by Mrs. Bramley will be at 1
p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
meet at 6 p.m. with Dr.
Herbert C. Barnard of the
Christian Church Foundation
as speaker.

Patients Don't
Wait Patiently
DEAR ABBY: Hooray for STEAMED IN STOCKTON,
who was tempted to bill his physician $100 for the two hours
he spent cooling his heels in the outer office.
Listen to this: I made an appointment for a routine
physical six months in advance. When I arrived, the waiting
room was packed with patients. An hour later. I was called
into an examining room and was told to Lndress. I did. I sat
there unclothed for 41) minutes until his majesty, the doctor.
entered!
As soon as I was on the examining table, his telephone
rang. The doctor said. "Excuse me," and proceeded to talk
to another doctor about a business deal. They talked for 10
minutes, after which he phoned his secretary and asked her
to call yet another doctor.
I lay there seething with resentment while my doctor told
the second doctor what the first doctor h.id told him about
their "tax shelter.I was given a very fast examination. after which the doe•
tor prescribed medication for high blood pressure. Believe
me. I know what caused it!
STEAMED IN LONG BEACH
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"Congratulations!
Jerry & Karen
Bolls
Whose Lawn Was Chosen

J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a
potluck luncheon at 12 noon at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
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Methodist Men of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 6:30 p.m.
Designed

By

Linda Hopkins

Women of the Murray
Country Club will play golf at
9:30 a.m. with Chris Graham
as hostess.

from

Ladies activities at the Oaks
Country Club will include golf
with Jeannie Morgan as
hostess and bridge with Hazel
Beale as hostess at 9:30 a.m.,
and luncheon at noon with
Suzanne Oakley and Hazel
Ray as co-chairmen of the I
hostesses.

Agri-Products
Lawn & Garden I

Hwy. 121
753-3000 #
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DEAR STEAMED: My mail reflects a great deal of sym•
pathy for STEAMED. Read on:

DEAR ABBY: We had a doctor in Falls Church, Va., who
never overbooked appointments. We never had to wait
more than five or 10 minutes to see him. He had an excellent
SOUTH
practice, and was so conscientious he refused to take a new
--patient unless he had time, (He referred them to a
VAKJ11875
colleague.)
• AK
In Florida. it's another story.. My husband had a 2 p.m. ap•A 9 6 2
Vulnerable: North - pointment. At 4 p.m. he was still waiting. He approached the
South. Dealer: South. The nurse and asked. "Do I have to wait until the doctor sees all
these other people'?" IThere were about 10 people waiting.)
bidding:
The nurse replied. "You CERTAINLY do.- With that, my
South West North East
husband walked out!
2V
34.
Pass Pass
STEAMED IN DAYTONA BEACH
414
Pass 5V
Pass
•
8v
Pass Pass Pass
DEAR ABBY: I gave my doctor a taste of his own
medicine a few years back. He used to keep me waiting for
Opening lead: Four of hourS before I Could get in to see him.
I was plenty annoyed, but I didn't want to change doctors
clubs.
because I had gone to him for years, he had all my old
records and X-rays. and I thought I might as well live with
his vulnerable slam.
the devil I knew rather than the devil I didn't know.
An ironic twist. West's
Anyway, when it came time to pay him. I made HIM wait
club lead appears to be for his money.
It never got me in any quicker, but I felt better about hay
most troublesome, but is
manageable. With a pas- ing to wait.
sive trump lead, declarer
GOT EVEN IN IDAHO
would have had no chance.
DEAR ABBY: I worked for a doctor for six years. When
West can ruff the second
club and a second trump he had two examining rooms, two appointments were booklead would have prevented ed for the same time. When he added two more examining
rooms, four appointments were made for the same time. His
a club ruff in dummy.
appointments were booked 15 minutes apart.
In my association with other doctors' receptionists, I
Rid with Corn
learned that they all worked on the same principle — the
number of appointments booked for a given time depended
South holds:
9-18-H
on the number of examining rooms the doctor had.
•Q 7 5 2
I have suffered this fate as a patient. I suppose there are
Q9
exceptions if you are lucky enough to find a doctor who is
• J 96 1 2
more interested in his patients than in their money.
•K 3
Don't use my name. I may have to go back to work again.
NO SIG IN N.J.
119
North
South
DEAR ABBY: I have a system I use to beat the "waiting
•
game," I always ask for the first appointment of the day
when I want an appointment with a doctor, dentist or beau
ANSWER: Two dia- ty operator. I am never
kept waiting.
tnonds. Six to nine points
It never fails.
and good support for diaBONNIE IN BOSTON
monds — the single raise is
the most descriptive bid.
If yes need help in writing letters
sympathy, eon'retailed:lens or thank-yes letters, get Abby's booklet"How
Send bridge questions to The
Aces, P
Hox 12383, Dallas, to Write Lettere ler all ()remises." Bead $1 and • e.g
Texas 75221., with self--addressed, stamped 128 tents). self-addressed onvel•pe to Abby: 122
stamped envelope for reply
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 93212.

Pumps Plus
by

aud.itions,
MADf IN I , S

Experience the Difference

The return to feminine fashion
has brought about the revival
of the pump. Auditions adds a
new dimension to this American classic. See our entire
selection
of new and differPIXIE
ent
pump
styles. They look
BLACK & BROWN
great and, you know. if they're
by Auditions, you can count
on comfort and fit.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Pe,/

Fraftes Drake

it,\
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HEALTH
Treating leg cramps

FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1979
What kind of day will loved ones.
Watch extomorrow be? To find out what travagance
and credit card
the stars say, read the
buying. Stress harmony.
forecast given for your birth
YOU BORN TODAY are
Sign.
concerned with redressing
wrongs done to your fellow
ARIES
man and would make a good
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
political worker. Equally
Don't let minor stress affect
concerned with receiving fair
work
performance.
Be
payment for services renprotective of financial indered, you're inclined to let a
terests, esp joint assets. Loved
materialistic
outlook
ones may be erratic.
dominate your thinking. For
TAURUS
your best success, you must do
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tiCk",
your own thing and not let
Don't let concern about a
ambition keep you from
relationship affect health. You
taking a chance on your
may be somewhat nervous
talents. You can succeed in
about romance. Avoid p.m.
the professions and would
arguments. Watch diet.
make a good lawyer or
GEMINI
teacher.
( May 21 to June 20)
An
unexpected
work
assignment could interfere
with entertainment plans.
Avoid tension with co-workers
and romantic interests.
CANCER
!June 21 to July 22) 431
0
Unexpected visitors could
affect home routine. Children
The J. N. Williams Chapter
prone to do the unexpected. of the United Daughters of the
Your patience is tested, but Confederacy will open the new
don't lose cool.
chapter year with a potluck
LEO
luncheon at the Community
(July 23 to Aug. 2214
Room of the North Branch of
• A family member may
the Peoples Bank on Wedsurprise you
with
his
nesday,Sept. 19, at 12 noon.
viewpoints. Agitation about
Guest speaker will be Lt.
money could affect your tone Col. Randall G. Routt of the
of voice. Watch arguments. ROTC
at Murray State
VIRGO
University.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Hostesses will be Mrs. Inez
Watch impulsive buying.
Claxton,- Mrs. N. A. Ezell,
MURRAY FHA-Members of the Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers
What you purchase on whim
Miss Sara Ross, and Miss
of America gathered around the table to select from the many salads at the supper held
may not satisfy in the long
Karen Shipley.
Sept. 10 in the high school cafeteria. Chapter president Mary Morris presided and Gina
run. Edginess with friends is
Chapter.officers are Mrs. W.
Shipley gave the devotion. Parliamentarian Julie Sams along with Lee Bryan, Mary Lindnow _possible.
Z. Carter, president; Mrs
sey, and Kathy Outland presented a skit on parliamentary procedure. The group voted to
LIBRA
John J. Livesay, vice
sell Katherine Belch candy bars as a money making project for this month. Miss Morris an(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
president and registrar; Mrs.
nounced that Arthritis Tag Day will be held Sept. 29 with Catherine and Carol Dick as coBuying yourself a present
Inez Claxton, second vice; Dr.
chairmen. Elected representatives Cheryl Johnston and Laurie Lovett and all officers will
may not be the answer to your
Halene Visher, third vice;
problems. Use self-analysis
attend the fall regional meeting on Sept. 20 at Murray State University. Chapter mothers
Mrs. N. A. Ezell, secretary;
elected were Mesdames Gordon Loberger, Calvin Morris, Harold Eversmeyer, Henry
and find out what is vexing
Mrs.
Crossland,
Hess
your spirit.
Fulton, James Newsome, and Richard Knight. Visitors were Mrs. Morris, Mrs. Loberger,
treasurer; Mrs. Fred Gingles,
SCORPIO
Robin Whitley, Kathy Luber, and WWo Nance. Advisors present were Mrs. A. B. Crass and
historian; Dr. Mildred HatWet. 23 to Nov. 21)
Mrs. G.T. Lilly.
cher, chaplain.
Your romantic curiosity is
Photo by Kaye Peebles
stimulated, but thrills may
only be momentary. Expect
the unexpected in relations
with others.
SAGITTARIUS
PADUCAH PATIENT
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 WiraitirA
dismissed from
Recently
A romantic tryst may not
Hospital, Paducah,
turn out as expected. Be
The Kappa Department of donated to the Calloway Lourdes
discreet. Bide your time about the Murray Woman's Club County Middle School Library was James Light of Murray.
a career matter. You may be met Tuesday, Sept. 4, at the for the purpose of purchasing
SURGERY PATIENT
rushing matters.
clubhouse.
Mrs.
Robert (Helen)
reference books.
CAPRICORN
Officers for the new year Melugin of Murray has been
The
program
was
provided
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
are: Tonda West, Chairman; dismissed from the Western
Someone you meet through by Carolyn Reagan who Jane Hopson,
vice-chairman; Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
work turns you on. Be careful presented a yoga demon- Diane
Wagner,secretary; and after having undergone
stration
in
which
the
Kappa
though sometimes fools rush
Jennifer Crouse, treasurer.
surgery.
In where angels fear to tread. members participated.
Advisers may disappoint.
A potluck "salad supper"
HOSPITAL PATIENT
An official of the InterAQUARIUS
was served.
Mrs. Marjorie Hays of
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Among subjects discussed national Apple Institute says a Murray has been dismissed
Minor problems may crop was the upcoming Jaycee- record 35 million bushels of from
Lourdes Hospital,
ljp re a business deal. Getting. Kappa Haunted Forest and apples were squeezed for juice
Paducah.
in 1978. And the director of a
iMpatient won't improve
matters. Downplay eccentric Carnival to be held Oct. 29-31 large
apple-growing
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
at the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
behavior.
association
in
Virginia
Roger Parrish of Dexter
It was decided that the predicts that within
SCFS
five years Route 1
has been dismissed
Kappa
Department's 60 million bushels valued
eb. 19 to Mar. 20 )
at from
Lourdes Hospital.
proceeds
from the Haunted 9750 million will be
Don't. let children be the
needed to Paducah.
cause of arguments between Forest and Carnival would be
meet juice demands.
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Carolyn Reagan Presents
Program At Kappa Meeting

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Will
taking a five-grain capsule of
quinine every night harm a
person in any way? My husband takes one each night
because of leg cramps He has
taken bottle after bottle of
calcium but it doesn't help
anymore.
I have a nutrition catalog
and I was wondering if I
should order some potassium
for him. It reads 83 milligrams
of
potassium
gluconate, whatever that
means.
DEAR READER - No,
that small amount of quinine
is not likely to cause your husband any problem unless he's
one of those rare people who
is sensitive to quinine. It is a
useful medicine to control leg
cramps in some cases. I might
mention that some people also
get relief from leg cramps by
wearing long, heavy wool
socks at night. Keeping the
legs warm seems to help.
A person who has leg
cramps should have a medical
examination. I assume your
husband has had an examination since he's taking medicine for his cramps.
No, I don't think the potassium pills are a good idea. The
concentrated amount might
not be too easy on his digestion. He can get three times as
much potassium than is in one
of those pills from just eating
one good orange. It will also
taste a lot better. You'd be
better off to spend that money
on some fresh fruits, such as
oranges and bananas, than
you would in buying pills.
Unless your husband is low

in potassium. which I doubt,
extra potassium will not help
him. But since you are interested I am sending you The
Health Letter number 10-12,
Salt: Your Vital Sodium And
Potassium Balance Other
readers who want this issue
c-an send 75 cents in check or
coin with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My
daughter has been told that
she has endometriosis. I've
tried to find out about this and
can't. Could you explain to me
what endometriosis is?
DEAR READER - The
endometrium is the lining of
the uterus. This is the part of
the uterus that undergoes
cyclical changes under hormone stimulation and changes
to permit the implantation of
the ovum for a normal pregnancy. It is this tissue that
sheds each month during

Message rom Kay:
What have you
got to lose?
JOIN

WEIGHT0WATCHERS.
and find out you CAN
be the thin person
you want to be!

A*
Kay Morrissey
Area Director

VISITS HERE
Chuck Snell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., of
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., has
returned to his home after
spending a few days with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
R. R. Parker, Murray Route 3.
Snell is a sophomore at
Michigan State.

menstruation.
Endometriosis refers to this
type of tissue being displaced
outside of the lining of the
uterus It may be seeded into
areas in the pelvis but a common location is in the ovary
It usually makes its presence
known by causing severe pain..
The pain usually occurs just
before menstruation. It can
cause pain in other areas as
well but usually the pain can
be identified in relation to the
menstrual cycle.
Because this tissue can be
implanted in the tubes and
block them, it can also cause
infertility. That's why many
doctors recommend to women
who have endometriosis to try
to have their family as early
as possible, before the growth
of this displaced tissue produces permanent sterility.
I should add that you don't
always have to have pain with
the disease but that is the usual problem that brings the
condition to the physician's
attention

Class Information:

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Class Inforiation: MURRAY, 111111K1(11
First Presbyterian Clewd
1601 Main Street
i
I
6.30

Pm

Noodays

The cost? $10 to join, then $5 weekly thereafter.
No contracts to sign.
WEIGHT WATCHERS
iNTERMATIONAL INC

4,0

ARE REGISTERS° TRAORWARAS OR WtiGHT MATCHILAS
ARO
wAHHASSET NV
WtiColt WATCHERS IHTLEHEATICIPEAL,

SAVE 50C
ON JERRY'S
ALL-TIME
FAVORITES

vi4

PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Vicki Weatherford of
Almo.

Two large, fresh eggs,
choice of three bacon slices,
three sausage links.
or two sausage patties.
with hashed brown potatoes,
buttered toast and jelly.

Conferences Of
Kentucky FHA
Being Held

SUPER
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
THIS FALL YOU CAN GET SUPER FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
ON THE SUPER STATION
WTBS Atlanta its for every
member of the family Its
comedies it s cartoons It s science
fiction it s drama It c show atter
show with something for everyone
In short it s some of the
greatest family entertainment
ever seen On TV

All your favorites are here lust
waiting for you to turn them on
So subscribe today You II discover
what millions of people all over
the country have already found
out for themselves WTBS is
The super Station Anti It s all
yours through cable TV

"—WTBS ATLANTA-EXCLOIVELY ON CABLEVISIO
Yes! 1 wont WTVS & Coblevision! Coll me for a
Now Get Cablevision
priority cablevision connection appointment.
Connected For Only $5.00
Address _
Enjoy WTBS And Cablevision
_

Save $10.00
Cablevision 753-5005

Tone To Call
CIIP ANC> MAIL DAIS COUPON TO
Murray

Cablev isles

%wry Off*, hpirea 521.75

FRANKFORT, Ky. Kentucky
Future
Homemakers of America is
holding a series of regional
leadership conferences for
regional and chapter officers.
The size of each conference
ranges from 100 to approximately 250 attendees,
according to Audrey Carr,
director of the Home
Economics Education Unit in
the Bureau of Vocational
Education. Participants include chapter advisors as well
as the officers.
FHA membership is open to
students, both female and
male, who are enrolled in high
school home economics
classes. The regional conferences are scheduled as.
follows:
Sept. 18 - Hopkinsville
Community College, Barren
County High School, and
Jenny Wiley State Park.
Sept. 20 - Murtay State
University and Owen County
High School.
Sept. 22 - Lincoln County
High School.
Sept. 25 - Washington
County High School.
Sept. 27 - Leslie County
High School, and First Baptist
Church, Shelbyville.
Sept. 29 - Daviess County
High School.
Oct. 10 - Mason County
High School.

--;

cup of coffee wit entree or sandwich.
sc bottomlessOffer
expires September 2R 1 07ct

Next Week,Save 5tX on our Chump Plate!

Jealirs
RESTAURANTS

South 12th Street

Celeb atiag 50 Years of Good Food

_.,
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Opinion Page

Looking Back

gF179 SP4i

10 Years Ago
Four Murray State University
graduates frorn Calloway County have
received $5,000 fellowships to work on
their Master of Arts Degrees in college
teaching at MSU. They are Marion
Alexander, Bill Cottringer, Jane
Sprunger, and Mike Bowman.
Deaths reported include Robert
Wayne Myers, 56, Mrs. Mary Alva
(Peggy) Knight, 78, Mrs. India Bell
Smock, 54, Mrs. Annie Shupe, 79, John
L. Street, 8), and James Thomas
Walker, 40.
Members ci the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America collected $609.71 in the Cystic
Fibrosis Drive conducted in the city on
Sept. 14. The drive was made in
memory of Lulu Young, FHA member
who died from this disease last year.
Nancy Mathis was coordinator for the
drive.
Births reported include a girl, Traci
Rose, to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Parker on
Sept. 11, and a boy, Anthony Scott, to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wade on Sept. 15.
The approaching marriage of Miss
Margot Ellis to Dwain McIntosh, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McIntosh, Jr., of
Paducah, has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Norman Ellis
of Jackson, Tenn.

EDITOR L4L

Congressional
Bloat
Sen. William Proxmire
couldn't have found a better
candidate for his August
"golden fleece" award than the
Congress in which he serves.
The "bloated branch," as it is
sometimes called, passed the $1
billion budget mark last year
and at the rate it's slurping funds from the public trough it
ought to reach $2 billion before
many more years pass.
Proxmire pointed out that in
the past 10 years the size of the
House and Senate staffs has
grown by 70 percent. There now
are some 18,000 employees serving 435 House members and
100 senators.
The cost of the staffs has gone
up faster-270 percent in the
past 10 years,from $150 million
to $550 million a year.
Besides a salary, each new
staffer has to have a desk,
telephone,
usually
a
typewriter, and other supplies
and equipment. The staffer has
to have a place to work, or at
least sit around, and that
requires new buildings. And, of
course, each new building has
to be grander than the last, witness the Senate's palatial new
office building under construction that, at last count,
was estimated to cost around

Washington Today

$150 million.
Worse than the monetary
fleece that congressional bloat
in itself takes off the taxpayers
is its contribution to the growth
of government in general.
Bigger staffs mean more employees working on new ways to
insinuate the federal government into the corners of
American life.
More staff, more ideas, more
legislation, more regulation,
more programs, more spending. It's a self-perpetuating
and vicious cycle in which the
taxpayer picks up the tab and
suffers the consequences.

•-
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Ted Sanford, As Remembered
By Some'OfHis Murray Friends

I wish I had known Ted Sanford.
When he died in Lexington June 27 of
this year after a long illness, there
wasn't much note of his death in the
area newspapers, which is understandable.
He was of an older generation, and,
even though he was the guiding hand
behind the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association for 35 years before
retiring in 1972, it had been a long time
since he lived in Murray.
There are a lot of people here who
remember him, though, and they speak
of him in almost reverent terms. Eight
of them — the life of each of whom had
been touched by him in the past —
gathered around a table at the Holiday
Inn one noon recently and told me about
By WALTER R. MEARS
him, often several talking at once.
AP Special Correspondent
These were Auburn Wells, former
Murray High football coach Ty
Holland, J. Matt Sparkman,Sodie Hale,
Jack Gardner, T. Sledd, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks and D. Y. Dunn, retired
superintendent of schools in Fayette
County and now a Calloway County
With the economy slipping into
resident.
recession and inflation running in
They told me so much about Mr.
double numbers, there's no way
Sanford I couldn't possibly get it all in
slumping public confidence in the
one column. So, for the next two or
economic future is going to be revived
three, I'm going to devote them to their
by the end of the year.
memories of this man who left such an
Every pollster reports that people
imprint upon Murray and Kentucky
think things are going to get worse
athletics.
economically before they get better.
+++++—
If Kennedy runs on grounds that
All of my informants agree that Mr.
Carter economics are not satisfactory,
Sanford was a bundle of enthusiasm,
he is going to have to come up with a
possessing as much energy "as any two
different formula, to improve the
men should possess." Although born in
situation. It is one thing to say that the
Milan, Tenn., he grew up in Milburn in
current administration has failed, and
Carlisle County and where his father
quite another to say how a new adran a general store.
ministration would succeed.
He went on to graduate from Fulton
Once the glamor and the novelty of a
High School, living in the railroad
Kennedy campaign wore thin, the same
center with his grandfather, before
questions would be there, waiting for an
completing college at Centre and
answer.
studying medicine at Vanderbilt.
44-4,44+-e-s-ess4-4*-s-e++++444-4,444-444-44444.
444•-++-+44+-+++4444+
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Kennedy's Rules
WASHINGTON (AP) — Economic
forecasting is a risky business, unless
you get to make the rules yourself. Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy has reserved that
right with his vague description of what
would deter or impel him to wage an
all-out challenge to President Carter
next year.
Kennedy says his decision will hinge
on Carter's handling of the economy,
but he isn't saying what would be good
enough to keep him out of the race, or
bad enough to make him a candidate.
"The real question is the state of the
economy," he says. "That's the issue
that's going to be decisive next year."
Not that he's saying Carter must
reverse what is now a bleak outlook on
both unemployment and inflation. "But
he has to take steps which will give
people a sense of confidence that it will
get better,- the Massachusetts senator
said.
Kennedy also is saying he'll make up
his mind before the presidential
primaries, which means by the end of a
year that has 15 weeks remaining. That
amounts to a self-fulfilling prophecy,
because there's no way the economy or
attitudes about it are going to turn
around before the end of the year.
That suggests Kennedy's economic
rationale is a matter more of political
convenience than of substance. Like his
late brother Robert, Edward Kennedy
is in a difficult position as he weighs a
challenge to an incumbent Democratic
president. Both faced the prospect that
they would be accused of risking a split
in the party simply to serve their own
ambitions.
For Robert Kennedy, the compelling
issue was Lyndon B. Johnson's war
policy in Vietnam. Edward Kennedy's
economic concern pales by comparison, but at least it is an issue on
which to hang his verdict.
In fact, the Kennedy decision more
likely hinges on the prospect that
Carter appears to be a weak candidate
who may get knocked about in the
primary elections anyhow, and whose
ticket could dampen the prospects of
Democrats running for the House and,
particularly, the Senate.
Kennedy has said that a good many
colleagues want him to run. He hasn't
identified them, and they haven't
marched forward to identify themselves. Not that he isn't getting plenty
of urging. But most of the members of
Congress who want him in the race are
not anxious to stick their necks out until
they are sure they have a candidate.

Bible Th()uglit
0thou that hearest prayer, unto thee
shall all flesh come. — Psalm 65:1.
Speak freely with Him day by day
and you'll know how to talk to Him
without embarrassment when the hour
of emergency strikes.
4

The Story Of

An extremely intelligent man, he
never made a grade in school less than
an -A" from the time he entered
Kindergarten on through is master's
program in college.
Mr. Sanford started his athletic
career at Fulton, where he coached and
taught for a year before going to the
new normal school at Murray as a
chemistry and physics teacher and as
an assistant to the college's first
football coach, Irby H. (Shorty) Koffman. Auburn, Jack, Ty and T. were on
those early Thoroughbred teams he
helped coach.
++++++
After a short stay at the college, he
moved down Main Street to Murray
High School (where the Middle School
is today ) as principal over grades one
through, 12. It was here that he really
endeared himself to scores of
Murrayans and where he began to
:terve his name into the history of
Kentucky high school athletics.
While principal at Murray High, he
nsisted that he coach the junior varsity
teams in four sports — -football,
basketball, baseball and track — and
still had time to purchase and edit the
Calloway County Times-Herald, one of
the county's two weekly newspapers.
He had the reputation of being able to
type 100 w(xds a minute with only two
fingers.
John Irv an, my tobacco buying friend
over on Wells Blvd., remembers him
about this time. Mr. Sanford was the
best man at the wedding of Joe Lovett
and Miss Laurine Wells, one of the two
daughters of Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T.
Wells.
John, then 5 years old, was the ring
Dearer, and the ceremony was performed in the Wells home, now known

Low Down

FROM

T
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By Joe Crump

20 Years Ago

as "Oakhurst" and the campus home of
Murray State's president, Dr. Constantine W. Curris, and his family.
John's home was nearby, about where
the University Church of Christ is
today.
"I remember everyone gathering
upstairs," John said, and we all were
to come down the stairs, the same ones
that are in there today. Just about the
time all would be ready to start, I would
start to cry, fret, or something and Dr.
Wells would slip a nickel into the top of
my sock — I was wearing one of those
little Lord Flaunteroy Suits — and
assure me that everything would be all
right.
"I had a good thing going there for a
while," he laughed, "but eventually
everything went off as planned."
++++++
Jack Gardner was in Mr. Sanford's
chemistry class at Murray State and
later was an assistant coach of his at
Murray High. Jack laughed as he
recalled the time when Mr. Sanford's
team had to go to Milan, Tenn., for a
game. Jack was still playing football at
the college at the time.
"Ted had heard that Milan was going
to play some 'ringers' against
Murray," he said, "so he took several
of us Murray State players with his
team — all under different names, of
course. When Milan played their
'ringers', Ted played his. I played that
day as 'Peck Graham,' but don't ask
me where he got that name."
++++++
In Thursday's column, we'll tell you
about a side of the lite Corrunissioner's
life with which his close friends were
familiar but which was seldom mentioned with all his achievements in the
field of athletics
his music.

Congressional
Record

—187

Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1 111
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1915—BEFORE WORLD WAR
The heartbreaker for 1915 was the sinking of the U. S. Submarine F-4 in Honolulu Harbor with 21 men aboard, including Callowa%
County's first Annapolis graduate, Ensign T. Albert Parker, brother
of Murray jewelryman Joe T. Parker, Ruth Parker and Ed Parker.
Crew and officers submerged in 270 feet of water on March 15 in
regular naval maneuvers.
The sinking was a nation-wide tragedy with the U. S. Admiralt.
declaring the submarine would be raised at any cost to determine
cause of the disaster. Expert naval divers descended as far as 215
feet in an effort to attach cables to the disabled craft within a few
days after the descent and at the time indicated some hope the
survivors were alive.
Within one week naval authorities stated that it would be
impossible for the men to stay alive. However the knowledge that
one of Murray's own young men had died in the service of his
country, the long, long wait was a lonely vigil for the entire county
before the craft was raised August 29, 1915. As predicted, only four
crewmen's skeletons could be positively identified, the balance of
the remains were placed in four caskets and buried in Arlington
National Cemetery on September ZS.
For the national Confederate veterans reunion of 1915, only
eight tickets were issued at the passenger depot to members of the
diminishing ranks. It was a different story with a domestic flavor
when Calloway County Confederates gathered in reunion at Hazel
Sept. 18 where more than 4,000 citizens attended to pay homage
to the surviving Greys. Included in the list of departing comrades
during the year was John Wesley Ellis, 78 year old resident of the
South Pleasant Grove section, who served in Capt. Swann's Company.
He was laid to rest in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. In addition,
F. M. Luter, a Confederate veteran living at the home of his son
Joe Luter, south of Murray two miles, died. He was buried in Martin
Chapel Cemetery Dec. 7, 1915.

To Be Continlied

By M.C. Garrott

Bill To Curb
Car Thievery
REPRESENTATIVE HENRY B.
GONZALEZ (Texas) "...I am very
•oncerned about the problem of auto
heft in our country. In the last few
months I have heard from a number of
.aw enforcement officials in my district
who have become alarmed at the in'cease in this crime and have urged
that Congress take some action to try
and help stem this growth and turn this
trend around.
"Today I am proposing a bill (H.R.
1247) that I hopefully will be a step in
the right direction. It is called the
Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act of
1979. It basically calls for three things;
o improve the physical security
`Patures of the motor vehicle and its
.,arts, to increase the criminal
;enalties of persons dealing in stolen
r.lotor vehicles and parts, and to curtail
Pxportation of these stolen parts.
"An untold number of our citizens
have had the unfortunate and
frustrating experience of going to a spot
where they parked their car last, only
to find that it is not there.
"In fact, the shocking statistics are
that a theft of a motor vehicle takes
place once every 33 seconds. The even
sadder fact is that most of these
vehicles are never recovered.
"The State of California leads the
country in States with 25,000 or more
(ars stolen a year and Texas is not far
behind in fifth place...Law enforcement
officials in my area have idicated that
the Increase is due to two new avenues
of disposal, the illegal parts racket and
the easy access to Mexico...
-My bill calls for an identification
numbering system for certain key
components of the motor vehicle. This
type of identification system would, I
tmlieve, deal a real blow to what are
known as "chop shops." This is a shop

Hal Riddle, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Riddle of Murray, will appear
in the picture, "Cop Hater," which is
playing today and tomorrow at the
Varsity Theatre.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Della
Johnston, 85
The Murray Jaycees held their first
Olympics Sept. 13 at Cutchin Stadium,
Murray State College, according to Bill
Redick, Olympics chairman.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Cook on Sept. 8, and twin
girls, Lisa and Teresa, to Mr. and Mrs
Roy L. Smith on Sept. 18.
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. L. A.
Moore will attend the conference for the
South Central Region of the National
League of American Pen Women at
Lexington Sept. 25 to 27.
Ice cream is listed as selling for 49
cents for a LI gallon in the ad for Parker
Food Market.

30 Years Ago
Dewey Jones, superintendent of the
Murray Water and Sewer System, and
Wayne Myers, resident engineer, told
the Murray City Council that the last
pump is now being installed at the new
pump station and that the city will be
ready for an inspection to set new fire
insurance rates within the next few
days. James B. Buchanan was named
to be in charge of operations at the
sewage disposal plant.
Relieve the overcrowded conditions
of the first two grades at Murray High
School was the dominant theme when
many of the mothers of pupils in those
grades met with W. Z. Carter, city
school superintendent.
Deaths reported include Hice M.
Wilson, 62.
Cpl. A. B. Futrell of the Kentucky
State Police said a 1938 Ford coupe car,
stolen from Roy Hayden of near
Mayfield, was found south of Murray on
Highway 121.
Showing at Varsity Theatre is "Duel
In the Sun" starring Jennifer Jones,
Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotten, Lionel
Barrymore, Herbert Marshall, Lillian
Gish, Walter Huston, and Charles Bickford.

Today In History

where experts bring stolen vehicles and
then cut them up for certain parts
These parts are then sold, many back to
the auto repair business.
"If a number was stamped on various
parts of the car such as the frame,
doors, trunk lid, hood, quarter panels,
or fenders, this would increase the
difficulty of successfully retitling a
stolen vehicle, as well as aid law enforcement officials in their attempts to
locate stolen vehicles.. Another
provision would make it a crime to buy
or sell parts with the number
removed..."
+

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Anyone who has forgotten where his
or her car was parked has had the
sinking feeling that it might have been
stolen. But it's a disaster, to learn that
in fact, it has been stolen, with little
chance of recovery.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 18, the 281st
day of 1979. There are 104 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1793, President George
Washington laid the cornerstone of the
Capitol Building in Washington.
On this date:
In 1759, the French surrendered
Quebec to the British.
In 1810, Chile declared independence
from Spain.
In 1850, the U.S. Congress passed the
Fugitive Slave Act, permitting slave
owners to reclaim slaves who had
escaped into other states.
In 1931, Japan began military occupation of Manchuria.
In 1961, U.N. Secretary-General Dag
Hammarskjold was killed in an airplane crash in Northern Rhodesia.
In 1973, East Germany, West Germany and the Bahamas were admitted
to the United Nations.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon addressed the U.N. General
Assembly in New York and urged
members to put diplomatic pressure on
North Vietnam to begin serious peace
negotiations.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford, in a speech before the U.N.
Assembly, called for a global strategy
for food and energy.
One year ago: Egyptian Foreign
Minister Ibrahim
Kernel and
Ambassador to the U.S. Ashraf Ghorbal
resigned to protest the Camp David
agreement with Israel.
Today's birthdays: Former film star
Greta Garbo is 74. Actor Robert Blake
is 46. Rep. John Rhodes of Arizona is 63.
Thought for today This job has done
wonders for my paranoia. Now I really
have enemies — former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger.
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Come and Meet Nancy and
Marx LeCompte, Owners

Winchester Model 94 riflo.dhl•ver
action and straight grip stock American walnut
stock 30-30 caliber 601-5705(1)

whvallsrIA

Rabbit-Squirrel, Dove-Quail
shotgun shells. 12.ga Remington or Cu,.

chest*, 627-0,30(Z) 607-0146(Z) 606-0147(Z)
1308-015412)
53 93
20-ga Remington or Winchester 607-0155(2).
604-01671Z)
$357
16-ga Winchester 505-0170(Z)
3357

Marlin Glenfield model 20
rifle. .22-cal. bolt action, receiver

MARLIN

grooved for tip-off mount. 603-7220(Z)

Sale
4188

Sale 2999
Skil 714" circular saw ?ea -es heavy
duty 1.-HP. 10 amp
insulated motor. UL listed.

314-3906(Z)

Sale
1999
Black & Decker
3/8"Single
Speed Drill

Sale 499
True Temper long handle dirt shovel. Round pout.
blade 453-467,117)

3-amp, 1/3-HP motor, double insulated. Detachable 6-ft. cord. 3141264(Z)

Sale

3488

4

BULBS1109
FOR

6-gal. wet/
dry shop vac

features variable air
(low control on hose
end, positive lock system. intake and blower
openings at right angle
to prevent tipping.
large drain
316-5057(Z)

Sale 888

Westinghouse soft
white light bulbs.

STAPLE GUN

60 750, 100 watt 468-1250(2)
468-1334(Z) 468-1417(Z)

standard staple sizes from 14 to
9,16
324-0454(Z)

Swingime heavy duty staple gun Drives

18" MAYES LEVEL
Features one plumb, one level fully adjustable vials. 301-7019(Z)

13-pc. high
speed steel
twist drill set
in case 300-7622(Z)

40-pc. socket
set. SAE and metr,c
Includes '. and
drive. 8 ratchet 3
isklension. nut driver.
spark plug socket.
adapter and 34
sockets
726-13441Z1'

lot
in
ge
4-ft. fluorescent utility light.
Ideal for garage. basement or workshop Includes
two 40-watt fluorescent tubes. 4-ti. 3-prong cord
and hanging hooks. 440-3739(Z)

the
ye

Pre-mixed
windshield
cleaner/antifreeze solvent. Gallon

Bernzomatic
6-pc. torch kit

RURAL
MAILBOX
No. 1 galvanized mailbox with flag. 183
/
4 x 61
/
4
x 8314.328-2019(2)

includes torch, lip, burner.
spreader and spark lightor.
311-6704(Z)

768-1018(Z)

13-oz. indoor/outdoor
spray paint is non-lovic when dry
Sale for children s furniture Contains•
rust inhibitor Large assorlmonl of colors
519-4003(1) Mr*, 579-4441(Z)
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The Homelite XL
Chain Saw

SAVE
$4
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For homeowners.
Features 10" bar and
chain, automatic oiling
and no kickback. 3182532(Z)

SAVE
$4

995
Sale 939
Easy

Sale

GAL

Soft Touch interior
semi-gloss enamel.

to apply Dries 10 a Smooth finish
Warranfoid ono coat Avaitable In
while and many Colors Gal 5496013(Z) 549-6021)11

Visa-Master Charge

6W

Sale82
GAL 95
Soft Touch lidos flat

enamel. beautiful finish Irlth an
angular Siseen Covers in one coat on
previouety painted Surfaces Avail Obis In white and many colors Gal
5504001(Z). 550-6019(Z),
5504027(Z)

Illasteraraff interior latex flat wall paint.
Easy to apply, easy to clean up Choose white or
many ready-mixed colors. Custom colors slighth
higher Gal 5484113,21.S48-8170( Z)thru $48-6444

10W40 Valvoline
oil keeps your car running
smooth.

RI

766- 1200(2)

Hours Daily 9-9 Sunday 1-6

VALVOLINE

Central Center

Across From The Stadium
(Old Kroger Bldg.)
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Kentuckians
Named As Top
OVC Players

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
Surging Scott County of Class
AAA turned giant killer with a
23-7 victory over State AAA
power Lexington Tates Creek
to claim a No. 1 ranking in this
week's Associated Press high
school football poll.
Coach Jack Eicher's Cardinals, 4-0, received 15 of 20
first-place votes from a panel
of sportswriters and broadcasters to take the top spot in
AAA. The loss dropped Tates
Creek, 3-1, from No. 2 to No. 4
in State AAAA.

Kentucky State, a nonconference opponent, was
unbeaten and hadn't been
scored upon before Morehead
accomplished the trick in its
opening victory. Hunter, a 5foot-8 jwiiar, rushed for 83
yards in 15 carries, returned
five punts for 41 yards, and
returned a kickoff for 53
yards. That gave him a total of
177 yards for the day.

Scott County's victory was a
blow to previously top-ranked
Franklin-Simpson. The
Wildcats routed Warren East
35-7, but slid to second after
receiving just four votes.
Another new leader a as
Bellevue in Class A after
previously top-ranked Richmond Madison ventured too
far out of its class. The Purples were beaten 28-14 by
Lexington Henry Clay of State
AAAA.
Louisville Trinity, Owensboro and Mayfield sue-

In winning the OVC award.
Hunter nosed out Tennessee
Tech's Ronald Bond, who
rushed for 135 yards in 20
carries in his first collegiate
start, and Eastern Kentucky's
Dale Patton, who had 119
yards in 20 carries against
Troy State.

Murray State tackle Rick Lanpher, shown celebrating a
teammate's touchdown in an early game,recorded 14 tackles
in the Racers' 19-11 loss to Southeastern Louisiana last Saturday. Lanpher was the runnerup in the Ohio Valley Conference defensive player-of-the-week selection.

UK's Campbell Says Official'Made A Mistake'
During Wildcats' Controversial 15-14 Defeat

Murrayans Place
In Several Events
At Hoptown Races
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. —
Several Murrayans recorded
impressive showings in "Hoptown Hustle" races held here
Saturday.
In the 10-mile race, Adam
Lanning finished in 67:48 to
capture third place in the
men's 40-50 age group. Peggy
Turner, Thais Laming and Ha
Dinh finished one, two and
three, respectively, in the
women's I9-and-under division.
Turner, 19 and a member of
the MSU women's track team,
ran the course in 1:22.19; Lanning, 15, finished in 1:38.20;
and Dinh, also 15, ran in
1:38.20.
In the 10,000 meter (6.2
mile I race, Ron Wuest, 40,
finished in 37:40 for a second
in the men's 40-50 age group
and was seventh overall. Scott
Nix, 11, finished in 47:41.
In the women's 10,000
meters, Laura Sharp, 20, ran
the course in 53:47 for third
place; Stephanie Wuest, 10,
was fifth in the 19-and-under in
50:50; and Stacy Wuest, 12,
finished in 64:00.
In the one-mile "Fun Run,"
Baberry Lanning, 7, received
a red ribbon for finishing in
the 7-9 minute division.

cessfully held their No. 1
rankings. Simon Kenton,
Corbin And Harlan were
ranked for the first time,
replacing Woodford County,
Ft. Campbell and Harrodsburg.
Trinity, 3-0, routed Central
54-6 and collected 18 votes to
stay atop the Jefferson County
AAAA ratings. All the
Shamrocks' followers also
kept pace. No. 2 Iroquois, 4-0,
got two votes after ripping
Seneca 46-0. Third-ranked
DeSales, 4-0, held off Moore
13-10. Butler shut out Valley
28-0 and St. Xavier edged
Jeffersontown 3-0.
Owensboro received 19
votes after staying unbeaten
in fiv.e gameiC with a 26-0
whitewash of Madisonville.
Franklin County, 5-0, settled a
territorial dispute by clobbering Frankfort 34-0 and
netted one vote to jump to No.
2. Bowling Green, 4-0, leaped
two notches to third after
destroying Owensboro Apollo
46-16. Henderson County, 3-1,
slid to fifth with a 26-20 loss to
Owensboro Catholic.
Belfry, 3-0, followed Scott

the official said, had clipped
on the touchdown run. Despite
a chorus of protests, Kentucky's touchdown was wiped
out.
Seconds later, the Cats
finally lost the game 15-14
when Tom Griggs' 34-yard
field goal attempt sailed to the
left of the uprights.
Kentucky Coach Fran Curci
was livid at the losing the
winning touchdown, but
Campbell wasn't the target of
the coach's fury. That was
reserved for the official,
Norbert
Ackerman
of
Knoxville, Tenn. Minutes
after the game,Curci referred
to the call as "criminal."
After seeing films of the
play, which Curci said shows
that Campbell didn't hit
anyone, the coach was even
more upset.
He filed a formal protest
with Southeastern Conference
Commissioner
Boyd
McWhorter, demanding that
Ackerman be fired "because
he's incompetent."
McWhorter received the
protest Monday.
This office never makes a
public comment on officiating," McWhorter said.
"And I never comment on
another person's comment.
We will look at the films of the
Kentucky-Miami game and
take whatever constructive
action is necessary."
While everyone else was
complaining about the call,
however, Jim Campbell
carried the weight of a heart-

breaking defeat on his
shoulders.
couldn't really concentrate on anything,"
Campbell said. "I tried to do
some homework, but I just
couldn't do it.
"I got up around noon
4 Sunday), watched the films
and then went for a ride by
myself. I just thought about
things...and they became
clearer to me.
That man ( Ackerman )
made a mistake," he said. "I
knew I was right at the
time:..the films proved me
right."
Campbell reflected back to
the play he has now seen so
many times on film.
"Everybody was so excited.
He (Ackerman) signaled TD,
then threw the flag after Chris
had scored. He shouldn't have
made the call, because he was
out of position.

Cowboys Topple
Steelers In Opener
Dewayne Gammons caught
two touchdown passes from
quarterback Richard Jones as
the Cowboys beat the Steelers
26-0 in season-opening action
of Murray Middle seventhgrade football yesterday.
Richard Jones also tossed a
scoring pass to Jamie
Johnson, and Gabe Amos
scored on an eight-yard run.
Brad Newsome scored on two
extra point tries.

By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON — It's a fair
bet that New York's Brian
Kelley and Washington Benny
Malone aren't high on each
other's party list.
In fact, if you're interested
in fireworks, it might not be a
bad idea to be in Giants
Stadium in East Rutherford,
N.J. on Nov. 25, when the
Giants and Redskins renew
their rivalry.
In their first meeting
Monday night, the Redskins
gained at least a touchdown
from the confrontation between Kelley and Malone en
route to a 27-0 thrashing of the
Giants in an NFC East game.
According to the par-

ticipants, it all started early in
the game. However, the
culmination came when
Kelley was penalized for
kicking the Redskins' running
back in the head after a third
down play which would have
forced Washington to punt.
Instead, Kelley's outburst
gave the Redskins new life in a
drive which ended with
Clarence Harmon's reception
of a 4-yard touchdown toss
from Joe Thiesmann.
"It's personal between me
and him," said Kelley, who
also was charged earlier for
running into the punter —
another infraction which kept
a Washington drive alive. He
knows what he did. It's personal and it started on the

Mayfield High School football coach Jack Morris
didn't look too happy during his team's game with
Murray High last week, but the Cardinals' 42-14 victory kept them ranked first in the Associated Press
poll.

Kelly, Malone Renew Hate Affair
As Redskins Drub New York 27-0

second play of the game. He
said some things that you
don't want to hear."
Malone said, however, that
the mostly-hidden scuffle
started with the Giants' Gary
Jeter early in the game "and I
was trying to protect myself.
I'll never back down.
"It's going to stay personal.
It started the first time I
carried the ball," he said.
In between the eight
penalties for 72 yards that the
Giants were assessed. the
Redskins dominated play,
including a 31-yard pass interception by defensive tackle
Karl Larch which he turned
into a touchdown.
"That's the only pass that
I've caught in at least 10

years," he said. "The last one
was in junior college."
Theismann also ran 7 yards
for another score on what he
said was a designed draw but
appeared to be a scramble.

smacked in the first half, said:
"The key to our offense is the
line. They put the 27 points as
the board."

Women's Match
Play Draws
To A Close

New York Coach Ray
Perkins said merely, "We
made too many mistakes and
didn't play smart football on
defense. We got burned early
( on Larch's interception), and
we kept two of their drives
Evelyn Jones, Faira Alexalive."
However, he added, "We ander, Anna Mary Adams and
played 60 minutes of football, Frances Parker are the flight
and I'm proud of that, even winners as the annual
women's match play tournathough we lost."
Thiesmann wore a bandage ment at the Murray Country
around his head, where he had Club drew to a close last week.
taken 15 stitches affter being
Jones, the defending champion, beat Venela Sexton 3and-2 to win the championship
flight. After a bye in the first
round, she had beaten
Prances Hulse 6-and-4 before
'dispatching of Betty Stewart
4-and-2 in the seinifinaLs.
Alexander won the first
flight with a 5-and-4 victory
over thus Orr. She stopped
playing defensive end for the edge in the ring. He
has an 88- Diane Villanova in the first
Dallas Cowboys of the inch reach.
round, Sue Brown in the seNational Football League.
His Cowboy teammates had cond and Toni Hopson in the
"This has been the hardest planned a
big reunion with semifinals.
work of my life," said Jones, Jones when
Adams narrowly edged
the Dallas comes
who has gone through his to New
York for its annual Jane Fitch 1-up in the finals
share of football training game
against the Giants. But for the second-flight title.
camp two-a-days. "But I feel that idea
has been scrapped Adams had eliminated Exie
good and this is what I want to and Henders
on and the others Hill 8-and-7 in he first round,
do. I feel I have the ability. I are a little
took a 1-up, sudden-death win
peeved about it.
take care of my body and it
"They come in for that over Louise Lamb in the setakes care of me. I'm 72 and if gamme Nov.4,"
sighed Jones. cond and stopped Euldene
I wanted to try boxing, now "They're
all mad at me for Robinson 6-and-5 in the
was the time to do it. Other- scheduling
my first fight in semifinals.
wise, if I'd waited, it could New Mexico
on the third. I
Parker defeated Barbara
have been too late."
guess I should have checked Stacey in the semifinals
Jones feels his size — he is 6- the
NFL
schedule before beating Beth Belote 4foot-9 — will give him a major beforehand."
and-3 in the final.

Former Gridder Scoffs At His Skeptics

Jones Prepares For Nov.3 Bout
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
There's a reservoir sitting in
the middle of Central Park in
New York and if you run
around it often enough, you
get to know every turn of the
trail and every bump in the
road.
Make enough trips around
that landmark and you can
total six miles of road work.
Ed "Too Tall" Jones knows
the route and the routine very
well.
Jones runs the reservoir six
days a week. That's after he's
worked 21
/
2 hours each morning in the Times Square
Gym, located in the middle of
Manhattan. He hits the speed
bag and the heavy bag, spars
with other fighters, skips rope,
follows the regimen designed
to transform him from football to fighting.
Boxing professionals scoff
at Jones' plan. They say
there's no way a football
player can become a boxer

And Jones scoffs right back at
them and suggests that they
just sit back and watch hirn do
it.
"Everything's going really
good," he said between
workouts. "I've been at it two
months and three weeks now
and I'm a little ahead of
schedule."
The schedule now calls for a
six-round fight Nov.3 in Las
Cruces, N.M. — the first time
Jones will climb between the
ropes for real. "I'm looking
forward to that," he said."
think I will be ready for it and
my trainer thinks so, too. That
will tell me exactly where I'm
at. You know, you can train
and spar and run and do all
that other stuff, but until you
go up against another fighter,
it's tough to judge your
progress."
Too Tall has lost 28 pounds
somewhere between the gym.
and the reservoir. He weighs
247 now, down from the 275 he
lugged around when he was

Linhart Rewarded For Misses
By BRUCE LOW1TT
AP Sports Writer
Toni Linhart was kicking
himself all the way into the
lockerroom.
Linhart, who is supposed to
kick field goals for the
Baltimore Colts, spent most of
last Sunday doing anything
but that.
With 43 seconds to play in
the first half of Baltimore's
game in Cleveland and the
Colts already leading 10-3,
Linhart tried a 32-yarder, not
too tough a distance for your
average kicker.
Oops. Wide to the right.
Halfway through the fourth
period, with the game now tied

tr.
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County and Franklin-Simpson
in AAA with a 16-6 victory over
Pikeville. Danville rose to
fourth at 3-1 by whipping
Bourbon County 43-17. Simon
Kenton, 5-0, lashed Dixie
Heights 20-0.
Mayfield, 5-0 and winner of
30 straight, was the only
unanimous selection. The
Cardinals landed all 20 votes
in AA after humbling Murray
42-14. Heath, 2-1, jumped three
places to No. 2 after edging
previously second-ranked Ft.
Campbell 14-12. Somerset
climbed one notch to third at 31 after a 41-16 victory over
Garrard County. Corbin
debuted at No. 4 after a 28-13
defeat of Churchill, Tenn., the
first opponenpuoetre against
the Redhounds this season.
Pikeville's loss to Belfry
dropped the Panthers to fifth.
Elkhorn City, 4-0, followed
Bellevue and Richmond
Madison in Class A after a 37-6
romp over previously unbeaten Fleming-Neon.
Paintsville, 2-1, did not play
and fell one step to No. 4.
Harlan, 5-0, cracked the
ratings at No. 5 after routing
Jenkins 30-0.

No Love Lost.

Movie Star
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. — In the
space of a few days, Jim
Campbell has been transformed from an end into a
movie star. He'd just as soon
be an end again.
In was in his role as a
football player that Campbell,
a 212-pound sophomore from
Louisville, was dispatched
from the line of scrimmage
with about 10 seconds to play
in Kentucky's season opener
against Miami of Ohio. Miami led 15-14 when the
ball was snapped, but Kentucky tailback Chris Jones ran
13 yards into the end zone for
what appeared to be the
winning touchdown. That's
when Campbell became a
movie star.
On that scoring play, a
yellow flag fluttered from the
hand of an official. Campbell,

Fr

Mayfield Retains Class
AA No.1 Spot; Surging
Scott Co. Tops In AAA

By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A
pair of Kentuckians have been
named as offensive and
defensive players of the week
by the Ohio Valley Conference.
Morehead State tailback
and wide receiver Dorron
Hunter has been received the
offensive player honor for his
performance Saturday in the
Eagles 14-7 win over Kentucky
State. Eastern Kentucky nose
guard Joe Richard was named
the defensive player for his
work in the Colonels 15-0 win
over Troy, Ala., State.

Richard, a 5-foot-11, 220pound senior, made seven
tackles and contributed five
assists along with three
quarterback sacks in the
shutout. The noseguard's
aggressive play was cited as
one of the prime reasons why
Troy was unable to move
beyond Eastern Kentucky's 23
yardline.
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10-10, the Colts reached who had just
kicked the ball
Cleveland's 1-yard line and all over the place
— except
decided not to gamble on between the uprights
— might
fourth down but to go for a expect to find a
pink slip
'"sure" three points on waiting for him
in the
Linhart's chip-shot 18-yarder.
lockerroom.
Oops. Wide to the left.
What 37-year-old Anton
With six seconds to play and Hansjorg Linhart
found inthe Browns now ahead 13-10, stead was Robert
Irsay, the
the Colts struggled their way president and
treasurer of the
to the Cleveland 11-yard line Colts.
and lined up for 1.inhart's 28"Linhart," the man who
yarder that would tie the signs the checks
said, "I give
game and send it into over- you a $10,000
raise, starting
time.
today — just for the effort."
Oops. Wide to the right.
Then he turned to the crowd
Final score: Cleveland 13, around Linhart's
locker and
Baltimore 10.
added: "He'll be the best
Under
normal
cir- kicker from now on."
cumstances a place-kicker
Linhart couldn't believe it

"1 don't think he really meant
to do that," he said. "I think
he saw all those writers
crowding around him and he
wanted to say something to
get them away from him, so
he said, 'I.inhart, here's
$10,000.' I think maybe that's
why he did it.
"I didn't even know about it
at first. He was off in a corner
and I had maybe 15 writers
around me when it happened.
All of a sudden he stuck his
hand in at me and said
something and then I realized
what he said. I was in shock. I
don't even remember what I
said. I thitirit was something
like, 'Thank you.'

Carrier
Needed
In City Of Hazel
-

,the

Call 753-1916
For More Information.
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Royals Edge Within Two Games
Of Angels Behind 16-4 Pasting
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
If the Kansas City Royals
have designs on their fourth
straight American League
West title, they're headed in
the right direction.
The Royals moved within
two games of first-place
California by bombing the
Angels 16-4 in Kansas City
Monday in the opener of a
three-game series. It's the
closest the Royals have been
to first place since Sept. 3 and
was precisely the way they
wanted to open the showdown.
•'Winning the first game big
like this might give us a
psychological edge," said
Dennis Leonard, 13-10, who
was supported by an 18-hit
attack against four Angels
pitchers and won for the
seventh time in his last nine
decisions. "It was my most
important win of the year."

California.
Meanwhile, Baltiniore
redired its magic number for
clinching the East to three
with a 2-1 squeaker over
Detroit while Milwaukee
rallied to beat Seattle 7-6;
Boston dropped out of the East
race after splitting a
doubleheader with Toronto,
losing 5-4, then winning 5-3;
Cleveland swept two from
New York, 5-1 and 6-5, and
Texas topped Oakland 6-3.
Kansas City fashioned its
victory behind an onslaught
that saw every starter get at
least one hit. Darrell Porter
and Al Cowens each knocked
in four runs, Porter boosting
his season RBI total to a
career-high 102 with a threerun homer in the seventh. Pete
LaCock also homered for the
Royals.

Twins 10, White Sox 3 —
Minnesota scored five times in
the fifth with the benefit of just
AMERICAN LEAGUE
one hit, a two-run triple by
Bombo Rivera. A basesloaded walk, a wild pitch and a
Also wirunpg a key contest sacrifise fly knocked in the
Monday was Minnesota, -'other Nils.
which belted Chicago 10-3 to
Ken Landreaux had his 14th
move within three games of homer for the Twins.

Orioles 2, Tigers 1 — Scott
McGregor outpitched Milt
Wilcox while Al Burnbry and
Ken Singleton homered for the
Onoles. McGregor, 12-5, gave
up eight hits and the Tigers
got their run in the ninth on
Lynn Jones'sacrifice fly.
Wilcox had a five-hitter but
was victimized by Bumbry's
sixth homer in the eighth and
Singleton's 35th in the ninth.
Brewers 7, Marius 6 —
Paul Molitor belted a threerun homer with one out in the
ninth to boost Milwaukee to
victory. A five-run fifth for
Seattle had given the
Mariners a 6-2 lead, but
Gorman Thomas' tworun
single in the eighth brought
the Brewers into striking
range.

rounding second and Boston
catcher Mike O'Berry tried to
throw him out. O'Berry's peg
sailed into center field and
Cerone scored the winning
run.
Fred Lynn and Jim Rice
each hit home runs No. 38 in
the nightcap, Lynn's a two-run
shot and Rice's a three-run
job.
Indians 5-6, Yankees 1-5 —
Rick Waits threw a five-hitter
in the opener and Mike
Hargrove ripped a run-scoring
triple in the bottom of the
ninth of the nightcap to lead
the Cleveland sweep. Jerry
Narron, Bucky Dent and
Reggie Jackson homered in
the second contest for New
York while Toby Harrah and
Andre Thornton had consecutive
homers
for
Cleveland.

Blue Jays 5-3, Red Sox 4-5 —
Boston was mathematically
eliminated from the East race
Rangers 6, A's 3 — Buddy
with the split.
Bell and Pat Putnam drove in
The Red Sox handed two runs apiece and Jim Kern
Toronto the opener in the ninth registered his 27th save for
inning. One-out singles by Texas. Putnam slammed his
Rick Bosetti and J.J. Cannon 18th homer of the season and
preceded a double off the left- ..0ak1and's. Rickey Henderson
center field wall by Rick had his first major league
Cerone. Ceronetent too far home run.
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USC Records Near-Perfect Ballot, Retains Top Ranking
By the Associated Press
Southern
California's
Trojans are on the march and
more and more followers
seem to be joining the bandwagon.
Top-ranked Southern
California widened its lead
over Alabama in The
Associated Press college
football
poll
Monday,
collecting 1,227 points of a
possible 1,240. The Trojans,
who last week led in firstplace votes by 45-14 and in
points by 1,222-1,172, were
tabbed No.1 on 49 of the ballots
submitted by the poll's
committee of 62 sports writers
and broadcasters.

Oklahoma, a 21-6 victor over
"It's nice to be there Dame oi Washington or
No.1)," Southern Cal Coach UCLA. You never know what Iowa, received 1,017 points
John Robinson said Monday. the big one is until you've while Texas, which doesn't
open until Saturday, received
But we're just trying to keep played it."
Alabama, which didn't play the other first-place vote and
improving,
keep
concentrating on little things and last weekend, received 12 976 points.
Notre Dame got 953 points,
the big things will take care of first-place votes and 1,153
points. Oklahoma and Texas edging Penn State, which
themselves."
That was certainly the case held onto the third and fourth received 947 points following a
last Saturday as the Trojans positions as the poll's top four 45-10 rout of Rutgers and
remained unchanged.
climbed from seventh to sixth.
crushed Oregon State, 42-5.
Notre Dame, a 12-10 upset Purdue, which lost to UCLA
But Robinson knows being
No.1 means being a big target victor over Michigan last 31-21, slipped from fifth to
Saturday, jumped from ninth 17th.
for any foe.
Nebraska rose from eighth
"We're trying to get better, to fifth in this week's poll,
so we'll be ready when we get while the Wolverines fell from to seventh with 815 points by
to the game that decides sixth to 11th. Penn State was defeating Utah State 35-14 and
things," Robinson said. sixth, followed by Nebraska, Michigan State went from 10th
"Maybe it'll be Minnesota — Michigan State, Missouri and to eighth with 781 points by
hammering Oregon 41-17.
or Louisiana State or Notre Houston.

Robinson Forgets
Expos' Bats, Hurls

Sports At A Glance
Standings
NATIONAL LEAGL E
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
Pittsburgh
110 51
605
Montreal
✓ 58
NO
1
St Louis
71 89
531 Ii
Philadelphia
77 72
517 13
Chicago
74 73
503 Is
New Yost
56 $9
386 32
WEST
Cincinnati
15 65
567
Houston
$3 Id
397
11
/
2
Loa Angeles
72 71
410 13
San Francisco
67 84
444 3/
1
2
San Diego
62 811
413 66
Mb+ nui
59 663raMonday's Games
Pittsburgh 2, Montreal 1
Philadelphia 7, &Louis 5
Houston 1, San Diego 0
Los Angeles 9, Atlanta 4
San Francisco 7, Cincinnati 4
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Reisschel 17-10 and Caudill 07 , at New York Swan 12-12 and Betenguer 0-i).!, 0-n
Pittsburgh ( Kison 10-7, at Montreal
Lee 15-101, ,
Philadelphia 'Notes 3-3 or Espinosa 1411) at &Louis Vuckovich 13-10), in)
Houston , Williams 44 or Platisori
at San Diego 'Rasmussen 6-S I, n
Atlanta Solomon 6-12, at Los Angeles
IFIeuss 6-13j,
Cincinnati 'Bonham $41 at San Francisco 'Whitson 6-10), 'Ili
Wedeesday's Games
Montreal at New York, 2, it-n)
Pittsburgh at Philadelptua, 2, t t-n
Chicago at StLouis, 2,
Atlanta at Houston,(n)
Cincinnati at San Diego, in
San Francisco at Los Angeles, " n
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct. GB
Baltimore
98 50
462 —
Milwaukee
88 62
587 11
Boston
83 65
.561 15
New York
80 68
.541 18
Detroit
80 70
.533 19
Cleveland
76 74
.507 23
Toronto
50 100
.333 49
WEST
California
81 69
.540 —
Kansas City
79 71
.527
2
Minnesota
78 72
.520
3
Texas
75 76
407
61
/
2
Chicago
65 84
.436 /51
/
2
Seattle
63 88
_417 181
/
2
Oakland
52 99
.344 291
/
2
Monday's Games
Toronto 5-3, Boston 4-5
Cleveland 5-6, New York 1-5
Baltimore 2, Detroit 1
Minnesota 10, Chicago 3
Kansas City 16, California 4
Texas 6, Oakland 3
Milwaukee 7, Seattle 6
Tuesday's Games
Boston Torres 14-121 at Toronto !Huffman 6-15),
New York (Mirabella 0-3) at Cleveland
• Paxton 7-71,(r0
Baltimore (Flanagan 33-7 at Detroit
'Petry 5-5 in)
Minnesota (Goltz 14-11, at Chicago
Kravec 12-13), (n)
California Frost 14-91 at Kansas City
,Gale 9-9), in)
Texas 'Jenkins 14-13) at Oakland
'Mc-Catty 11-9/, in)
Milwaukee (Mitchell 3-7i at Seattle
,Brimch
(n)
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Chicago
Texas at Oakland -Boston at Toronto, In)
New York at Cleveland,(to
Baltimore at Detroit, In)
California at Kansas City,(ro

Prep Poll

NFL Standings
Americas(eatereere
East
* L T Pct. PF
Miami
3 0 0 1660 55
New England
2 1 0 607 AO
Buffalo
1 2 0 333 77
N Y Jets
1 2 0 333 56
Baltimore
0 3 0 .8110 36
Cemiltal
Cleveland
3 I 0 1.555 fa
Pittsburgh
3 0 0 LIN 71
Houston
2 1 0 .317 56
Cincinnati
0 3 0
NO 38
West
Aim Diego
3 0 0 1 000 90
Denver
067 39
2 1 0
Kansas City
I 2 0 133 44
Oakland
333 44
1 2 0
Seattle
1 2 0
333 M
NsiSistial Conference
East
Dallas
3 0 0 1 ODD 67
Ptuladelptuic
2 1 0 667 59
Washington
2 I 0 667 81
SI LJuis
1 2 0 333 te
N Y Giants
0 3 0
000 31
Ceatral
Tampa Bay
3 0 0 1 000 81
2 1 0 667 52
Chicago

PA
36
13
80
91
51
541
41
71
111
45
30
47
74
12

54
45
53
60
77
52
14

Transactions
BASKETBALL
Natrona/ Basketball Asseciatioa
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS- Signed Flails
McSweeney, guard-forward, to a free
agent contract Cut Larry Engle, Lionel
Garrett and Fly Williams. forwards
HOCKEY
Nalioaal Hockey League
CHICAGO BLACK HAWKS—Signed
Tony Esposito, goalie.
EDMONTON OILERS—Acquired Jim
Harrison, center, from the Chicago Black
Hawks. Signed Mark Messier, left wing
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Signed Mike
Bossy, right wing, to a multi-year contract.
ST. LOUIS BLUES—Signed Bernie
Federico, center, and Brian Sutter, left
wing.

ureen ha.
Minnesota
Detroit

1
1
0

2 0 33341
2 0 333 47
3 0
010 50
West
Atlanta
2 1 0 617 71
Loa Angeles
2 1 0 AC 57
San Franciaco 0 3 0 080 36
New Orleans
0 3 0 NO 17
Sumatra Games
Cleveland 13 Baltimore 10
Denver 30. Atlanta 17. OT
New Vora Jets 31, Detroit 10
New England M, Cincinnati 14
Pluladelptua 36, New °deans 14
Houston 20, Kansas City 6
Miami V. Minnesota 12
Tampa Bay 21, Green Bay 10
San Diego 77, Buffalo 19
Dallas 24, Chicago 20
Seattle 27, Oakland 10
Pittsburgh 24, St Louis 21
Los Angeles 27, San Francisco 21
Monday's Game
Washington 27, New York Guinta 0
Sunday, Sri* n
Atlanta at Detroit
Baltimore at Pittsburgh
Green Bay at Minnesota
Houston at Cincinnati
New York Jets at Buffalo
San Diego at New England
Washington at St.lows
Oakland at KlillISas Clic
Chicago at Miami
Los Angeles at Tampa Bay
New Orleans at San Francisco

41
75

is
64
37
76
OS

Red Sox' Yaz
Top AL Player
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Boston Red
Sox great Carl Yastrzemski,
who last week became the
first American League player
to collect 3,000 hits and belt 400
homers in a career, was
named the league's Player of
the Week.

LEXLNGTON. Ky AP, — Here are
the top hve teams in each clam at Kentucky high school football with first-piace
votes in parenthesis records and total
polnu
Jen Co AAAA
1 Trinity , 18
2 Iroquois 2
3 DeSales
44
44":
101
4 Butler
44 111
5 St Xavier
3-1 31
Stale AAAA
(*onshore 191
$4 IN
2 Franklin Co 1 ,
54155
3 Bowling Green
44 11$
4 Lea Tates Creek
3-1 52
5 Henderson Co
3-1 20
as. AAA
1 Scott Co 15
4-0 190
2 Franklux-Sunpson 4
4-0 IN
3.Belfry
3-0 94
tDanville
3-1
71
106
5.4
0 3,
5.Sunun Kenton 1 ,
Claes An
1.11ayfield 20
2.Heath
3-1 IN
1.Somerset
3-1 112
4.Cortan
4-0 38
5.Pikes'lie
3-1 32
Class A
1.Bellevue ill
4-0 192
2.Rich Madison 4
1-1 is
lta
44
3.Elkhorn City
4.Paintsville
2-1 111
5.Harlan
5-0 18

Hot-Hitting Rose
Player Of Week
By the Associated Press
NEW
YORK
Philadelphia's Pete Rose was
named the National League's
Player of the Week, league
President Charles Feeney
announced. The Phillies' first
baseman batted .667 last
week, getting 16 hits in 24 at
bats.

Members of the Hale's Angels team of the East T-Ball League earlier this summer, were,
front row from left: Mac Dunn, William Ross Dunn, Timmy Cunningham,Drew Armstrong,
Chris Hale and Ryan Dawson. In back coach Martha Hale, Scott Bynum, Tammy Edmonson, Carol Underhill,coach Bobby Hale, Beth Henninger,Jimmy Stahler, Bradley Bray and
coach Janice Edmonson.

WE'VE COOKED UP A FAMILY NIGHT SPECIAL.

Pirates To 2-1 Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Before starting against
Montreal, Pittsburgh's Don
Robinson
found
an
autographed picture of Expos
slugger Tony Perez hanging
from his locker with the inscription: "See you in September."
"I don't know who put it
there," said the 22-year-old
pitcher. "I know that Tony has
given me a lot of trouble at the
plate and I guess someone
wanted to remind me."
Perez didn't give Robinson
too much trouble Monday
night, though. As a matter of
fact, neither did many other of
the other Montreal hitters as
the right-hander spun a sixhit, 2-1 victory in the opening
of a key series between the
National League East leaders.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Philadelphia turned back St.
Louis 7-5.
Dave Parker providea
Robinson, 8-6, with the two
runs he needed by stroking
run-scoring singles in the third
and fifth innings against Steve
Rogers,13-10.
Astros 1, Padres 0 — Cesar
Cedeno hit a ninth-inning
sacrifice fly to give Joe Niekro
his 19th victory of the year as
Houston defeated San Diego.
Rafael Landestoy opened
the inning with a triple, the
first hit off Bob Owchinko, 511, since Julio Gonzalez' triple
in the fifth inning.
Cedeno then hit his fly ball
to give Niekro, 19-10, his fifth
victory this year over the
Padres. Niekro, who allowed
just six hits, recorded his fifth
shutout of the year and 11th
complete game,a career high.

Giants 7, Reds 4 — Roger
Metzger's two-run triple
capped a five-run first inning
Robinson was pumped up that carried San Francisco
not only by the Perez needle, over Cincinnati. The first four
but by the ear-splitting noise Giants singled off Mike
of the crowd, it seemed.
LaCoss, 14-7. Bill North
"When they announced singled, took second on a balk
Montreal's starting lineup. I and went to third when
was warming up in the bullpen shortstop Dave Concepcion
and I couldn't hear myself dropped LaCoss' throw on a
think because of the roar of pickoff attempt.
the crowd," said Robinson.
After Joe Strain singled,
'Then, before the ninth in- Mike Ivie hit an RBI single.
ning, they were roaring again Darrell Evans followed with
— but they just seemed to get another RBI single and [vie
me up a little more. I started socred the inning's third run
to throw the ball a little on a wild pitch. After Larry
faster."
Herndon was walked inThe performance was a tentionally, Metzger cracked
vindication of sorts for the his seventh triple of the
young pitcher.
season.
"I was hoping that I would
Dodgers 9, Braves 4 — Joe
prove myself with the game on
the line tonight because late in Ferguson hit two home runs
the season last year, I had a and Steve Garvey and Dusty
chance to do a similar job Baker had one apiece to lead
against Philadelphia and I Los Angeles over Atlanta as
the Braves' Phil Niekro abdidn't pitch well," he said.
Houston, meanwhile, sorbed his 20th loss.
Ferguson hit his 19th homer
chopped Cincinnati's NL West
lead with a 1-0 decision over in the second inning when the
San Diego while the Reds were Dodgers scored five runs,four
of them unearned. Bill
losing 7-4 to San Francisco.
Elsewhere, Los Angeles Russell's bases-loaded double
accounted for two of the runs.
(ideated Atlanta 9-4 and

I
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THIS
ESDAY NIGHT. 1
2-PIECE CHICKEN DINNER I

Every Wednesday from 4 PM 'til closing,
is Family Night at Burger Queen.Just for
the occasion, we've cooked up a
budget-saving deal on our regular S1.69
2-piece chicken dinner Only $1.29 for 2
pieces of plump,tender chicken; plus
creamy cole slaw a delicious
dinner roll and 3of our unique
Taters— big wedges of
potatoes breaded and
then deep fried.
When it comes to
taking the whole

family out, you can alwayr 5e sure there
will be something for everybody—from
complete fish dinners to all kinds of burgers. And at our low prices, everything is
a delicious bargain. So this Wednesday
come on into Burger Queen for Family
Night. It's a great way to give Mom a
break and the kids a treat— without eating up your budget.
We're looking forward
to seeing your whole
gang this
) Wednesday+

SOMETHING BIG'S COOKING
AT BURGER QUEEN.
DON'T LET THE NAME FOOL YOU.
f niddynyes
,
P 1979 Burge,CJiiece
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

OUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
A recent article in this space
about a warranty protecting
the quality of the construction
of new homes has brought a
flood of mail from readers,
most of the letter writers
using an "it's about time"
theme.

Biggest factory
authorized sale
in KitchenAid
history.

--41gr.
- :TI

IrP

$30offall KitchenAid
-

dishwashers-

Kitchen:kid is
slosing our its
,urrent dishwasher line. and
-------- parnstpating
...: dealers are gising
' 5.30 off all built,
,ps portables. and dishwasher.
..n..ornbinaudns All haae the
tamour KirchenAid Multi-Level
'3. ash system that lets you loadas,ou-like A sell-cleaning
stainless steel filter with a
A 3,It Disposer NOte:11 .J-...1!
eliminates pre-rinsing. And bi.;
capayity racks with an exc.usp.c
ChinaGuard that protects
dishes trom being .:hipped
Shop early while seleetic,
are good
_.

$10cifall KitchenAid
compactors,too.
Bigger, ,a-,--a..,t,
compa.c., ,h, the
business Squeezes
a week's worth of
trash into one small
load Features an
e•clusive Litter Bin,
door for quick throw
assays. An exclusive
actisated -.:harcoal filter that
eliminates odors. And an
exclusise Tilt-Assay basket that
car. be used with or without bags
Big sasings too, on top model
KitchenAid disposers and
hot-water dispensers.
Don't wait!See Your participating
KitchenAid dealer no...
Sale ends October 31.

J.1.111,1:1?

fl

MM. EIRVIP

Kit
chenAid
Because it worth it.
Hobart Corpow.41, Troy,056,3 45374

.„, „,...,
it
c„'41,aer,
:1frii

Rent
IIINSU .,

Steam Carpet Cle

r, or

BLUE
Shampooer
and get
half-gallon
Cleaner or
Shampoo

FREE!
Coast to Coast
Hardware
Central Center

To answer one recurring
question, the Home Owners
Warranty Corp., known as
HOW, is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the National
Association of Home Builders
but is a separate business
concern whose own carrier
does the insuring.
To answer another, yes,
there is at least one state —
New Jersey — which has a
new home-warranty program
that stipulates definite
standards of workmanship
and materials. The law
requires all builders of one-or
two-family houses, condominiums and cooperatives
to register with the Department of Community Affairs or
face a $2,000 fine for each
home sold during the period
the builder is not registered.
Builders may enter into the
state warranty plan or choose
a private plan approved by the
department.
When
claims
by
homeowners arise, they may
be settled in one of three ways.
One is via private settlements
between the parties concerned. If the parties cannot
agree, the homeowner can
request conciliation and arbitration service. If the
parties do not wish to arbitrate, a hearing is to be held
before a state administrative
judge.
The program covers three
basic coverage groups,
similar to those of HOW.
During the first year,
coverage includes defective

systems, workmanship and
materials, including all
plumbing, electrical and
mechanical systems and
appliances. During the second
year, major mechanical,
electrical and plumbing
systems continue to be
covered until the end of the
year. However, carpentry,
masonry, concrete and other
items included in quality
standards are not covered.
During years 3 through 10,
only major structural defects
are covered.
Who is responsible under the
warranty? The builder is
responsible for all defects
covered under the first two
years of the warranty. When a
builder fails or refuses to
correct such defects, the
warranty security plan
becomes effective. In such
event, the registration of the
builder is then revoked. The
builder is also responsible for
major construction defects
occurring in years 3 through
10 of the warranty.
All warranty plans of this
nature mean that the so-called
-law" of "let the buyer beware" has been repealed in
the home building industry
Just as it has been with most
other consumer products.

s

COLORED CAULKS
ARE HERE!
Here's happy news for
homeowners
planning
maintenance projects caulks now come in colors!
Heretofore only available in
white, these sealants are now
available in several popular
shades that blend with interior
and exterior paint and
building material colors.
You'll find them at your local
paint dealer.
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THIS TRADITIONAL SPLIT LE% Et. HOUSE—known as a "low entry'. split—cr
family living at grade level with direct access to the rear patio. It has four bedroomeates
entrance foyer and a raised living room Plan liA I 171 has 2.180-square-feet. For s, an
information,write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to York & Schenke,more
'226
Seventh St.. Garden City. N.Y. I ).i,30

Last dates for preventing crabgrass

C

(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook,
-Practical Home Repairs,"
which can be obtained by
sending
$1.50 to this
newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck,
N.J. 07666.
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Apr. 1-Apr.20

•

'1,:f.'"11111111
1,
'
14 1101

„„„litiiiii1:$11T1111111111•11111
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Mar. 11-Mar. 30

Va(.9
Jan.-Mar. 10
CRABGRASS — Map indicates periods during which crabgra
ss seeds germinate in different parts of the country. Crabgrass preventer applied
before these dates will keep
crabgrass from coming up all year.

Spice Examined

Herbs Date Back Long Time

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
Herbs in the garden.
provided an insight into the
people who planted them in
the old days, said Elaine
Livingston, who oversees the
herb garden at Mystic Seaport
Museum in Connecticut.
Nearly 50 different herbs grow
there.
In the 18th century, New
Englanders
were often
dependent on herbs for
cooking, medicines and
scents, she related.
"In the 19th century, each
household planted what was
necessary," she said.
A gracious and thoughtful
bide during a visit in the rain,
Mrs. Livingston told of the
Museum's receiving 25 herbal
recipes for respiratory
„problems from one woman.
"You could tell what was
going on in the house by the
herbs in the garden," she
related.
The tidy herb garden on the
45-acre, colonial Seaport
Museum shipbuilding village
is being updated to be
representative of the 19th
century.

See Friday's TV Guide

Mrs. Livingston had stories
— some admittedly old wives'
tales — about herbs. In telling
them, she cautioned against
using any herbs for medicinal
treatment without medical
advice. Many herbs were used
in efforts to ease gout, scalds,
burns, wounds, insect bites
and other ailments. Some,
including marjoram, sweet
woodruff, santolina, pennyroyal
and
scented
geraniums, were used in pot
pourri.
As a recipe for salad, Mrs.
Livingston offered: lettuce,
salad burnet, nasturtium
leaves and flowers, chives and
parsley. Dress it with vinegar
and equal amounts of sugar
and salt; some pepper.
Here are some other herbs
and attributes reported to
Mrs. Livingston:
Angelica — juniperlike
flavor, protects against
plague and epidermical
diseases. Teas for coughs,
colic, indigestion. Helps
dimness of sight and deafness.
Juice put in hollows of teeth
eases pain of teeth.
Aloe — from West Indies,
split and rubbed on scalds,
burns and skin problems.
Basil — comforts the heart.
Expels melancholy, cleanses
the lung. Ointment applied to
stings of wasps and hornets
draws out poisons.

Borage — interesting
flower. Attracts bees, used for
fevers, swooning, passions of
the heart, inflation of eyes.
Taken with wine thought to
bring courage.
Chamomile — teas, most
esteemed remedy for stomach
complaint. Flowers crushed
and made up into balls with oil
help stomach and bowels.
Caraway — seeds and
leaves ease colds, stomach

Home
Insurance
Let's talk full value.

Full replacement value on your
personal belongings. While most
companies give you only the depreciated value, Federal Kemper
offers you full replacement value,
subject to your deductible and

and bowels, sharpen eyesight. Powdered seeds a
poultice for bruises.
Feverfew — used by midwives for childbirth remedies.
Teas help coughs, headaches,
vertigo,fevers, nervousness.
Fennel — seeds helpful for
dim eyesight; boiled seeds
settled stomach, help hiccoughs; seeds boiled in wine
help bite of serpents.
Hyssop - tea helps coughs,
shortness iii breath, wheezing,
sore throat and noises in the
ear,colds
Ladies bedstraw — bruised
flower pushed in nostril stops
nose bleed; ointment for
bruises, cuts, itches.
Lambs ear — folklore indicates it was used as bandage: a wound herb.
ladys mantle — dried, used
as astringent, styptic, wound
herb.
Mugworth — headache, with
other herbs helps burns. In
early times thought to be
involved in witchcraft.
Nettle
— counteracts
poisons, stirs up lust, tops
eaten for spring tonic.
Parsley — given after
dinner to remove odor of

This is sorhething new and we
thought you should know about it.

(The techniques of using
varnish, shellac, lacquer,
stain, bleach, etc., are
detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing in
the Home," which can be
obtained by sending 35 cents
Q. — A rumbling noise and a long, STAMPED, selfoccurs whenever the hot- addressed envelope to Knowwater faucet is turned on in How, P.O. Box 477, Hunour kitChen sink, the bathtult tington, N.Y. 11743. Questions
or the washing machine. It of general interest will be
does not happen when we are answered in the column, but
running cold water. Do you individual
correspondence
have any suspicion of what cannot be undertaken.
might be causing this'
A. — It is probably because
SPRAY PAINT
the thermostat in the hot- water heater is set too high.
EGG ORNAMENTS
Try cutting it down to 140
degrees and seeing what
Creative holiday ornaments
happens. Among
other are
as close as your
possible causes are rust or
refrigerator. Egg shells, when
sediment in the bottom of the
emptied of their contents, can
tank and loose hot-water
be transformed into beautiful
PlPes.
decorations. Puncture a small
hole in both ends of the shell
Q. - I bought some un-.
blow on one end, forcing
and
finished furniture and did 'a
pretty good job of varnishing the contents out at the shell.
it. My wife thought it was a bit (There's no waste because you
too glossy, so I decided to get a can cook the eggs as usual.)
satiny finish by using To paint the shells, thread a
powdered pumice and oil. I string through them and hang
followed some instructions I them up in a well-ventilated
read in a magazine. The finish area. Spray paint them well on
came out as smooth as glass all sides in holiday colors. An
and I generally am well extra coat of paint or a clear
satisfied with it, but now my coating sprayed over the paint
wife thinks the finish is a little will make the shell more
too dull. Is there some way I crack-resistant. To make the
can get a little shine on the ornaments especially elegant,
furniture without it being too glue on lace, ribbon, sequins
or other trimmings.
glossy?

Let us help you plan and
design your kitchen

•Merillat *Quaker Maid
Available at 753-1713

*Pride In Work
*Quardy Craftsmanship
*Top Service At Lowest Cost
Is The result You Receive From

Murray Remodeling
753-5167

r-

Saving Energy Is Saving Money

Still KF ?the,'
CobtnPt%

492-8837 I
01,5v

5tjr.0

Q. — When I use varnish
remover to get an old finish off
a piece of furniture, how do I
handle the carved molding? I
am afraid that using a scraper
would damage the carving.
A. — You are right. Use
steel wool instead. Also, you
will find that an old, clean
toothbrush is handy for such
work.

•In 1966. about 28 per cent of water
heaters installed were electric In 1976.
nearly 46 per cent were electric Nationwide, there are now some 29 million electric water heaters in use The trend is apt
to continue
•Electric water heaters use more electricity than any other home appliance In
some areas of the nation, electric bills are greater than mortgage payments And
rates continue to rise
•A time switch can be installed on an
electric water heater in 30 minutes or
less It can pay for itself in dollar sayings
during only a few months

•A •-•..quP &Off
HOrdWOre

a subsidiary of

A. — Yes. Buy some
powdered rottenstone. Apply
it the same way as you did the
pumice, using a little oil and
rubbing well with a felt pad in
the direction of the grain. Do a
small section at a time. Every
so often, wipe off everything
so that you can see clearly
whether the finish is the way
you want it or whether additional rubbing is necessary.
The result should be a satiny
rather than a glossy surface.

Practical Energy Conservation:
Tests Prove Merit of Timer-Controled
Hot Water

•4
.
1 4trushtnq aAppe,rs
-r
Bull
•C •• •

garlic and onions. Poultice for
spider bites.
Pennyroyal
applied with
vinegar to nostrils helps when
swooning; strengthens gums,
with honey and salt for
toothache.
Rosemary — burned in
chambers to correct the air;
ointment and oils. Herb of
friendship and remembrances.
Southernwood — moth
preventative.
Sage — grows beat where
woman rules, according to
folklore. In 1822 was used with
other herbs in typhus fever
epidemic.
Tansy — spring tonic, green
dye, keeps flies and ants
away.
Maye Steinfeld, who resides
near the Museum, told about a
woman upset by ants in her
home, rubbing door jambs and
window sills with pennyworth,
and reporting the insects
disappeared.
(For
Aronson's
Earl
"Associated Press Guide to
House Plants," send $1 to
House
Plants,
AP
Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q.- I have tried everything
to unstick the lower portion of
a double-hung window, the
kind in which both the lower
and upper halves move
separately. I read that, in such
a case, it is necessary to take
the sash from the window
frame, but no instructions
were included on how to do
this. Can you give me an idea
of how this is done?
A. — You have to remove
the moldings on the side of the
channels in which the window
slides up and down. These are
called stop moldings. So that
they can be used again, pry
them up with a putty knife,
working very carefully. Once
the moldings are removed,the
sash can be lifted out. Should
it resist, see what is holding it
in place and use your common
sense on how to loosen it. Very
often it is merely hardened
paint which can be scraped
away. Before replacing the
sash, lubricate the channels
with paraffin, wax or one of
the special lubricating sprays.

An ASN Special Report

REFINISHING 8,
CUSTOM BURT FURNITURE

policy limits.

Bob Nonney
Insurance
FEDERAL KEMPER
Agency
INSURANCE COMPANY
107 N. 4th — 753-4937

•42
11

:
7
‘

year.
Crabgrass preventer may
be used when the grass is
either wet or dry, and should
be applied only with a
precision drop-type spreader.

Why A Warranty?

753-8604

4

114,1 tri

Lawn-Care Map Ready
A
handy
map
for
homeowners who would like to
know the approximate last
dates they can apply a
crabgrass preventer to their
lawns has been developed.
Shaded areas on the map
show the periods during which
crabgrass seeds can be expected to germinate in various
parts of the country. Once the
seeds are allowed to sprout,
pre-emergent crabgrass
controls are no longer effective.
Crabgrass plants are annuals. They do not survive the
winter, but new plants sprout
from seed the following year.
A single crabgrass plant can
produce as many as 230,000
seeds. A pre-emergent control, applied in late winter or
early spring, lays down an
invisible barrier which the
seeds cannot penetrate, but
which will not harm existing
grass. It is frequently applied
as a combination product with
fertilizer, since lawns also
need to be fed at this time of

_
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Aldermen Prepared To Bring Charges Against Stansbury
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Subscribers who hare not reLeived their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to Insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m to noon, Saturdays

LOUISVILLE, K" (AP, —
An affadavit w,•, to be filed
today with the s.ate Court of
Appeals by five members of
the Louisville Board of
Aldermen who say they are
prepared to bring charges
against Mayor William
Stansbury.
S. Arm& Lynch, the lawyer
preparing an impeachment
case against Stansbury, said
the affidavit and other
documents would be filed Man
attempt to clarify the board's
subpoena powers in a possible
impeachment trial.
The aldermen claim that,
once the the board convenes
an impeachment hearing, the
body has power to subpoena
evidence and witnesses. But

the five aldermen signing the
affadavit say that, in order to
back the charges, necessary
evidence must be obtainable
through subpoena.
Lynch, who would not reveal
the text of the affadavit, said
that the aldermen stated that
they believed some evidence
crucial to an impeachment
case could be obtained only

4

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

a
se;

.4naw maim mom mom

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

wends and conducting an
investigation of Stansbury.
Acting on a motion by
Stansbury, Jefferson Circuit
Judge George Kunzman
issued that order last
December, effectively halting
an investigation oof Stansbury
by an alderrnanic Select
Committee of Inquiry.
The Court of Appeals will be
asked to allow such investigative and subpoena
powers to an aldermanic
impeachment court.
The appeals court ruled last
month that the aldermen have
the right to issue subpoenas
and conduct investigations,

The five aldermen —
identified by Lynch as Jerry
Abramson, Mary Margaret
Mulvihill, David Banks, Jim
Allen and Harold Howard —
also seek a Court of Appeals
modification of a lower court
prohibits
which
order
aldermen from Issuing sub-

Magazine To Publish
H-Bomb Article Soon

By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
MADISON, Wis. 1API —
With a champagne toast "to
the First Amendment," the
staff of the Progressive
SHARON CARLISLE, lAseater Jackie Weatherford, Reserratisaist
magazine celebrated a
Chrtsitle Side Coatedteerts: Mom S Nieder, Illarlerie M. Major
government decision to cancel
711 Main St., Murray
7S3-G060(4646)
a court fight against an article
OPEN 9 AM TO S PM MON. THRU FRI.
on hydrogen bomb secrecy.
We Write Air rickets For Ali Airlines While You Wait f.All
"We will publish it just as
I I
quickly as we can," publisher
,
I
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!'
Erwin Knoll said Monday of
rel7;'‘....:
article, "The H-Bomb
the
o NOW The Si Credit Cards
Secret," by free-lance writer
•Airlines Del Sock As...
a••=me
Howard Morland.
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
The next issue is to be
mailed to subscribers Oct.*
Knoll said it is uncertain
whether there is time to get
the
article in that issue.
1977 CHEVROLET NOVA
Cheers also went up in the
offices of the Madison Press
Connection, a small, two-yearold daily that published
Sunday •an article the
government also says contained restricted weapons
information.
"I am delighted that the
government has done the right
thing for once," said Press
Connection
editor
Ron
Local car approximately 18,000 miles, automatic,
McCrea. "This policy of
power steering, air conditioner, extra sharp, red
retroactive classification
with white top, red interior
simply won't wash with the
American public or press."
$3675.011.
Although it had contended
publication
could compromise
Keep
That
Great
°Mummify
GM
Feeling
GM
SERVICI PARTS
national security, the Justice
With Genuine GM Parts
611311:1141 11101'015 MUFTI DIVISION
Department announced
Monday that it was dropping
two legal efforts to block the
'articles.
753-2617
641 South
. Its suits were against .the
Progressive and the Daily.
Californian,
a
student
newspaper at the University
of California at Berkeley.
The reason for the
dismissal was the publication
1 2 1 So (Post Cherry Corner
of an article containing
Featuring Everday
restricted information concerning
thermonuclear
weapons information by a
newspaper in Madison, Wis.,"
Terrence Adamson, chief
Including Cole Slow
Justice
Department
French Fries
spokesman,
said
in
Washington.
He was referring to the
Press Connection publication
Also
of the letter by Charles
Hansen, 32, a computer
Including 21 Shrimp,
programmer from Mountain
Cole Slow and
French Fries
Spiders' webs are made of a
liquid protein that is drawn
from the spider's body and
then solidifies. The spiral part
of some of these webs is sticky
And Other Fine Foods
to snare insects, while the
Open 6 am to 8 p.m. Mon.-Sot.
spokes are dry, making them
9 a m. to 7 p m Sunday
safe for a spider to walk upon.

F

through subpoena.

II

View, Calif., who said
studying nuclear weaponry
was his hobby.
Adamson, who said the
government believes national
security may have been hurt
by publication of the Hansen
information, left open the
possibility
criminal
of
prosecution in connection with
the article.
The government claims the
letter exposes three critical
factors of H-bomb construction. The letter cited
Morland's claim that the
information could be gleaned
from public references.
The Justice Department
also said it would seek to
vacate an order issued late
Saturday against the Daily
Californian, which had also
been planning to publish the
Hansen letter.
Morland said his article was
not necessarily a blueprint for
building H-bombs, but rather
an attempt to show that the
nuclear industry uses a "myth
of secrecy" to keep the public
ignorant about nuclear
proliferation.

Copier on
the blink?

Better see the new—vey
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies,
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper. including overhead transparencies and labels

but Stansbury's lawyer,
Joseph Leary, has asked for a
rehearing. He said he would
appeal if the court refused to
change its earlier decision.
State law requires that five
aldermen must bring charges
against a mayor, with the
other seven aldermen sitting
as a court of impeachment.
Banks said that the five who
signed the affadavit would not
necessarily be the ones to
level charges against Stansbury.
He added that the Un-

peachment process would
probably be halted if the
aldernien do not receive
assurance that a court of
impeachment will have
subpoena powers.
Lynch said he does not
expect the Court of Appeals to
hear arguments on the matter
before Oct. 2. Should the court
rule in favor of the aldermen,
Lynch said that charges would
be filed inunediately against
Stansbury and the court of
impeachment would convene
Oct. 23.

Hule ever, Leary said that he
would appeal to the Kentucky
Supreme Court if an appeals
court ruling goes against
Stansbury.
Stansbury's troubles with
the board began in the sunimer of 1978, when he admitted
that he lied about his absence
from the city during a
firefighter's strike. He
originally said he had been in
Atlanta on business, but later
said he had been in New
Orleans with a female aide
and another couple.

Carriers Needed
Now Taking Applications
In These Areas:
College Farm Road
Miller Ave.
Waldrop Dr. Area
Apply In Person To:

T.P. Delaney Jr.
Circulation Manager

Call us today.

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

LeesCarpetsSale

Country Way Cafe
Ky. Lake Catfish
Fiddler
$250

Shrimp Basket

,AP*,

$29°

'

The

NinetsNini
Broalçfast
Buffet.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like. And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
country sausage. hash browns, hot cakes,and biscuits
you can eat With all the coffee you can drink
For one very sensible price Only $1.99.
every day from 6 to 9.

SIRLOINB STOCKADE
s

SAVE '2°'Per Sq. Yard
Here are only a few of the tremendous values:
A special sale on the carpets America pre- BOOTH BAY
PLEASANT LIVING
fers. Lees Carpets are the people's choice. A Short Tightwoyen plus — 14 Beautiful Colors To Choose From
A Tightly Woven Twist For Extremely long Wear
And Lees is reducing our prices so that we REG. $12.95
Sale'10" REG. $14.95
Sale '12"
can offer you big savings. You can save
PER SQ YD
PER SO YD.
on the best-selling, best-looking, best- CASUAL SCENE
FEELING
GOOD
performing styles and colors in the Lees A Multi level Cut 5 Uncut Pile — 19 Colors From Which To A new combination dye techniques creates this fresh fashion look
line. Save on a room, or a houseful. But Choose
— 16 Beautiful Colors
choose now because this sale ends REG. $12.95
Sale
'10" REG. $15.95
Sale'13"
very soon.
PEFISQ YD
PER SQ YD

All Prices Include Heavy Padding & Installation
*FREE ESTIMATES*

Murray, Kentucky

affirm

s

F_LJ 1Ft Al II 11- 4J IF4. 1E

*Open Friday Nights
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From Bacon To Buses

Conglomerates Into Everything
Here, in alphabetical order, Butterball turkeys, sponsor
is a random selection of Playtex bras, too.
- General Foods of White
companies and some of the
Plains, N.Y., tells you to
things they produce:
-The Campbell Soup Co. of stretch your at-home food
Camden, N.J., goes from soup dollar with Shake 'n Bake
to, er, pickles. Vlasic pickles coating mixand urges you out
of the kitchen and into a
in particular.
-Chesebrough-Pond's
of Burger Chef.
-Greyhound Corp. of
Greenwich, Conn., maker of
Pond's cold cream, also has Phoenix, Ariz., takes you
Vaseline petroleum jelly and places with its buses and feeds
you Armour Star bacon when
Ragu spaghetti sauce.
Colgate-Palmolive you get there.
-The
-Gulf & Western Industries
Co. of New York is behind
Hebrew National kosher of New York offers fantasy
with television shows like
frankfurters.
-Consolidated Foods Corp. -Laverne & Shirley," but its
of Chicago tempts your view of panty hose is Notastebuds with Sara Lee Nonsense, which it also owns.
-International Telephone &
bakery products. If you drop
some crumbs, call the com- Telegraph Corp. of New York
pany's Fuller Brush man. brings you Wonder bread,
Consolidated Foods also Sheraton hotels and the stag
from the Hartford Insurance
markets hosiery, L'eggs.
-Esmark Inc. of Chicago, Group.
-The Liggett Group Inc. of
the folks who bring you
Montvale, N.J., provides L&M
cigarettes, Alpo dog food and
lzmira, a Turkish vodka made
from white beets.
-Mattel Inc. of Hawthorne,
Calif., bring you the Barbie
doll. They also bring you
ACROSS
5 Cattle genus Answer to Monday's Puzzle
Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
1,STatys
6 Digraph
WeY OMP•5: •
.
5 Wager
7 Attempt
-Miles Lab%atories of
8 Man s nick8 Fold
name
9 Merited
mama IMMMUMBP Elkhart, Inc., sells Mor12 Algerian
10 Containers
ningstar Farms textured
port
11 Gaelic
vegetable protein meat
13 Paddle
16 Bird s home
substitute.
S.O.S.
And
14 Den
18 Goddess of
scouring pads. And Atka15 Conductors
discord
stocks
Seltzer.
22 Dialect
17 Longs for
23 Whips
-Nabisco Inc. of East
19 Choice part
24 Equip
Hanover,
N.J., offers cookies,
20 Wash lightly 25 Employ
biscuits and Rose Milk skin
21 Greek peak
27 Dawn god23 Nip
products.
dess
24 Hurry
-Norton Simon Inc. of New
29 Unit
26 Corners
30 Deity
York may be the champion.
28 Canine
35 Shred
While its name is not
31 Exists
36 German title 42 Lawful
47 Dregs
necessarily a household word,
32 Tibetan
37 Painful
43 Ponder
49 Soak up
gazelle
you probably know the names
44 Roman road 50 Permit
38 Feast
33 Negative
40 Wants
46 Solar disk
of its divisions: Hunts tomato
53 Pronoun
34 Obtain
products. Avis rental cars,
1 2 3 4
5 o
36 Hordes
8 9 10 11
7
Max Factor cosmetics.
38 Carnelian
12
4
13
Canada Dry: beverages,
39 Dillseed
41 Food fish
Johnnie Walker scotch.
15555165
17 16
43 Bishop's hat
Halston Enterprises and
45 Royal
19
30 5551
McCall Patterns, to name a
48 Declares
21
few.
n
23
50 Envoy
51 Sow
-Noxell Corp. of Baltimore
25
26 •27
211 29 30
52 Be in debt
cleans your skin with Nox54 Toward
31
32
33
.
zema and your floors with
shelter
Lestoil.
34535
37
31 55
55 Slips
-Pepsi Co. Inc. of Pur56 Fondle
39 40 i
41 542
57 Eye part
chase, N.Y., makes you work
43 44555
4.3
• 47
up a thirst with golf clubs from
DOWN
Wilson Sporting Goods and
1 Loose gown 41
49
50
2 Asian sea
snacks from Frito-Lay.
5555
1
52
.5.1
3 Country
-Procter & Gamble Co. of
4 Difficulties
Cincinnati. the
55
biggest
se
S7
national advertiser, keeps you
Ry LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Soap companies sell food.
Food companies sell clothing
And
super-conglomerates?
Well, they sell just about
everything.
You never know who is
responsible for what these
days.
Advertising Age, a trade
publication, provided sonic
clues recently with its annual
report on the 100 biggest U.S.
advertisers. The magazine
says these companies spent
more than $10 billion on
national advertising in 1978,
an increase of 17 percent over
1977.
If you read the fine print,
you'll find some interesting
corporate bedfellows. The
bacon on your table and the
bus you take to town, for
example. The toys for your
kids and the food for your dog.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ua 3013M EOM
MIME/ 31313121 COO
mann= ono
mann ran wan
1111M 'TIMM nm
nme en on III
on ma'am ea
non 1:10 MEM
OMNI MUMMUCT
mummer] mom
DOIN COMO OMB
300 man men

555

55,5

5555

555
55

55555
555
515

clean - not only with Ivory,
but with Tide and Cheer as
well. P&G also includes Sure
and Secret deodorants,
Folgers coffee, Duncan Hines
cake mixes and squeezable
('harrnin.
-Quaker Oats Co. of
Chicago makes your pets
happy with Ken-L Ration and
your kids happy with FisherPrice toys like the Miss Piggy
doll.
-R.J. Reynolds Industries
of Winston-Salem, N.C., has
the No. 2 cigarette in the
nation -- Winston.- and the
No. 1 brand of canned Chinese
food, Chun King.
-Unilever U.S. Inc. includes All detergent and Aim
toothpaste front Lever Bros.
of New York. It also sells you
tea from Thomas J. Lipton
Inc. of Englewood, N.J.
Last on this abbreviated list
- and 25th among advertisers
- is the U.S. government.
What does the government
have to advertise? How about
the Defense Department's
recruiting
posters, the
Agriculture Departmenrs-_
nutrition campaigns, the .
Energy Department's drive for conservation or the Postal
Service and Amtrak?

General Telephone
Customers Without
Service Monday
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) An estimated 8,500 General
Telephone customers, including all offices at the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center, were without
service Monday because of an
equipment breakdown.
"It's a problem with our
switching equipment," said
Tom Loomer, public information manager for the
utility. -We don't know what
caused it."

lure Sendrcale In

DON'T WORRY... IT'S
VERY SIMPLE...

2. Notice

The outage affected the 233,
253 and 232 exchanges. The
affected customers included
IBM and Metro Police
headquarters.
The problem began about 3
a.m. and the exchanges went
out completely at 8:20 a.rn.,
Loomer said. Service was
restored Monday afternoon.

ALL '{OU DO 15 5TANC
IN THE HALLWAY FOR
THREE HOURS UNTIL THEY
TELL YOU THE TRIAL HAS
BEEN CANCELED..THEN
YOU 60 HOME..

NUTRITIONAL
EVALUATION
BY COMPUTER
yOuR PERSONALI/ED COMPUTER
EvAEUATION
OF
NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES IS
AVAILABLE NOW Richard Brom
ingmesei Ph 0 in Nutrition has
lust installed the latest in cornpoints for this work Or 910.1
ingmeyei is a consultant and
teaches nutrition to Nutritionally
Onented Physicians in all map
areas across the United States
Or Broeringmeyer is the authot
of The Problem Some. Nutoo
tonally Speaking
Nutrition
The Dee of Life
The Nutri
Donal Answer and other p‘otes
sional publications. FOR YOUR
PERSONAL CONSULTATION AND
yALUATION PHONE 7532962
'Le an appointment

BIBLE CALL
'The Temptation of
Suicide" 759-4444 or
Children's Story About
Jesus 759-4445.

It's A
Fact
Freeact
Gift
I,
WAra
speltit?Ag,
Starks Hardware 1
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
Eirb,e study each evening or any
time by phone Free Store for
the needy, all donations appreciated. Bible Facts. 7594600

Save fuel.
Carpool
Call 247-7171

UcService Announcement Spa
ova:led By Murray Ledger &
nye"

Check
Your
Ad

South 12th St.

ERROR

753-1129$

IMRE I'm SORRY, BUT
I HAVEN'T SEEN ONE
PAIR THAT I LIKE

YOU EVERY
LADY, I'vE
sHOE IN THE PLAcE•-•LETS
PuT YOuR OWN SHOES
BACK ON/

NomOr'

BOB'S DRIVE-IN
810 Chestnut
FAMOUS FIESTA BURGERS

SOME
BOOK!

Cali in o.ders
to go
753 7944

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter in my home,
weekdays Own transportation
and references required Call
753-9520
Homeworkers Earn $50 per
stuffing
100 securing
envelopes Free details Rely
Box 94688 INA
Titan
Schaumberg, IL 60194

I ,

oi-i, einy

HELP WANTED
Appliance delivery and
installation ntan wan
tad. This is a permanent
job. Call 753-15E6.

GOOONES5'

WORKSHOP
MANAGER,Degree in
Public Administration, Sociology or
closely related field.
Apply-Personnel Office, ExcepticonOutwood
Campus,
Dawson Springs, Ky.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

first ;-;sortion of ads for
T h,s
corrections
newspaper
be
w,tt

SHOULD
BE
ERROR
REPORTED IMMEDIATEL
SO PLEASE CHECK

THAT
MUST BE

Manager or
Operator ,
Superintendent
Immediate
opening for manager of
Hickman ElectricOSystem, approximately 1400 customers
Qualifications
First class
lineman, some supervisory,
substation, and metering experience . helpful. Salary
negotiable. Send resume to
Hickman Electric System, P
Box 228. Hickman, KY 42050

Jorry's
Restaurant

CARTER STUDIO

GO AHEAD

PROGRAM COORDINATOR, B.S. in
Special Education or
M.A. in Psychology required.
Apply Personnel Office,
Excepticon-Out wood
Campus, Dawson Springs, Ky. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

ore
Adverris•rs
requesteli to check the

There must be a
reason Mothers get
special baby pictures
made at

THAT'S WHERE
THE SEXY
PARTS ARE

511 S.4th
Street
Murray, Kentucky

Apply in person

Free Store 759-4600

PUT A BOOK ON ITS
SPINE, IT'LL PALL OPEN
AT THE BEST-READ PAGE

Kay Mart
Auto Market

WAITRESS

respons,ble for only one
ANY

BEETLE BAILEY

Experienced
cleanup men and
truck
drivers
needed. Apply in
person only, between 7 a.m. and 4
p.m.

HELP
WANTED

incorrect insertion

,Fro ,,,,,IOC F eoho O S

Good Pay
Good Benefits

Organist for First Presbyterian
Church Call between 8 and 12
753-6460

YOUR ,AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP
To' IN CASE OF AN

NANCY

SINGLES
GUYS & GALS
National Company has openings for several persons, 18 or
over. single. neat, ambitious
and free to travel most East
Coast and Mid West states with
sharp young business group
No experience Or educational
requirements On the lob training, transportation and lodging
paid from your first day. Above
average earnings with bonus
plan. For interview see Miss
Nancy Jute, from 10 am to 2
pm, Wednesday only at the
Holiday Inn in Murray Member
BBB. Parents of applicants
welcome at interview.

WE NOW
PRONOUNCE
ifip ; YOU, MAN
AND WIFE.

WHAT A
rDIANA nituST
WEDDINO!
HAVE HER
WHAT AN
BABY
AMAZir4G
BY NOW!
COUPLE!

I'D LOVE VMAJOR, CALL
TO SEE
MY CAR .
THEM

14. Want To Buy

24. Miscellaneous

Wanted to buy standing
timber top prices paid 4892334

15. Articles For Sale
Antique tin door pie safe,
refinished, excellent condition
Call 753-5472
Riding saddle, automatic
washing machine, adding
machine. 30 gallon hot water
heater, coke machine, and
refrigerator 153-5618
We have slabs for sale Contact
David L Evans Timber, formerly
Decker and Evans. on
Reynoldsburg Road, Paris, TN,
642-0617

Riding lawn mower for sale
Call 753-8286
To settle estate Man's I%
karat diamond solitaire, white
gold mounting
jeweler's
estimate $3,000 If interested
write P 0. Box 32 K

26. TV-Radio

For Sale
Sylvania
26" TV
Color Console
with remote control, 6
month old 8600.00

16. Home Furnishings

-Also-

Kenmore washer, excellent
condition, $85. Call 753-6596
For sale refrigerator, living
room bedroom, and dining
room furniture antique oak
rocker and dresser Call 4354128
Gas dryer good condition, $40,
also matching washer, needs
repair, $20 Call 492-8318
after 5 pm
Hutch maple finish, just like
new 16x42x12 $250 753
9357
Matching sofa and chair. $50
• 753-0605
Seven foot velvet couch, excellent condition $65 Call
753-8598.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy, sell, and
trade.

18. Sewing Machines
For sale: used Singer sewing
machine. Zig-tag and all attachments. Sews perfect Fully
guarenteed. Cash price,
$39 95 Call Martha Hopper.
354-6521

19. Farm Equipment
Grain truck, combine and
wheat drill Call 382-2327
John Deere model 4440 tractor, . completely equipped, including monitor, John Deere
21' disc. kihn Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor
13' John Deere chisel plow
John Deere 6 row cultivator
John Deere 15' harrow. John
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new condition Phone 489-2141
268 New Holland hay baler
$1000 New Holland rake,
$500 436-5536
New Ideal 2 row corn picker
753-5186
VAC Case tractor. 6 ft Ford
disc, utility trailer with
plywood side new Ward's one
man post hold digger Call 4365536

22. Musical
MUSIC LESSONS
Piano-Organ
Voice-Guitar
113-7115

Blay1oe's4

I Ilhous

23. Exterminating

Stereo Console
AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 753-6531 ask for
Sarah
For sale 25 inch Sylvania console t.v , excellent condition.
$300. Phone 753-7304
HW-I01 with accessories, has
been factory calabrated, 3 element beam. 435-4135.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150. now -$15 4928834

27. Mobile Home Sales
1975 Double Wide on 2 acre
lot, central air well and large
garage, located in Kirksey.
Price reduced Call 489-2248
after 5 pm.
For sale mobile home, 10150,
2 bedroom all electric central
heat and air Call 753-5980
1974 Mobile home, 14x10. 3
bedroom, bath and a half, partially furnished, stove and
refrigerator, full carpeted. central heat and air, all electric,
washer and dryer hookup,
underpinning and electric pole
Call 436-2562
12x60 Mobile home partially
furnished
side by side
refrigerator freezer, washer and
dryer. 200 amp service pole
and blocks $4,500 437-4473
1975 Mobile home, 12x50, all
electric, central- heat and air,
unfurnished underpinned, shed. tv. antenna. porch $5700
753-2538 after 6 Om.

28. Mob. Home Rents
In Hardin, unfurnished 12x65,
2 bedroom bath large covered
porch, natural gas air built
ins, city water and sewer.
Adults, no pets $160 per
month plus security deposit
Call 395-7061

34. Houses For Rent
1602 Miller. . 3 bedrooms,
living-dining room, den, kitchen, one bath. 2 fireplaces.
Plenty parking. Call 753-5646;
after 5 call 753-2403.
Three bedroom home with
family room, formal dining
room, fireplace, natural gas
For lease or rent 153-3461 Or
1-443-9625.

36. RN Rent Or Lease

[
Office Space For
Rent, Cell 7537618 after 5:00
Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

9. Situation Wanted
Would like to baby sit in your
home. day or night. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-6652

10. Bus. Opportunity
Manager trainee SalesmenSalesladies
Management
possiblities can be yours after
6 months specialized training
Earn $15,000435.000 a year
in management I will start you
with up to $1000 a month
guarenteed, send you to school
for a minimum of 2 weeks, expenses paid, train you in the
field of selling and servicing
established business accounts
Hospitalization and other fringe
benefits available To qualify
you must be 21 or over, have
car, be bondable, sports minded, and career minded. For appointment call Bob Anastasio
collect 502-926-8000, Monday
through Thursday, 9 am 01 6
Dm.

INVITATION TO BID

PRE5/DENT LUAGA., AND His
COLLEAGUE, PRESIDENT GCWANDA
OF I1,49RY-L ANA„• OFFICIArEo-

10 THE IIIISSIREOSI

6. Help Wanted

[

PEANUTS
YE BEEN
CALLED FOR
JURY DUTY.?

EVERY DAY IS SALE DRY

The Calloway County High School is asking for
bids on the following items for the 1979-80 school
year.
Supplies and Equipment for Basketball(boys /
Supplies and Equipment for Basketball (girls
Supplies and Equipment for Baseball
Supplies and Equipment for Football
Supplies and Equipment for Cross Country
Supplies and Equipment for Track
Specifications are on file in the Calloway County
High School, 2108 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the
necessary forms there.
Al] bids are to be in the Calloway County High
School, 2108 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, on or before September TS, 1979. The school
reserves the right to reject any or all bids and waive
an,'irregularities in bidding.

24. Miscellaneous
Cleanup shop, 30x60, and contacts at reduced price! 10
miles east of Murray on
Highway 94 Call 474-2335
after 6 pm
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick.
we will deliver 753-6107

1

Ideal for- storing house full of
furniture, cars
ontoques
businiess overflows. etc
Phone 753-7618 after 5.00
p.m.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

$1000
REWARD

FOR INFORMATION leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons unknown who broke into a cabin at
Anderson Shores Subdivision. No questions asked. Contact the Calloway County
Sheriff office. 753-3151

SALES CAREENS
FULL ON PANT TIME

Start a new career with the K.A.S.H. Team $14,500.
to 822,500. first year opportunity with America's
fastest growing multi-media and specialty advertising firms. Company car and full benefits
package. Earn while you learn, while serving the
businessmen in your area with new Specialty Advertising Products of Quality and Distinction. No
sales experience necessary, full or part time
positions available. For information write: Mr. Lee
Martin, KENDRICK-A I.IENDER ADVERTISING
CO.,INC.,777 Portland Way North, Box 729, Galion,
Ohio 44833 (419-468-5418) OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE US, YOU SHOULD KNOW US"
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New duplex, located behine
AMC Dealer. 641 North Call Brand new 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
built-in appliances, city water
753-2437 or 753-7476
and sewer, nice size lot. Call
37. livestock-Supplies Purdom & Thurman 153-4451.
Registered Quarter horse, Exclusive 2 acres overlooking
stallion
Palamino
top Blood River, very private deep
,breeding Benton KY 52/- water, gorgeous view surrounded by wooded area Community
8392
water supply available Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724
Small, black, female Cocker Excellent location for this 3
Spaniel. Has been spade bedroom older home on acre
and had all shots. Reason and a half lot. Just a mile from
tor selling; elderly lady town on the airport road. Fruit
can't care tot her. $40. Call trees and garden spot Only
$20.000. Spann Realty
753-6975.
Associates, 753-7724.
For sale cleanup and body
Yard sale 107 South 15th. shop Stadium View Drive Call
September 19th from 7 am til Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
dark

m,
Excellent
11
/
2 bath home in rust
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional
lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplac
thermostat connections. Not pictured is a
12'22 brick workshop
with electricity and
plurattig. Priced well
below replacement
cost.

JOHN SMITH
10x50,
. central
980.
4x70. 3
all, pare and
ed, cenelectric.
hookup,
bac pole
partially
side
her and
ce pole
7-4473
x50 all
and air,
ned sh$5700

COUNTRY LIVING
Three acres and a
beautiful
tri-level
home situated on a hill
is what you can have
for only $56,900. This 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
is uniquely designed
and decorated for the
large family wanting
room and privacy.
Part of the house is unfinished and ready for
your own ideas. All
this located just
minutes from the lake.
Call today for an appointment. Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.

9. Used Cars

ENJO
GOOD LIFE
Need a retirement
home? Buy this 2
bedroom brick home
located on Irvan
Avenue. Quiet neighborhood, has large outstorage.
side
utility
Reasonable
bills. Priced at $33,000.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty,753-1222.

5.Boats and Motors

For sale: 1973 Malibu. $700
1979 Fisher Marine aluminum
753-4746.
bass boat. 25 hp Johnson
motor, fully equipped Also
ideal for duck hunting $2900
Call 753-2316.
1970 four door Ford Can be
seen at 9 Waldrop Trailer Court
$295
(nod 15' aimless meekest
1971 Plymouth Fury II beige.
with 85 h p. Mercury autberitd,
air, FM 8 track, power steering
and brakes Call 759-4024
comes complete silk trailer,
L8111is top, skis, ski rope, and
1974 Pinto Sportswagon, low
3 lite jackets Call 753-1916,
mileage on complete new
ask tor Karen, between 7 a.m.
engine, radial tires, in ex45tte; cellent condition. Call 247& 3 p.m. $2,600.
7I United ftre Sy natcale int

53. Services Offered
Have your driveways white rock
ed before bad weather Free
estimates Clifford Garrison
753-5429 after 4 pm
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 7532310, for free estimates
Ken's Lawnmower and chainsaw repair. 718 South 4th Fast
service. 753-7400.
Licensed electrician. Service
calls our speciality. Call
Earnest White, 753-0605.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, will do plumbing
heating and air conditioning
Call 753-7203
Mobile Home anchors
Aluminum and fiberglass
underpinning, white, beige.
and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screened in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and double sizes. Jack Glover, 7531873 after 6 pm.
Paper hanging and interior
painting Cell 437-4617
Painting done to satisfaction.
Interior or exterior. Free
estimates. Experienced Call
after 5 pm 753-0355

53. Services Offered
Small engine repair We repair
all mayor brands 2 and 4 cycle
Call 753-5991
Termites. You spend thousands
of dollars for a Nome but never
think about termites
they
cause the most damage next to
fire. Have your home treated
now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street. Murray. KY Over
33 years experience Home
owned.
Trees cut or trimmed Also
firewood for sale Call after 5
pm, 753-0230
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co .
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026

1973 Plymouth Duster, 67.000 1976
Fisher Marine water
actual
or 7874
52s $650 767-6104 rover,
7le,
25 hp motor, trolling
"Your case is not unusual. Thousands of
motor and trailer, excellent
Business and Home!!! This can people can't sleep at night unless the TV1973 Thunderbird, has all the condition Must -sett! 759extras plus a new set of tires 1943
be your answer to the gas proset is on."
blem. .2 or 3 bedrooms formal
$1350 Phone 1-354-6217
53. Services Offered
living room. formal dining
Will do plumbing, heating and
room, double garage, beautiful
/
2 baths, livThree bedroom, 11
MUST SELL!
Nerndon's
air conditioning, repairs and
iandscaping No need for gas
Ainley Auction &
ing room, kitchen and den, city
1978 LTD- Brougham;
remodeling around the home.
when your home and business
Portable Welding
Realty Sales
water and sewer, single garage
(01 505551111/5151
such as. painting, carpentry,
are together...Zoned 8-4...Call
AM/FM stereo tape;
Service
with concrete drive in
uchoneer Realtorand concrete 753-2211 or
753-1492 Offered by Loretta
Rt. 6, Box 154,
29,000 miles. Call 753Appraiser
Westwood .Subdivision. For
l'h 901.479-2486 479-3713
753-9600.
sobs Realtors.
3043.
Murray,
Ky.
more information call Purdom
South Fulton Tenn
753-9507
Will haul anything that will fit
Nice country home nn approx& Thurman, 753-4451.
1976 Volkswagon Scirrocci
in a pickup Call 753-5857
imately 11
/
2 acre wooded lot.
753-6865
Byers Brothers & Son-General
Home has 2 or 3 bedrooms, liv- Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
Will do house cleaning
OLDER
OME!!!
.
ing room, den with fireplace, den with fireplace, fenced in
190 VW bug, excellent condi- home remodeling, framing,
1996
Older part of town.
aluminum
siding,
yard,
gutters,
city
and
school
district.
good well house and more.
Call
tion, excellent gas mileage.
Lots
of
room,
great
roofing.
haul driveway white rock
Will
Call
1-395-4967
Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451.
or 1Located on Old Still° Rd. off 94
Call after 5 pm, 753-7259.
candidate
for
362-4895.
and Ag lime, also have any type
E Asking $25,000. Shroat- The
Backhoe and fronfootball crowd will love to
1974 Vega Hatchback, Red,
remodeling. Could also
of brown or white Pea gravel
Waldrop Real Estate 759- pop corn
Building and repairing barns.
and relax in this
black
loader work
tend
interior,
automatic,
AMbe
converted
to
high
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
707
30
years
experience.
Call days
warmly paneled rec room with
FM radio, 'good tires plus 2
return
753-4545
or
done.
Free
income
759-4620 or nights 492-8910.
fireplace! This home also has
snow tires. $800. 753-5355.
producing property.
Call
notes'
Est
r
Thurman
Purdom &
living room with fireplace, dinCarpentry service. Whatever
For your new tax
HARMON .1
your needs, old or new, quality
Insurance & Real Estate ing area. well-organized u• shelter or remodeling
1962 Chevy pickup, 6 cylinder, work. Call 7510565.
shaped kitchen., extra garage
h de Cou,t Sq.0'e
project just give us a
BINKLEY
standard shift. 1971 15 ft.
area for cars, boat, and lawn
Murray, Kentucky
call. 753-7411.
Aster boat runabout, 100 hp Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
Wanted room-mate to share
equipment.
Much
too
CONSTRUCTI
nice
to
ON
753-4451
Prompt and efficient serapartment located in nice
JOHN SNIITH Johnson motor, 1973 model rates.
describe. Come by our office at
place Please call 759-1583
motor. Can be seen at Taber's vice. Custom Carpet Care. 4891200 Sycamore or call
2774.
Residential building lots 1492 for more details 753Body Shop.
on this
Westwood Subdivision, city exceptional home.. Offered
cleaning,
free
by
Spring House Cleaning
1973 Chevy pickup, extra nice, Carpet
water and sewer Priced from Loretta Jobs Realtors.
estimates.
satisfied
references,
$1600 Call 753-5201 or 753$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
Special
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean4691
& Thurman 753-4451
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
1979 Ford Courier mini-truck. 753-5827.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
Ready to move in. 1973 mobile
Half ton hauling capacity. New
home. Revere, 12 x 65. Three
Can't
get
those
small
jobs
759-1176
tires. 15,000 miles, 28 mpg.
bedrooms, furnished, has 2
around the house or mobile
$4700.
753-2316.
baths, washer and dryer, cenhome done? Carpentry, paintral gas heat and electric air. I
1967 Ford pickup. 6 cylinder ting, plumbing, aluminum
in
Croppie
Lot
Hollow
Shores,
Lot size 108 ft. x 200 ft...landstraight shift. 20.000 miles on siding. patios. small concrete
Unit II. Call (901) 656-2941.
scaped.. Roberts Subdivirebuilt engine, small bed with jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
COMMERCIAL
sion...Priced for quick sale
tool bins. 753-8124.
PROPERTY
Now Offering
Concrete and block work. Block
$12,500. Spann Realty
F-100, 1974 Ford pickup, garages. basements, driveways,
House
4,000
for
sale
square
by
owner:
foot
in3
Associates, 753-7724.
sulated metal building
bedroom, family room, formal $1950. 1968 4-door Impala. walks, patios, steps, free
Starting up or slowing down?
on 11
dining room, fireplace, natural 327 engine, best offer 4-36- estimates. 753-5476.
/
2 acres located on
In either case. your needs are
busy highway 4 miles
gas. double lot. Only 15. 5536.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
limited and so are your means!
from Murray. Priced
minutes from campus. 753Sears 753-2310 for free
This extra neat 2 bedroom
below
3461 or 1-443-9628.
replacement
estimates for your needs
home may be lust perfect for
cost - $60's. Phone
5
bedroom, 2 bath brick home
you. .Nice garden spot on this
For your chain link fencing
Kopperud Realty, 753with living room, fireplace and
2 acre lot _Call today for more
needs. contact Montgomery
1222 for full time Real
den. 30x50 concrete block
infomation, 753-1492...Offered
Ward.
Free estimates. 753Estate Service.
Free
air
conditioner
with
purbody shop. Located on 3 acres.
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
We also have:
1966.
Priced to sell. Call 435-4382 or chase of a new 1979 Prowler,
Very nice older home in New 753-8213.
Monitor travel trailer, Ar- Firewood for sale. Call 753Providence Living room. kitrowhead Camper Sales. 6774 Monday. Wednesday. and
chen, utility, 2 bedrooms and 47. Motorcycles
Highway 80 East, Mayfield, KY Friday between 8 and 5, after 7
bath on main level. 2 bedrooms 1979 Harley-Davidson low 247-8187.
call 435-4439.
Been wanting a small
on upper floor Nice wooded lot rider, 1500 miles. $4000 753We also service large trucks along with
Free
auto
awning
with
pur- Guttering by Sears. Sears confarm? We have it!
and priced at only $18,750. 3272 after 5 pm
our
other complete repair.
chase of new 1979 Starcraft or tinous gutters installed per
Just listed an 18 acre
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate,
Roadranger
travel
trailer.
209 S. 7th St.
1975
Harley
your
Davidson
specifications.
SportCall Sears
farm with 2 bedroom,
759-1707
White's Camper Sales, Highway 753-2310 for free estimates.
chrome,
ster.
in
extra
Murray,
perfect
Ky. 42071
furnished,
frame
condition, $2500. Also 9 94£. Murray, KY. 753-0605.
753-1751
house ready for ocWill lay carpet Free estimates
millimeter Smith & Wesson Overhead camper for long
759-1823 after 5 pm
cupancy. Land is
nickel plated new in box. wheel base truck, in good con- Call
highly productive and
$350. Call 753-2636.
dition $600. Call 492-8515.
CARTER STUDIO
level. Call us for more
BOYD'S RADIATOR & GLASS SERVICE
1976 Suzuki RM-370. excellent Twelve ft mobile trailer, slide
information concerniBoyd-PAsion
WEDDINGS
&
trail bike $375 or best offer. in type. 1974 model, sleeps
209 S. 7th Street
ng this farm.
Real Estate
Call 759-1730
PORTRAITS
six. Stove, refrigerator. furnice,
Murray, Ky. 42071
105 N. 12th
bathroom. Call 753-8119 or
Phone: 753-1751
753-8298
436-2455 and ask for Paul.
1G&.
Of Gas
1979 Yamaha 1100 Special
This practically new 2
$3000 753-3272 after 5 pm
bedroom cabin in the
WILSON
woods is the ideal
INSURANCE
S REAL ESTATE
week-end
1977 Buick Park Avenue, 4retreat.
Completely furnished,
door, loaded all equipment,
153-3263 ANYTIME
beautifully decorated.
sun roof 1977 Caprice
392 N.121119.
Elec, heat, air cond.
Chevrolet. 4-door, loaded, all
411111111111•111•1111=11&
all this for only $10,500.
equipment. 1977 Cougar XRT
Saturday, September 22,1919-10:00 am.-Rain or Shine - 406 North 4th Street-Murray, Kentucky
For sale 28x30 shop and walk2-door, all equipment includin basement, both on 51
/
2
Bit Of
ed, and moon roof 1976
acres. 3 miles south of city
Woodland
Monarch Ghia, loaded, all
Call 615-232-6943
equipment 1977 T-Bird, loadJust off Hwy. 94 E.
Large home - Small price. Here
ed, all equipment. 1978 T-Bird
neat 2 bedroom frame
is a nice home near MSU with
home, situated on 41
/
2 Town Landau. all equipment
5 bedrooms and 2 baths. 2
1977 Malibu Classic wagon. 9
acres, mostly wooded
large bedrooms could be
passenger Call 498-8739. Poor
only 3 miles from city.
rented for income. Living room,
Boy Used Cars Stateline Rd., 1
Spacious living room,
dining room, large utility room
mile west of Hazel on John
eat-in kitchen has new
and more for only $47,000.
Latimer farm.
cabinets elec, heat, a
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate.
large back porch, outBuick LeSabre, good con1978
759-1707
side storage building.
dition, power steering and
Modestly priced at
Three bedroom cedar cabin.
brakes, air conditioned. 20.000
ATTENTION: Investors • Sororities - Fraternities
$27,500.
Panorama Shores. with
miles 492-8698 after 5 pm
Estate settlement offers you the rare opportunity to purchase at a public auction the building, grounds and
Franklin fireplace. Call Purdort.1
1976 Cutlass Salon, light
contents of the Murray Motel. This 11 unit complex features 6 two room suites and 5 large single room
& Thurman 753-4451.
yellow and tan, all extras
suites, central gas heat and plenty of storage in the basement. Each unit has a bath with shower. The two
Phone 753-6725 after 6 pm.
story building is in excellent condition and is situated on a 125 x 275 lot with front and rear drives. The
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
building is ready for immediate occupancy and will sell complete with 12 large window air conditioners
1977 Chrysler Cordoba, under
709 Willow Street
Excellent potential for apartment,sorority or fraternity house.
miles,
40,000
regular
gas
good
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
FURNITURE- PERSONAL PROPERTY
gas mileage Call 492-8834 or
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Complete Motel furnishings including: double beds, single beds, dressers, chairs, couches, linen and
753-7208
Price of
miscellaneous.
1974 Cutlass Salon, excellent
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'
Terms: Real Estate 20% down with balance within 30 days. Personal property cash.
condition,
white
on
Po. 11•55111•1 /low. cas gieee• coll 15) 3405 5,5•45,i.••••••• Neftry 1.051k
white, dark
fonits.
Possession: With deed
red interior $2475 Phone
Cooper•ling Brok•r
Owner: Mary E. Everette estate.
753-8635 or after 5 pm 753.
Kopperud Realty
1 7146
Nat Ryan Hughes, Executor
753-1222

Boyd's Auto Repair

Located at 1618 Coldwater Road is this 3
bedroom home with formal dining room. Lots of
storage and closet space and nice sized rooms.
Attached garage, large lot and good garden spot.
Owner wants to sell so give us a call.

Frontend Service
Alignment & Balancing

FREE Brake Inspection
FREE Visual Frontend Inspection
Exhaust Repair
Shocks, Tires

Here it is! An oldekhome in the country with 11
/
2
acres. In additio*ta the first floor there are 2
bedrooms upstairs and a full basement. Outside
storage includes a 7x9 3,4 concrete block building
with cement floor and wired for electricity. Also
a 12x26 frame building with electricity, water
and a wood burning stove. The 11
/
2 acres offers
apple trees, peach trees, a strawberry patch and
lots of good garden space. Reduced to $33,50O.

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
MURRAY MOTEL
REAL ESTATE-PERSONAL PROPERTY

4 Flex with attached 3 bedroom home. Good location. An ideal way to have a home and let your
tenants pay for it. Call us to arrange your next
money making investment.

Think you can't afford to buy" Upstairs apartment can be rented to help make payments,
downstairs has 2 bedrooms, living room with
fireplace, dining room and kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for children and pets. Asking
$40,000, 1316 Poplar.

500
ca's
adfits
the
AdNo
line
Lee
I NG
ion,
RS

FREE
...
20
MILE
r1611
DELIVERY
aimiwinammainna 753-0984

641 North across from Boston Tea Party
Phone 753-7411 Around the Clock
OR CALL
WI KINNOd 4 51, SWF

oti ANN PHRPOT 7514841

LFloored and ready. Up to 12 x 24.

Also barn style, offkes, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patios, or UBUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble op to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
demi mem na. SP al talus 1P M
•CLUSTOM•SUILT

PORTABLE BUILDINGS

1972 Chevrolet Caprice.
79,000 miles. very nice. $800
1970 Opal, 55.000 miles. 28
mpg, stationwagon, $375. Two
Polyglass 6dial tires, like new,
$40. 474-2325.
1977 Datsun F-10 with AM-FM
radio, tack. air conditioning, 5.
speed. 38 mpg Call 489-2570
after 5 pm.
1972 Datsun 510 wagon, good
condition. $1250 753-8124

Sale Conducted by
Easley 8 Clymer Real Estate 8
247-7864
Mayfield, Ky
Auctioneers
Larry Clark
Gerald Easley

Murray, Ky
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Week Declared As
Constitution Week
By Judge-Executive
This week has been declared
as Constitution Week in
Calloway County by JudgeEx. Robert 0. Miller, according to members of the
Oury
Wendell
Captain
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution.
the
signed
Miller
proclamation Monday which
reads as follows:
WHEREAS, September 17,
1979, marks the one hundred
ninety-second anniversary of
the adoption of the Constitution of the United States
of America by the Constitutional Convention; and
WHEREAS, To accord
official recognition to this
memorable anniversary, and
to the patriotic exercise that

GREG BLACK. 10 year old
student at North Calloway
Elementary School, and son of
Gary and Kathy Black of
Coldwater. is now a patient at
the Vanderbilt University
Hospital, Nashville. Tenn.,
awaiting a kidney transplant.
He is now on a kidney
machine. His father is employed at Joe Todd Motor
Sales, and his mother, the
former Kathy Lamb,daughter
of Charles and Bobbie Lamb,
is a beautician. They have
another son. Donations for the
expenses of the family may be
left at the downtown branch of
the Bank of Murray,the North
side branch of the Peoples
Bank, or at Joe Todd Motor
Jerry Speight, instructor of
Sales, South 12th Street,
art at Murray State UniverMurray.
sity, has written an article
that appears in the September
issue of School Arts Magazine,
an art education periodical for
teachers.
"Color
Entitled
IPhotographs
Toy
and
Cameras," the article is
encourage
designed
to
teachers to utilize inexpensive
cameras
for
Dr. Nell F. Nixon Tisdale plastic
died this morning at five photography experiences, as
o'clock at the residence of her opposed to expensive models
son-in-law and daughter, Dr. not feasible for public school
and Mrs. W. T. Doss, Wiswell usage.
selected
the
Speight
Road, with whom she resided.
The deceased, 74, was the photography work of Mary
wife of Dr. Earl E. Tisdale Jeanne Vincent to Wustrate
who died June 24, 1978. She the text. She is a native of
was a graduate in the class of Dayton, Ohio, who has been
1946 at the Texas Chiropractic studying under Michael
College, San Antonio, Texas: Johnson of the art faculty at
and a member of the Chapter Murray State.
Her photographs were
of the Order of the Eastern
chosen for this premiere color
Star at Hopkinsville.
Born Sept. 8, 1905, in New issue, according to Speight,
Castle, Pa., she was the because of their quality,
unusual
daughter of the late George composition,
Baker Nixon and Eva Alice distortions provided by one
element plastic lens, and color
Haney Nixon.
Dr. Tisdale is survived by tonality achieved during the
two daughters, Mrs. W. T. printing process.
Speight joined the faculty at
Charlene ) Doss, Murray
Route 7, Wiswell Road, and Murray State in 1975.
Mrs. George (Suzanne)
McCarver, Memphis, Tenn.;
Prices of stocks of local interest at
one son, Robert E. Tisdale, noon. EDT,today,furnished to The MurLedger & Tunes by First of
ray
San Antonio, Texas; nine
Michigan Corp. of Murray, are as
grandchildren including Terry follows
Doss and his wife, Deborah. Industrial Average
4.80
Murray; seven great gran32v4
Air Prochsts
dchildren including Troy Doss American Motors
TVs Jos
30% -vs
Ashland
of Murray.
55% -44
American Telephone
Private funeral services will Bonanza
$1413PrA
plane
be held Wednesday at 10:30 Chrysler
43% Al
Ford Motor
a.m. at the Memphis G A.F
113110c
104 At
Memorial Park, Memphis, General Care
Dynamics
43% Ali
Tenn., with cremation to General
General Motors
-31
General Ttre
22N -%
follow.
2254 As
Goodrich
The Max Churchill Funeral Horded
1354 -4
1111.4 uric
Home is in charge of the Heublein
Wize -44
arrangements,
but
no Jerico.
IlYsiB 112,4A
27V4 unc
M Mart
visitation will be held here.
3454 4
Nanwak
'
48
The family requests that Quaker Oats
38% one
1254 At
expressions of sympathy take UPPIrl
31154
the form of donations to one's Texaco
325 44
Wal Mart
WASS 1714A
Wendys
favorite charity.

Murray Instructor
Writes Article For
School Arts Magazine

Funerals I

Dr. Nell Tisdale
Dies Here Today;
Rites Wednesday

Stock Market

will form a noteworthy feature
of the occasion, seems fitting
and proper; and
WHEREAS,Public Law No.
915 guaraniotis the issuing of a
proclamation each year by the
President of the United States
of America designating
September 17 through 23 as
Constitution Week,
NOW, THEREFORE, I
Robert 0. Miller by virtue of
the authority vested in me as
Judge-Ex. of the county of
Calloway, in the State of
hereby
do
Kentucky )
proclaim the week of September 17 through 23, 1979, as
CONSTITUTION WEEK in
the county of Calloway, and
urge all our citizens to pay
special attention during that
week to our Federal Constitution and the advantages
of American Citizenship.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the county
of Calloway to be affixed at
Murray this 17 day in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and seventy nine and
the independence of the
United States of America, the
two hundred and thirdo,
Signed Robert O. Miller

Nuclear Energy
Topic Of Discussion
For Louis Beyer

Six members of the music
faculty at Murray State
University will present a
Faculty Chamber Music
Concert at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 18, in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the campus.
The concert is the first of
two sponsored by the
Department of Music each fall
to give students an opportunity to see and hear
faculty members, particularly
new ones, perform. A second
Faculty Chamber Music
concert is scheduled Sept. 25.
Among the faculty performers on Sept. 18 will be
trumpeter Mark Murray, who
joined the music faculty at
Murray State this fall for one
year. He and pianist Marie
Taylor will play three

movements from "Sonate for
Trumpet and Piano" by
Hindemith.
Trombonist Ray Conklin,
who has returned to the
campus after a year's leave of
absence to work toward the
D.:M.A. degree at Ndrth Texas
State University, will also be
on the program with Mrs.
Taylor. They will play three
movements from -Sonatina
for Trombone and Piano" by
Robert W. Jones.
Other music on the program
will be: "Scherzo-Tarantella,
op. 16- by Wieniawski, played
by violinist Robert Gillespie
and Mrs. Taylor on the piano;
from
movements
two
"Etudes-Tableaux" by Rachmaninoff, played by Dr.
James McKeever on the
piano; and "Au Clair de la
Lune" by Jeanjean, played by
clarinetist Don Story and Mrs.
Taylor on the piano.

129 On-30 00
$330.20 00
$330.31 00
$31 00-32.50
*37 00-31 CO

The "GOOD EVENING"Sale
ERMA FARM
IN P.M. at Use farm
Performance Tested
30 Chester Boars
30 Duroc Boars
70 Chester Gilts
40 Duroc Gilts
30 F.1 Gilts
Chester & Duroc
10 Bred Gilts
Litterrnates to the Grand Champion Barrow Over All Breeds at
lzuisville will best this sale
Auctioneer Butch Young

Call us if you need room reservations or help in any way.
Write or call for free Catalog:
HANK FRETER & SONS
,
1 11 417.409-3441
RI 2 Box 88
Willow Springs, Mc,
65793

The concert is open. td the
public at no admission charge.

Washington, D. C. — U. S.
R. Carroll Hubbard has
announced that "the Majority
Leader of the U. S. House of
Representatives, Rep. Jim
Wright at Texas, has agreed to
be one of the guest speakers at
the 100th annual Fancy Farm
Picnic next August 2."
Hubbard said, -I am
delighted that Majority
Leader Wright has accepted
my invitation to attend what is
undoubtedly the biggest
political event of the year in
Kentucky."
He added,"Jim Wright is a
dear friend of mine and I'm
very happy he is returning to
my home county." Wright was
in the First Congressional
District with Hubbard for
three days during February
last year, visiting Henderson,
Madisonville, Hopldnsville,
Mayfield and Paducah.
Wright was elected House
Majority Leader on December
6, 1976, after serving three

Western Chapter,
TVA Retirees, To
Meet Wednesday

The Western Chapter of the
John Daniel Rice
TVA Retirees Association will
its quarterly meeting on
Recently Completes hold
Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 10
at Brandon Spring Camp,
Degree Requirements a.m.
Land Between the Lakes.
LUBBOCK — John Daniel
Rice, of 31
Viewsite, San
Antonio, has recently completed requirements for his
Doctor of Jurisprudence
Degree from the Texas Tech
University School of Law.
Rice received the bachelor
of Arts degree from Baylor
University in 1971 and the
Master of Arts from Murray
State University in 1974.
Texas Tech is one of four
major
university
state
systems in Texas, with an
enrollment of approximately
23,1:00 students.

The program will include a
discussion on medical insurance coverage. An election
of chapter officers fOr 1980 will
be held. The Western Chapter
area includes West Tennessee,
Kentucky, and the southern
part of Illinois.
Lunch will be available and
all area retired TVA employees are urged to attend.
Family members and guests
of TVA retirees are invited.0.
C. McLemore of Murray is
chairman of membership and
attendance for the chapter in
this area.

Jim Wright
years as Deputy Democratic
Whip. The Majority Leader
post ranks second only to that
of the Speaker.
Wright, born in Fort Worth,
Texas, the city he represents
today in Congress, was elected
to the Majority Leader's poet
following 27 years as a U.S.
Representative, small town
mayor and state legislator.
Elected to Congress at 31, he
currently is serving his 12t.ti
consecutive term and is the
author of major legislation En
the fields of energy, foreign
affairs, economic development and water conservation.
He is known in Washington as
one of the most effective and
articulate members of the
House
Fancy Farm is the site of a
picnic the first Saturday of
August which traditionally
has attracted major political
figures in Kentucky,as well as
major national officials.

Men's Fellowship
Dinner Is Planned
The
Christian
Men's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will meet
Wednesday,Sept. 19, at 6 p.m.
at the church. Each person
should bring a steak, chop,
hamburger, etc., and the rest
of the meal will be furnished.
Dr. Herbert C. Barnard,
vice president of the Christian
Church Foundation, will
present the program on "Wills
di Estate Planning.'.'
•

WERE CELEBRATING

FORD
TRUCK

138.7547.25

US 2-4 350-200 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Its
US 1-3 300450 lts
US 1-3 456600ln;
US 1-3 930450 lb.
US 2-3380400 the.
Boors 21.10-17.10

Maybe bunching these three important sales on the same day is a nutty idea. Our aim
is to save hogmen a lot of time and travel. We're offering a big selection of the kind of
hogs you want.. in the five major breeds. Buy what you need in one "GOOD DAY."
Cooperative delivery available the week following the sale. We will take a truck to
Des Moines,IA., Oklahoma City,OK.,Effingham, IL., and Memphis Ten.

HINDS FARMS
Pb 417-4662029
Rt 2. Box 84
Willow Springs, MG
05793

Music Faculty Members
At MSU To Give Concert

Hog Market

For buyer convenience, three neighboring breeders are holding their major purebred
sales the same day, same town. Come to the friendly ozark country where in one
"Good Day" you'll find superior hogs in five breeds and a warm,all-day welcome.

P-P-PORX PI,ANTATION,INC.'.
Ph 417-469-2063
Farm Le mile south of
Jct 60663 east of
Willow Springs. Mo

Photo By Lave Peebles

Golf Family Will
Sing Wednesday,
Trinity Church

sow herds has a recent negative test to PRV so the pigs in the
sale can move across most state lines with no difficulty. Two of the greatest assets of
this area are our clean air and freedom from digease

The"GOOD AFTF.RNOON" Sale
HINDS FARMS
HMI P.M. at lb.farm
Performance Tested
30 Hampshire Boars
30 Hampshire Open Gilts
30 Yorkshire Boars
30 Yorkshire Gilts
30 liandrace Boars
30 Landrace Open Gilts
100 Crossbred Gilts
(Land:ace & Yorkshire
Auctioneer Mark Pickel

SIDEWALK CAFE — Le Cercle Francais, an organization of Murray High School
students studying French, will have a sidewalk cafe on Saturday, Sept. 22, beginning at
9:30 a.m. at Bel Air Center in front of the Panhandler. The menu will include crepes,
beignets, quiche, and special coffee from the Panhandler. Members of the club
prepare the food and serve as waiters and waitresses. The public is encouraged to
sample this bit of French culture. Proceeds are used to provide a $100 scholarship for a
Murray High student who has studied French for four years and a 150 scholarship to a
student who has studied French for two years. Mrs. Ruth Howard, sponsor of the club,
pointed out that all fund-raising activities of Le Cercle Francais are for the purpose of
offering samples of French culture to the community. In photo are left, Kevin Cole,
Thais [Arming and Jimmy Sykes.

"Nuclear Energy. - A
Necessary But Limited
Source of Our National
Energy Needs" will be the
topic of discussion by Dr.
Louis Beyer at the United
Campus Ministry Luncheon
Program this Wednesday,
September 19 at 12:30 p.m. in
the Ordway Conference
Room.
Dr. Beyer, professor of
physics and computer science
at Murray State University
received his B. S. . . at MSU
and a M.S. and Ph.D. at
Southern Illinois University.
The informal UCM luncheon
program is held each Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. and is
open to students, faculty, and
The Trinity Christian
other interested persons.
Participants'are encouraged (1-,urch, located at North 18th
to ask questions and discuss Street and Calloway Avenue,
issues with the speaker. Cost will feature the Singing Golf
for the luncheon is $1.25. For Family at the singing on
more information, contact the Wednesday,Sept. 19, at 7 p.m.
The Golf Family has
UCM office at 753-3531.
traveled throughout the
United States presenting
gospel music in old and
contemporary style. Much of
the music sung by the group
Federal-State Miutet News Service Sephas been written by members
tern ber 18.1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
of the group, a church
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
spokesman said.
Receipts Act. 323 Est. 400 Barrows k
Gilts 15-.50 lower Sows steady $130
The public is urged to atlower
tend.
said
US 1-2230.20 lbs
a
church
$3800.38 25
US 2 200-240 lbs
1137 75-31.00
spokesman.
US 2-3 240-250 lbs

THE"GOOD DAY"SALES
3SALES-5 BREEDS-650 HEAD
1 DAY - WILLOW SPRINGS,MO.1 TOWN
SEPTEMBER 27,1979
CLEAN MR-CLEAN WATER-CLEAN HOGS
Each of our different

The "GOOD MORNING"SALE
Pig Paul's Pork Phatattes
11110 A.M. at the farm
45 Production Tested Boars
30 Yorkshire & 15 Duroc
20 York Gifts
30 Duroc-York turned with
herd boars In February
50 Duroc-York open gilts
ready to breed
12 Bred gilts
Auctioneer, Butch Young

Carroll Hubbard
Announces Wright
To Speak At Picnic

'Louie Nunn To
Speak At Dinner
Republican gubernatorial
candidate Louie B. Nunn will
be the speaker at a dinner
meeting of Phi Delta Kappa
educational fraternity at 6
p.m. Saturday,Sept. 22.
The dinner will be in Room
228 of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Melba Casey, a spokesman
for the organization, said that
the public is invited to attend
the dinner. Tickets are $6 and
reservations should be made
in advance by calling Ms.
Casey at 762-6965.

WITH OUR
BEST DEALS...
ON THE BEST
SELLERS OF THE 701!

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves WOO
slaughter steers and heifers not Nur
tested, cows 100 lower, bulls 1 03-2 00
lower. calves and sealers untested early
feeders over 500 lb steady. under 500 !!,
2 0134 03 lower, full decline on
weights
wider 330 lb:
Slaughter steers few good 3-30301138 lb
63 0044 70, slaughter heifers good 2-3000.
1105 lb 64 0044 75,
Cows commercial 3-5 31 00-47 00 utility
1.3 43 50-46 00, high dressing and
high
boning percent utility 49 5652
10, cutters
1.2 42 0047 50. carmen 40 0643 00,
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1115 lb
6800: yield exude 1-2 1100-173 lb 57n.
0075. yield grade 2 54 0657 06:
Feeder Seers medium frame No
I
muscle thickness 736300 lb 100 50130
50
300400 lb 95 00-105 30, 400-300 lb
91%101 00. 500403 lb 02 3041 00, 800-700
lb
71 0045 50, couple loads 740-178 lb 7430
78.00 medium frame No 2 300400
I/12 *la 011. 500-800 lb 75 WV D0. large
frame
No 2 usrludine Holsteins 450450 lb
44 Olt
7520
Heifers medium frame No I manes
thidmes. 240-300 lb 82 00-91 00 111-506
77 5343 00, 500430 lb 76 0686 00,
mused
medlirn and large frame No 2 300400
'I,
70 ao-n W. 500750 lb 67 5675 00.
Stott* cows medium friune (On 1
70000
lb 34 years of age 50 COM 75, some
up to
10 years 45 0040 00, 13 yearOids
including
some first-cal heifers 80 0044 SO,
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts
x.75
lower. US 1-1 210-735 lb 39 5639 65.
No?
206250 lb 31 0631 50, 2.3 340.300 lb
3038, sows steady, US 1.7 raw 3150
lh 33 00
34 00. 4(12-500 lb 34 01-35 00, 500.400
30
3770, No 3 301500 lb 22 10-33 50 31
bogy,
over )00 lb 35 50-36 75 ,
Sheep 35, untested early

• •
oitPwlt,
Fords'C00.0.04 50i4wibrie or 41•40side
.00.4 2-whalh &h.Or rugged 4.4,

I onohne Vani

lbsoses
tow!, Ford 4-4,h4Nolets the
comdartsdn Room,
comfort I,iv with ,spronal
bINVI,MOWS

Club Wagon.
less:pled
1
400 ,hr., rthe
tn
••••11 S,ItsPr V.'

Parker Ford Inc.
AND YOU CAN SAVE HUNDREDS ON
TOUGH FORD TRUCKS.

DUE TO SPECIAL INCENTIVES TO US YOUCAN SAVE MANY
OF DOLLARS
ON TOUGH FORD TRUCKS NOW THROUGHHUNDREDS
Ca.K.

PAM TIMMER
In Burgundy gabardine slacks with
fashionable metal belt and matching
burgundy printed top.
Top VLSI
Slacks MIRO

Central Shopping Center

SARAN CRICK
Models a short coat of multicolored Rabbit
fur with contrasting leather belt.
$5511

1•111116.

DEBRA KAPANAUGN
In 3 pc. outfit of brown and beige check with solid
color beige vest.
$19.97

MILD* CMIABT
In dress of turquoise terry knit with boat
neckline and matching tie belt.
Priced at $19.11
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SlIZETTE SNARPE
In brown corduroy jeans and matching
corduroy visor cap. Top is 100% acrylic
knit with embroidered accents.
Joaos S111.99
Top $10.911
Cap $3.97

9-9 Mon.-Sal.
1-6 Sunday

NEIIA NESTUI
Is ready for fall in this mix and match outfit with a soft tie blouse of polyester knit.
All Prices at

FALLFASHION GUIDE
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Wee winter warmers

FALL FASHION GUIDE

6

Jeans

VI

753-4087

anti aarts

Mine )

6CL.r3

Slacks

502'2 Maple

For the New Look

Dresses-New Foil Arrivals

Tops

For the Mother-To-Be

Maternity Wear

Velour activewear and contemporary classics emerge as the
two most important fashion
trends for children's wear, according to Absorba. Inc.. the
U.S. subsidiary of AbsorbaPoron. Europe's largest manufacturer of children's wear.
Activewear now takes•a permanent place in back-to-school
wardrobes. The styles are comfortable for children to wear and
are completely compatible with
their lifestyle.
Absorba features plush velour
in strong shades of red, navy and
chocolate accented with white.
ecru and bottle green in solids
and stripes for a variety of sweat
shirts, hooded jackets and pants.
These, plus overalls gathered at
the ankles for a harem effect,
highlight the collection.
Straight-legged pants go back
to school topped with sweatshirts or sweaters.

ACTIVEWEAR
FOR CHILDREN

ist. Here, washable pants in
corduroy have self-belt and
twin pocket detail in back.
Sport shirt has new small,
rounded collar with the
Giienchy signature.

GIVENCHY designs separates
for today's young individual-

Pr-

facet to his kids clothing collection by designing super-fitting
jeans in denim and corduroy.

Bel-Air Shopping Centerateadd
er
753-1795

Children's Fashioiis
Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fri.

Insulated Youth Model
Sweaters and Vests

they wear —
to design the kind of clothes the they know what they like:
American child can}year — de- clothes that are easy to get into
signer clothes tharlefleet the with drawstring waists. t-shirts

Givenchy adds kids'jeans

Peanuts characters 1952. 1918, GOOD-WOKING CORDI'ROYS FOR Ill/NS go back to schottl
1965 United Feature Syndicate. Ine, with flair. These trousers sport pleats and tab pockets. Psireil
with them are a ginghani check shirt and -neck sweater with colthe cold winter weather
PROTECT YOUR TINIEST PIT fr
lege ..tripes. All from Levi's.
with these matching polyester and cotton corduroy overalls and
"DON'T GO TO SCHOOL AND LEAVE ME BEHIND," is what
snuggly jacket. Jacket is sherpalined up to its hood for extra
man's best friend seems to lie saying. But this young man is deterwarmth. From Atoomorba.
mined to go to schovol to learn reatlin'. writin' and 'ritJunetic and New for fall'79. . .
especially to shoos off his new Timex watch featuring Snoopy as
the World War I fli au/ -tee to all his school chums. What boy or
fork—or grownup for that matter—wouldn't like to show off this
great new watch from the'TIMEX'-PLYNUTS"line,featuring a
Givenchy believes that it is best possible quality at the best with hoods and elasticized
black. chrome-plated bezel, full numerals. SNOOPY dial with
waists.
never too early to develop a possible prices.
flying biplane sweep and a black sports strap. Also included in the
sense of style.
He brings both these things
flIMEX
PI-4."it Tti- line of watches are: -SNOOPY'
. RITE
There are dresses, tops.
Recognizing the gap in the to the children's wear he has
DENIM, with full numeral dial, genuine blue denim strap,"floatchildren's market between cteated for Little Tantrums and shorts. coordinated sportswear
ing" tennis ball sweep. TIMEX" -PEANUTS" watches can be
looks — all made of superior
clothes that are inexpensive and Res Kids.
purchased at suggested retail prices from $17.95 to $19.95.
and comfortable fabrics.
poorly made and those that are
Children
today
indepenare
Each one is a perfect gift for any youngster in or out of school.
high-priced couture, he decided dent about what
Givenchy has added another

Tune to get going
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*Shoulder Bags
*Canvas Bags
*Simulated Pearl
Necklaces 8, Earings

*Clutches

E Fall

What's the look this fall'
Slim. sexy. no-doubt ahout-tt
glamour!
But a new wave in fashion
doesn't have to mean a big investment of money A few smart
clothing additions, a new
makeup and a revamped hairstyle can put you right up iodate.
Focus on shape in lashion
The shoulders are very square.

.„

: 1979

padded or puffed, all the better io
• Last year's loosely conset iitf a trimmer-than-trim structed blazer can be made very
waistline
shapely with this year's belt to
cinch it in.
•Skirts are still very much in
Shorter, slimmer skirts
Skirts are slimmer and vogue hut they arc considerably
shorter, and legs are back. Now shorter. Have yours shortened to
how do you go trom the old lay- just below- the knee.
ered look to the new tailored • • Brights are back and last
chie'.' A lew simple tricks will do fall's creamy' neutrals can be accessorized with any' crazy color
it.
you can find. Hot Pink, Bright
Blue and Electric Green are this
•
year's "cool" colors. Choose
*iA PeA
them for blouses, scarves and
mS.
other fashion accents.
Balance your look
No amount of fashion savoirfaire is successful without the
Large Selection of...
right face to balance the look
Makeup is sheer this fall but
colors arc darker and the focus is
on the eye and cheek area.
Lip color is clear and true and
Leather V y
very red or earthy. Going from
the natural, no makeup look to
the daring, more painted look
can be done with a few new cosmetics., A little ingenuity is all it
takes.
•Blush hita a new glow this
season. Blend it from cheekbones right into the hairline. Use
a blush that will stretch your
summer tan as long as you can.
like Aziza's Natural Lustre
We still hove some
Blush in Bronze with Bronze
14K Gold Jewelry
Lustre.
•Lips are darker, with earthy
russets and rich wines just as
BAGS &
fashionable as the clear, dark
BtADS
reds.
•Eyes are 'oft yet there's an
Central
emphasis on new, stronger
753-7598
Center
color. Try layering or mixing
Murray,Ky.
colors of shadow to update your
makeup collection. A ziza Frosty
Lustre Shadows can be.mixed
and matched for lighter daytime
or deeper evening looks.

How to achieve this yer's
look with a few simple tricks

lime's Nile Imes leature %viacasilt
bility in total dam kness
as in hinght sunlight Watt lies in
the Nile late Marathon line are
sleeker and better st led than
pertoim
perler t
CW1 helore
double duly vi ith both oilier:
wear and the newest casual thin
neat) plai.lothes
All limes Noe I Ik'• kite the

Nile lute !Marathon " I (
I >total tu Mib I he N Ile litc
Al.u.ntnin KV, been dew-idled as
the 'w,rteh that lights ituelt
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Onc
5.41 n..1 55 huh like the limes

10111,

Lime bet us Cell

moke all the (filter

Vi iiii11101- tituSIth'st‘
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Alter the long hot
summrit time and
around. the ins igorating tall sea
son returns as a se elt'llthe ChalWe
Ot pace hit those v. ho pretet
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more stimulating
are
the
raked.
es
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Now -the
12arrkn piepated tor V. triter. the
home equipped to: the dont
da% s ahead
I hose IA ho elei itie rettesh
autumn daxs take
pleasure in assembling up

Light up your autumn look
with bright idea in watches
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Yo'yo's may be lust plain fun
but they're o hole lot more
tool
They r• fresh
n
fashionable, comfortable n
cute
Yo-yo's ploy for
everyweor
everyday.
everyone
especially you)
Scalloped Buckler, Perfed T
strop styles in sizes 5 10, widths AA, B

from playthings
to everything
shoes

7 YO-Y0s:

A Small
Deposit
Will
Hold
In Our
Lay-AWay
Never A
Service
Charge

$722

Thermal Underwear
Boys
Men's
$269 $329,.$499

Just Arrived
For Cold Weather

Sizes 32-38

Ladies Shirts

Bold Plaid Rodeo
Long Sleeve

Pull-overs, Cardigans,
long and Short Sleeve

Sweaters

Cold Weather
Favorites For Ladies.
Wide Selection Of

FALL FASHION GUIDE

Olympic Plaza Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00, Sun. 1-5

P.N.HIRSCH iA CO.

Rog. 510.99

PVC
Jacket
$888

Men's
CPO Type

For The Entire Family

Lay-away
Now
Winter
Coats

$149
Reg. 52.99

65°. polyester,
35 00 cotton

Dress Shirts

Boys Short Sleeve

BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!

1119SCHS

FAMILY Silig STORE

s

FALL FASHION GUIDE

a.

.m0

to school topped with sweatshirts or sweaters

I WM. •
ihanv
— —

FALL FASHION GUIDE

Children's Shop
Southside Shopping Center

Raegan Leigh Payne
Where Fashion Begins

/11

Dixieland Center
Hours
Mon -Thurs 9 00o m 7 30 p m
Fri 9 00 m 6 00 p m
Phone 753 6881

United Figure
Salon

The

with help
from us

Get Into Shape
For Your New
Fall Wardrobe

II

p.

In

MI _lb.

Fabrics that tailor well in Olt
new structured shapes are fa
vored this fall. Contrasts are im
portant—tight fabrics art
teamed with soft, luxurious tex

A new emphasis on night
blooming fashion brings the re
turn of the short cocktail dress
the dinner suit and the sky's-the
limit ballgown.

tended for relaxing. tor v.ork
and for evening.

viik
Aiv" asif,
14-

of pearls displaces the chunky
look in pullovers.
There's a strengthening of the
trend to occasion dressing, with
clear lines between clothes in-

body. Vivid coats are shown
over black dresses or pants.
Everyone loves red.
The new blouse is the "suit"
blouse. It's softened with lace.
with bows, with draped collars.
The neat college girl sweater
with a frilly blouse and a string

SLINKY SIM?LICITY—Travilla brings back the gown he ii.signed for Marilvn Monroe in Gentlemen Prefer hlontlea. a cir
de ofsuribuna pleated crepe-back satin. For fall, 1979.

American fashion moves toward a new decade in great shape,
Clothes are carefully constructed, bringing back a feeling for quality,
for tailoring, for the perfect fit. Craftsmanship. in the use of fabric.
design and accessory, counts.
Designers are spotlighting the woman of confidence and authority. She's sophisticated. knows herself, and knows how to make this
season's proportions work for her.
The featured silhouette is slim and belted, but not all clothes
necessarily fit that mold. Some designers believe firmly in full circle
skirts and tunic dresses.
In any event, proportion is paramount this fall.
Last year's startling headline, plastered to the hips at the back.
the return of the padded shoul- They are shorter, in general;
der, has been modified into sev- some are cropped to the calf or
eral looks based. on reasonably knee.
Jeans are now designerelaborated shoulders and
blessed and must fit like second
sleeves.
The new shapes begin at the skin. They come in extravagant
;gloulders, but have pleats. materials like panne velvet.
r' Wks.flanges or puffed out cres- stretch satin and glove leather.
cent sleeves, instead of padding.
The continued importance of
to provide a lift.
suits, for day and evening, puts
The waist is nearly always strong emphasis on jackets and
marked with a belt, a draped coats. Jackets are shaped.
draped. cropped, arced at the
midriff or shaped seaming.
The bias cut is gradually dis- shoulder, quilted and sweatered.
Coats team with suits, and are
appearing in favor of more elaborate dressmaking techniques, seldom full-length. Designers
requiring seams, darts, yokes prefer the shorter coat, hip
length., three-quarters or sevenand drapery.
The skirt is mostly narrow, eighths.
Coat shapes vary, but are aljust a bit below the knee. Pants
are softened at the front. and ways slender and close to the

The return of elegance
makes news for fall'79

A

For the clothes
you Care about

Woolite

We

recommend
Washing in

For the woman
who appreciates
the finest
things in life —
like excellent quality,
superb fit and
classic styles.
The new
Robert Arthur
collection.
Sizes 6 to 1-8.
A division of Dalton.
Two tone
herringbone
side slit
slim skirt,
Two tone
herringbone shawl
collared suit jacket,
Tonal foulard
print shirt and
attached tie,

Eng. frogs, swan-neck high collars, jabots. picture hats, colored gloves and peplums.
Fall's 4palette is strong and
deep, v. ith colors flashing
against each other, or against
Mack and neutrals: crimson,
mulberry. raisin. midnight blue,
teal, mallard green, pewter,
copper, fuchsia, amethyst, sapphire.
The only super bright is lacquer red, a favorite with all designers.
This is. easily, the most elaborate fashion season in nearly
twenty years.

Downtown Murray

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

tures, dimensional tweeds with
slick iridescents.
There's a resurgence of
America's long-time love affair
with knits: this year there are
new handcrafted I6oks in silky,
velvety, natural yarns. Wools
are everything from soft angora
blends to structural Meltons
.Evenings shine with taffeta, are
lush with velvets and brocades.
With the new tailoring, details become more important.
Accessories are in their glory. A
revival of the Edwardian look
ushers id turn-of-the-century
trimmings—jet beading, braid-

Thefabulous world offallfashion for 1979
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And on and on. Whatever
their fashion outlook, designers
are discovering the unique ability of pearl jewelry to complement and enhance, gracefully
and quietly.

to enhance both daytime and
nighttime looks—in strands
which run the gamut from choker to opera length.

4=111

a

Connie Beane, Beverly Sweatman, and Boriie Morgonti of K-marl

.4111111asSigiftsb,"4-

THE CARDIGAN

Sweater Sale Featuring

et
,

ALBERT CAPRAR0 BF:LIFVEs in lin. re. ore. 01 0
•cot
lot i fambio no for iaii. 4 4 0.1
and r
• in .ali and la•pia•I
Wail I a ecu apiii elaborate. jei iaii.llisahow1110.111.-11e. el on 0.kr% pup
ir•Irraled
whirr. foal calTa am a Iskalilwloi
clifiewliMI.

FALL FASHION GUIDE

Fall's fine sweater is looking better than ever! The classy button up cardigan odds flair with a new,
short-blazer style, touchable textures, and heater-tone yarns. On
sole through October 6 ot over
1,400 Kmart stores across the
U.S.A.

Our Reg. $14.96.$15 96

$1288

Fall Fashion
Headquarters

Oscar de la Renta has chosen
to wrap eight to nine millimeter
pearls in high standing dog collars around the necks of his
models. He has also draped them
Indeed, for the richness and
in long multiple strands of pearls elegance which epitomize this
he
look
romantic
rich
the
for
fall's fashions, there could be no
loves.
fitter complement than the culGil A imbez has utilized pearls tured pearl!

"have a quiet femininity and a
classy timelessness. This is the
same message that my clothes
portray."
Nor is Lauren the only major
designer by far to incorporate
pearls into his fall fashion statement.

THE SAVING PLACE

PRACTI.
COMP /HT
CAL and fashionable. this
outfit from inno%athe
signer Lee Wright is the perfect protection from ficto;
ber's winds. Cotton pigskin
poncho with drawstring bottom is worn over leather jeans
for an exciting ilea look.

This fall, the "retro" look is
bigger and better than ever. The
fashion silhouette is narrower,
softly clinging, fresh and exciting and, at the same time,
savoring of the past.
And, one of the glories of the
past that emerges even more
strongly for fall. 1979, as a glory
of the present. is the pearl.
Ralph Lauren. Coty Hall of
Fame member and American
Designer Award winner, has
chosen to use necklaces of small
graduated cultured pearls to accentuate the timeless look for
which he strives in his fashions.
According to Lauren, pearls

Cultured pearls are favorites
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FALL FASHION GUIDE

GO

I )11141110 W II Park

Burnett's Shoes

4111101

The Mystery

• Wine
•Brown

$32

Fall presents the
new dress shoe for the
contemporary you. Sleek and
open for today's fashion
scene in smoothest kidskin
leather. Step out in
Footworks style'

ffistion

bfflhlS

rii.J04(
!•I

41% er?
aim evening outfit from Rill Atkinonn. a melanin- of rim
and
velvet. Silver fox boa is the perfect cnniplenient tiigras and obit..
'griped milk blouse. Mark selseImosking jacket. For fedi 19;9.

smArs BLACK AND'WHITE AND GRAY all

wools, silks, mohair yarns,
brightens them in taffeta ribbons, crochets them into
sweaters, makes them into shinings. knits them into jerseys,
tans them into suedes, plaids
them on chiffon, prints them in
abstract designsagA spectacular
shaped suit story in color!
•Focus: Black and White
. . . for late fall. Everything is
very up-key, up-beat.

•Modern Masters . . Treasure colors collected from
stained glass windows. Deep,
rich, luminous brights—jade.
purple, magenta.
Atkinson puts them on lofty

The mood: Luxurious yet
light. The time: openminded. 24
hours a day, cross country, shopping, supper. dancing.

Atkinson's colors are earthy
and natural, with names such as
Red River, Sandstone, Sage,
Forest. Mocassin, Tumbleweed.
Turquoise. Granite. Beet.

Earthy palette

duroy and a great silk-and-wool
crepe called Trail Cloth that
travels like the Concorde.

(Boys Sizes 2 to 18)

Your Headquarters
For
WASHINGTON
DEE CEE
OVERALLS

National Store

There are Madeira-emroidered silk pieces for elegant
inners and concerts. Over
menty status suit possibilities to
hoose from, each gently definng curves, showing legs and
nade more feminine with deightful camisoles or ruffled.
acy shirts.
•Indian An for Indian Summar. . Simple shapes in season-spanning fabrics: silk.
chamois, cashmere, velvet. cor7

Varied textures
The varied textures of her
work and life are woven into her
:lothes with feminine discretion,
;ureness and a quiet sense of
ItIMOr.
• Charcoal Studies .
nixed grays, great grays, as a
iew colorway. a new statement
in dressing the Executive
Women.
Elegant silks

Elegant, refined, sleek . .
Bill Atkinson's collection for
fall, 1979, is carefully arranged,
even in the way grays are meant
to be worn by colorful, confident, interesting women.
abstract masterpiece, the black
and white calfskin.
These are clothes to make the
once colorful leaves of fall seem
withered and dry. These are
clothes to greet fall or winter
evenings with flair.

the curly ends.
•To soften the blow of your
dryer so your curls don't blow
away. add a CurlDry blow-dryer
attachment to almost any blow
dryer. With it you'll get the heat
but not the force. It's almost like
natural drying, only quicker.
•Curly or wavy hair of any
length looks neat, well-groomed
and sophisticated with the simpie addition of a pretty comb or
barrette. This season look for
feathers to be the "in" hair accessory.
•If you like your curls long.
add quick control by tying hair
into a perky ponytail with a
bright ribbon or scarf. This fiftiesfavorite is back in high style.

Downtown Murray

Downtown
alarm,
Kontooky

Beau Brummel
Shirts

Whether permed or natural.
curly and wavy heads will take
quickly to fall's new hair fashion
looks with some easy at-home
styling tips from the beauty expens at Helene Curtis.
•Fall's neat. "shaped"
clothes require a hairstyle. that's
also well-shaped and healthylooking. A good professional
haircut to trim and shape a style
will head curly locks in the right
fashion direction.
•If your spring penn is growing out and it's too soon for another, make the most of it by accentuating the curl that's left.
Give soft styling to hair while
you dry it by clipping in finger
waves and gently finger-fluffing

Fall fashion spotlight
sithm
. w on curly hair

Atkinson' fall collection utilizes a whole array of silverstreaked tweeds for dinner/theater suits, shining glove leather,
polished pewter knits for accents, black velvets for evening,
chic chiffons, and nature's own

Bill Atkinson's collection: carefully arranged refinement
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today's woman,so for that beautiful, healthy glow apply liquid
blush not only on cheeks hut
temples and just under the brow
hone as well. Shades such as
Seashore Plum or Hillside Berry
blend beautifully with the v.ini
derful colors of fall.
Lips for fall are lusciously.
moisturired in shades like

Colors 8 White

Shoos

Nurse Mate

416 Main-Murray

*items, lifir'"

II e•-•%1%.

Accessories For The Professional

36-46

Lab Shirts
& Coats

Men's

Sizes starting at 2 to 42 womens

Uniform Shop

Tops 36-52
Bottoms 30-44

Sportswear

Come In And Browse Around'

-

I have tried tofollow new thinking about sports clothes. Thes
are non-sportive, non-casual,
but they can combine with a pair
(Owns and look peg-evil% okay.
Their chief aim is to look expensive and elegant enough for
after-hours, as well as for the
office. There is no longer a different wardrobe for work and
leisure.
—Don Sayres

Spectators, Mary Janes,
ankle straps and curved midheels are other pump looks.
Sandals;acc bright, bare and
sexy for evening, closed up and
tailored foi day in deep rich
colors.
Sportswkar calls for English
inspired olallies, chukka boots,
tassel mocs and penny loafers
. . and the 50s'favorite—dirty
bucks.
The newest boots are short,
exposing more leg . . .
shoeboots . . or unconstructed
tall boots that can roll down.

The sleek, elegant pump is
the fall shoe in smooth leather.
neutral colors, with a shelledout pointed vamp.

NEW STYLES
IN SHOES
FOR FALL

Moonlit Berry or Vineyard
Wine. Lipsticks with conditioners will soften and shine, and
make tips look creamy and
moist.
Fall '79 is elegant. colorful
and Walthy. and Avon's 1:nv ira
makeup line embodies everything your face will ever need for
tall, or any season of the year.

t 111.:AVEN1.1 MAKE('I' 1A1•11.:RIF:r.sil Can lw %nun. with he
%ira hy %% MIL 1.114. natural brunt% anil
441114111
i iii die
nett liquid fortttttlat. 1 ...Wain. 1
11 loiter. .rietitifivall% rhowen fuupurih mid iwrformance. with tile e‘tra-atltleil aikatitage
of a built-in atuinerren. Ensint . . . nix makeup product, in 29
beautiful ahadra for tlw fairest to the darkeia akin lone*.

NEW ARRIVALS

bl'
ilitinod
i health is the image ot

Fvelmer is hack hut not the
old hard 'black patent leather
look roday's eyeliner has been
cnanied
C del trier- because
that's lust what it does. In', oi a I's e lkfiner strokes on
a son natuial line in either Seal
Grey. or Fawn Brown to comple
mem esery eye. Complete the
eye with Conditioning Mascara.
applied to lashes both top and

Eye definers

tor tall ale sultiy and
pacsionate, and clean shades like
Wild Heather, Pale Dawn. SeaBlue Green or Waterfall Blue are
hack in fashion

I he \ 'se k'%4.11 added a sun
screen for additional proteetion
ira foundation gives fresh
Imished perfection to the skin,
Mid es ens out skin fi'tics

New conditioner
lhe experts at Avon are tuned
in to women's needs and have
developed a new liquid form ot
makeup that is loaded with ;:on
ditioners and is fragrance tree

Slim silhouette
.engtfis are shorter to balance
slimmer silhouettes, and color
makes a strong statement . .
hold and bright, or deep and
rich, accenting black on its own.
Makeup pulls the look together.
The first step toward creating
a "heavenly- face begins with
foundation as closely matched to
natural skin tone as possible
'today's woman wants more than
_lust color from her makeup She
wants built-in protection against
the environment

Fall fashion, 1979.1,1,1, adieu
to the casual, big looks of last
year, and becomes trim, put together, ensemble dressing .
planned, thought-out and exciting.

Thefashionfaceforfall
is soft, subtle, heavenly

Elegance, color and good health . . .
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Adidas Have Arrived

A New Shipment Of

FALL FASHION GUIDE

•

••••

-41
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0Innovative. exciting. young.
eminently wearable_ .all
these words describe the premiere menswear collection.
"Equipment by Henry Grethel."
which will be available this fall
in fine stores across the nation.
Neither traditional nor avant
garde boutique in style. "Equipment- reflects the influence of
European sophistication and
taste upon American menswear.

Downtown Murray

Cards &
Gifts

ALLISON'S

•••

c4ccvAtt-- ..

Select from gold-toned, platinum-toned
or gold-toned with a touch of glistening
rhinestone Designs individually priced
from $3 50 to $12.50. A delight to
give., and receive,

The long cashmere glove,
kid glove and the colored gitr.,
in rich clear tones all reflect the
new '79 elegance

[he gauntlet appears in luxurious fabrics, knits and
leathers, pulled over the cuff.
The bracelet-cuff glove is also
news.

It's a longer glove story.

GLOVES GO
TO NEW LENGTHS

Rh day-to-day necessMes ot
the American lifestyle taken into
account. It is Grethers most advanced fashion statement to
date.
The collection includes
woven and knit sport shirts,
sweater shirts and vests. casual
dress shirts and tics. trousers.
belts and scarves. In short,
"Equipment- brings to casual
American menswear the refinement of Europe.
The collection evinces an exciting variety of colors and fabrics. Coloration is rich, with an
emphasis on warm deep shades
such as garnet, gold and petrol
blue
Fabrics are both natural and
synthetic---qualit is their keynote texture is important-- the
fabric's were chosen to be equalpleasing to both hand and eye.
Si,ling is upbeat f here is a
caretul attention to detail
throughout the collection. Lccrything is tashionahle and comfortable at the saint: time. cootdinated for a controlled look
which is polished vet relaxed.
As much attention is paid to
accessories as to ma sir items of
apparel 'ries are exciting. made
from a variety of fabrics. not
only those traditionally used !, •
neckwear. but twin •tutmg on.1
shining fabrications as well.
As an alternative to the sport
iacket. (irethel features us
sweater', - including pullocers.
ests and bla/er sweaters in a
soft, sophisticated mohair and
wool blend.
Ahsolutcl au «warn/. boasting impeccable detailing. contemporar!, and comfortable.
"Equipment by Henry irethel"
is the ettortlessly elegant way of
dressing lor fall. 1979.

Innovative menswear for fall

tNT I HOF FASHION fur ii Prila,••• lii-liiiD111-4'1111.611111. man.
This outfit. fruili the lieu -Equal 'lit
I:I-ether culler. pr.% es Ilial
and •
fortable
lie
• aria
uuiir.jttttt us aui‘e nigh, syketiier.
in
su sail Metal »jib single lip liesusli purket
nigh, riollar. is uorii
tires. skirt %jib a tie added liar pi.lisli avid ilersoilalit,.
ft% er
Casual Iroiewrs %Ws
pir.d. flatter the arils e male figure.

Announcing...
a new fashion
jewelry collection!

Well-designed clothe% should be
practical or well tcs contemporaryfashion dutements.
—Don Sayres

Gil Truedsson is one of the
most exciting young talents on
the men's fashion scene.
He has recently received a
special Coty Award for his shoe
collection, and has been
nominated Par the Menswear
Coy Award. Truedsson designs tailored
clothing, outerwear, skiwear.
and accessories.
What Truedsson does is
"wardrobe concept designwear." that is. he does all
the components himself.
The mood of his fall collection is very dressy and quiet; the
silhouette he favors, very elegant.
Truedsson's jackets have padded shoulders and narrow lapels
with rounded corners.
Trousers are draped, with
double or single-pleated fronts
and narrower legs.
Dress shirts have collars with
shorter points; ties are narrower
and shorter. Everything works
together, creates a balance.
Equally important is footwear. Truedsson's shoes have an
antique flavor—the stitching
around the sole is visible—
which plays back to the "retro'.
detailing of the clothing.
Truedsson favors unusual materials such as crocodile stamp
calf and leathers with pebble
grain effects.
Truedsson's outerwear collection is strong on leathers and
suedes, with some furs for those
really cold winter days.

TRUEDSSON'S
ELEGANT
SILHOUETTE

Contemporary classic
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The Store For Men

°
S

Cheek With Us For All Formal Wear.

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray

TheX

From

Fall Fashions

FALL FASHION GUIDE
THF 111111IRRAY Kw

Snap front jacket has raglan
sleeves, drawstring bottom
and single welt slash pocket. 20 tdenier nylon taffeta
jacket with flannel lining.
Navy, Royal and Red. Sizes
S-XL.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

VISA*

Snap front jacket shirts with
nylon taffeta novelty pockets,
panel back yokes, side vents and
banded pointed collars. Saes S- XL

11"
Acres of Free Parking
Limit Rights Reserved-Equal Opportunity Employer

753-8777
Murray

Bronco suede coat with
vinyl strap trim front and
back belt, lamb shawl
collar and cuffs Sizes 8
to 16 Colors Rancho
Brown

4688

Uniquely titylod single
breasted coat with
Stripe bodice cuffs,
mater back notch collar
and
hood
Polyester plush Sores
-15 Camel and rust

88

SMART &
SASSY
STRIPES

48

Warm and plush
double breasted
coat with long boa
scarf Polyester
Plush Sizes 12 to
20 Colors Grey
Camel

THE REEFER COAT

88

FALL FASHION GUIDE

WHIM

THE
SUEDE
LOOK

SUPERSALE!

WINTER
DURING OUR

BIG
SAVINGS
FOR FALL &

Bel-Air Shopping Center

SPORTS CLASSICS

lias knit cuffs and bottom,
log top collar; stitched and
pointed back yoke, button
thru flapover slash welt
pockets. Plaid lining of cotton/wool blend and 60/40
cotton/polyester exterior.
Sizes S-XL

WARM
BARACUDA JACKET

NEVER A
SERVICE CHARGE
AT BIG K
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KING OF VALUES
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FALL FASHION GUIDE
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White-In Stock
Saes 4-20

l

123 Itroads..., In I lin5 inn.% n Paducah
-noel inc.! In lirnit•••ionnil U car.'
... ..... . .

ce'cutbaka' ltnitokir

By Exquisite Form

as & Girdles

5CX0 Off All

t..tr.•

n.fl 11;i4Inrah

with coupon

23 Ilr0,111%,,,, Iii I
•• /he snro

all()ct,st a P, ltiltto It I)1F;

Whittenton "Collection"

All Pieces of

. 25% off On

with coupon

I I,. I inc-I

$110 with coupon
ceattbafta'q Tnitottin

Style #19620
Sizes 34-48

Men's Lob Coot by Moto

Friday & SaturdaY
Paducah Coulon wits Sept. 21 8, 22

1611‘

A Ql'IETIli DIEB4tNA111. A111,4)1,1 14.1.1 ...N1
al11.
441.1111for fall Ir. Hear, trrIlwl, tr
-1.apiiiiiiwoit lo Heur.i
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New York City is exciting. viHenry Grethel. an innovative
brant, very now. It is the symbol designer of menswear whose
of all that is active, modern and new "Equipment by Henry
sophisticated in contemporary (Tirethel" collection for men will
American living.
be seen in stores this fall, underAnd, it finds its ideal expres- stands this spirit.
sion in clothing that is elegant
In fact, his collection epitoyet relaxed, combining the best mizes this new approach to fashof Europe and America.
ion. an international style that
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Good Looks For Good Times

EXCITINI; AND INNOVVIIVE. dePligner Henri 4$retbal
bittra4 the heat of Eivrtqw and America in his niensarar lush.
Ili* tiro ruillert• ,"Equipment In Helm, Cretliel.- %hick
,
1 11111a% the ,oung, ‘ilirant spirit of entitemporar life, will
he
iern in store* this fall,
on what the American male is lechon for women, as sophistiwearing?'
cated and comfortable as the
On the horizon
Another "Equipollent" collec- clothing he is presently designWhat's in the offing for this tion for men, for spring. 1980, ing for men.
dynamic young designer who which will he wined. in fall.
And Nho know % what else the
has already. had such an impact
980. t), all "kutpinent- col
Willie a ill hriiig
vawasatatbiamw:410AIIIMMVINishottativiatttiztalt

New for fall
Nose, for fall. 1979. there is
his most exciting innovation yet.
his "Equipment" collection.
Most of the menswear collections out there seem to fall
into one or two categories," explains Grethel. "either typical
old line mens‘s ear or the very
traditional Brooks Brothers type
clothing look.
"What I've done is a totally
soft collection which has more
European flair to it It bring, a lot
of Europe to America but
adapted to the kind of living we
have here."
Grethel, indeed, has made
brilliant use of his experience
and talent to produce a collection
which assures his position
among the new breed of American designers, at a moment
when they arc exerting an un
precedented influence on the
world of fashion.
He has done precisely what he
set out to do, that is, to bring out
a collection that was not merely
a fashion statement hut which
would have a wide audience, a
collection that is meant not
merely for the runway but to be
worn and enjoyed.

the John Henry line of men's
shins, a selection of beautitully
designed. well-priced shirts
which responded to the needs of
the young—or young-at-heart-1-and active male.
His John Henry for Women
line was introduced in fall. 1976
collection of contemporary
shirts and tops which had instant
appeal. -

CORN-AUSTIN

Using New York as his base.
Grethel travels throughout the
world in search of fashion. He
has a unique ability to spot. identify and develop fashion trends.
which he has utilized repeatedly
in his position of president of
The Manhattan Shirt Company.
Grethel. whin has a marketing
degree in Bosiness Administration from Syracuse University.
has been interested in fashion
since his student days when he
worked part time lot a wellknow n men's store.
He later joined the Hathaway.
Shirt Company in sales. and was
able to cultivate his abilities in
the men's fashion business, becoming chief designer and mar
keting director for Hathaia as
Shins.
Along the was, Grethel made
his mark on the dress shirt industry. updating the images of the
companies with which he
worked, and becoming president
of Eagle Shirtmakers in 1971.
Since 1473, when he joined
Manhattan as its president.
Grethel has initiated changes.
propelling ‘Linhattan trim a
popularly priced branded shirt
company to the leader in the
fashion industry it is today.
"I'm a rather unusual combination." Grethel affirms. "1
have a design talent and I'm a
very good marketing man."
Grethel recognized the necessity of providing American men'
--nth an alternative to the old line
esigner shirts on the one hand
rid conventional branded shirts
n the other
thus, in 1974, he introduced

World traveler

cuts across traditional boundaries of all sorts.

Henry Grethel designs relaxed clothes for today's active, sophisticated man
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Quilting. trapunto work, piping, braid appliques, inset waistbands and delicate beading are
Nipon's personal signature.

Nipon's fabrics are rich in
color harmonies, highlighting
fuchsia, shocking pink, emerald
green, wine red and vicuna
brown, and with great stress on
all black.
The fabric itself--tissuefaille
used as a basic dress fabric:
French boucle knit; matte jersey;
wool crepe. georgette; jacquard
matelasse. and satin faced crepe
—all make your fall wardrobe
feel great.
Best of all, these fabrics work
all day and into the night, especially with Nipon using an
abundance of lovely feminine
"handwork" details.

Suits, in the dressmaker trail',
lion, some trimmed with satin.
braid or velvet, go perfectly
from daytime to nighttime.

The suit and the elegant individual cloth coat are the fashion
musts for fall, 1979.

A total change in fashion, the
way women want it to happen. is
what Albert Nipon's fall '79
collection celebrates.
Women want new ideas to
work with, rather than all out
opulence. and this collection
will give women this, along with
a chance to look prettier than
they have in years.

ALBERT NIPON
SEES A NEW
FASHION TREND

MOW'S NES LOON for fall.
aui aren in hold tartan plaids of
red and blue.The 3/11 length
coat is the key to this. elioni•
cally tailored group.

Dior's dash

@As the fashion pendulum
swings from wide and layered to
slim and close to the body . .
from mix and match sportswear,
to real suit "suits" . . . from
wide legged pleated slacks to
skin tight, narrow ankled jeans
. no two fabrics transcend the
ever-changing fashion scene
better than corduroy and velveteen.
These amazing pile fabrics.
-which date back to the Middle
Ages, shine as brightly as ever

A woman asked me: "What
should I do to lose weighPVs your health good?"
-Yes."
"Haw are things going for your
hushand?"
"Fine."
"Then why do you want to
weight?"
- CocoChincl
.4.46MINNIf
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Ellis, Adri, Calvin Klein and
Anne Klein and Co., to name
but a few, recognize the ageless
quality of these elegant, adaptable fabrics, and have utilized
them in exciting, new. directional fashions for this conning
fall season.
Suit jackets shape to the body.
and the skirts are slim with side,
front or back stilts, in both wide
•

wale corduross and velveteens.
Coats in rich, important
jumbo wale, take on added impact when lined in sherpa or
seal, or when treated in the 40%
manner with wide wide shoulders, and deep dolman sleeves
Sportswear. always a natural
for pile fabrics, takes on a more
"put together- look with matching jackets and skirts in both
Color plays an important role
with the entire range (il wines
and burgundy+ taking number
one billing, followed by the al

corduio) and velveteen,
One of the newest and most
exciting areas is designer jeans,
the 1979 status symbol, whether
they are in narrow or wide wale
corduroy, or in velveteen

ways impurtant neutrals, from
wink.; white to beige to middle
browns and a rich black olive
Greys and teal blues also come
into play
Velveteen prints, always an
exciting addition. look new and
very wearable in %mall, art deco
and paisle) prints, as well as in
sophistisated. spas ed out flo
rals

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1201 Main Street Murray,Ky. Phone
759-1630
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Whether in evening gown or straight leg jeans, high heels or
MAIMS sneakers...young and old alike are finding it's always in
LENDER good taste to save at NOME FEDERAL

It's Always In
Fashion To Save At
Home Federal

as the fabric stars for fall, 1979.
Crompton makes them in 100
percent combed cotton, and in a
wide variety of weights and
wales. There is hardly any article of outerwear clothing which
can't be made in these versatile..
timeless fabrics.
Top designers and houses as
Ralph Lauren, Geoffrey Beene.
John Anthony, Bill Blass. Perry

Corduroy and velveteen are always winning fabrics on the fashion *cene
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Easy elegance

Needless to say. while her phiIf anyone has ever been under
losophy is sound, it is difficult to the impression that a fashion debelieve that this leggy young signer such as Donna Karan
beauty can really stand there and
leads an easy and glamorous
call her lean. coltish figure
life, a few minutes in her pres•
"very imperfect."
ence will have the average perHow does she begin a collec- son longing to return to a nortion? "I'll walk in and either I'll
mally hectic nine-to-five pace.
have an innate feeling that it's
Donna Karan is a compulsive
time for something. or there's a
worker who never seems to stop
season I've just seen and I can
to breathe for anything other
see it expandedupon. you ,than fashion.
know?—like we touched on
Yet she admits that she's actusomething but there's a tremenally slowed down in the past few
dous amount ,slve can grow
years.
with
"I used to be a neurotic
Karan is, in a sense, more a
worker. I worked seven days a
fashion evolutionist than a comweek, all night long, never stoppulsive, trend-setting innovator.
"Ill loved it for spring. I'm go- ping, never leaving the studio.
ing to love it even more for fall. After you do that for a few years.
you realize that there has to be
and sometimes it's year after
another way of living.
year.
"That's because fashion is
"And it hit me all of a sudden.
evolving. It's not a radical
I said. 'I want more.' I love my
change. because people don't
radically change. You have to
evolve into a thinking and into a
philosophy, and so it is with a
look."
Donna Karan. along with
Louis dell'Olio. has captured the
look of the modem woman this
year for fall in a series collection
of luxurious classics with clean
lines, rich colors and the most
sumptuous of fabrics.
But the beautifully simple.
classically elegant components
of the Anne Klein and Company
collection for fall were not so
beautifully simple to achieve.
"Fall is probably the most
complicated line because of the
different aspects of clothing:
more coats, more evening wear.
It's our biggest show, and just
the whole feeling of more fabrication and all is more difficult.
"Everything must be dyed.
and its not the kind of dyeing
that can be done easily."
The intense harmonizing ot
color seen in the fall collection
began last NOvember. when
Karan selected her fabrics for
fall. "When you're dyeing
wools and suedes and such, it
becomes much more tricky.
"All of the fall yarns have to
be done. In fall, there are so
many multiple fibers, and
everything's got to be dyed."

And. given Karan's verve and
flair, there's about as-much
chance of Gabrielle growing
tired of her mother's presence as
there is of the public growing
tired of the ever-evolving young DONNA KARAN AT WORK US HER STUDII • %a
the sweaters for her fall collection.
spirit of Anne Klein itself.

work and I would never not
work, but my family is very important to me."
Family to Karan consists
mainly of her irrepressible
daughter Gabrielle. who was
restlessly confined home with
the chickenpox during the weeks
before the fall showing.
Karan called her daughter and
explained. "Mommy's- very
busy right now and can't see you
that much, hut when this
collection's over. I promise you.
Gabby. you're going to get so
sick of me hanging around .

of
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Donna Karan: talented young fashion leader

@Donna Karan. who with
Louis dell'Olio is responsible.for
all of the fashion designing for
Anne Klein and Company. is'obviously at ease and totally in her
element when discussing the
world of fashion—both as a designer and as a woman.
"Being a woman has been
very important to mc as a designer. Because I wear the
clothes.!Understand them."
It is this deep personal love of
fashion. cornbined.with her own
talent, originality and dedication
to her work, which has made
Karan one of the Most successful
designers on Seventh Avenue. a
Coy Award winner and perennial favorite with fashion-conscious women the world over.
This success is even more significant when viewed in terms of
the immense job Karan faced
when she assumed responsibility
for an almost legendary company upon the (lath of Anne
Klein in 1974.
Anne Klein had chosen Karan
-is her associate designer in 1971
and, at the time of her death.
Karan had already been billed as
co-designer of.the Anne Klein
collections for two seasons.
Although Karan has carried
Anne Klein and Company to
ever-increasing heights pf success, she candidly admits that
"assuming the name of Anne
Klein was the toughest job I've
ever had to face."
People ask her how she has
changed the company. Kman responds with keen insigliand a
touching tribute to her former
mentor.
"I've been with Anne - Klein
and Company for.10 years. since
the inception of the company. As
to what it was and what Anne
started, she was a creator.
"Anne started American designer sportswear. At that point
women were.not into gray flannel pants and navy blazers—that
was news at that point. She was
getting them into the attitude of
- putting separate pieces together.
"Anne was not an old designer: she was contemporary.
She was of the time and, if she
were here today, God only
knows what she'd be dAing.
"She was an inventor, and her
clothes stood for quality and elegance: When you put them on
you felt wonderful. They had a
longevity; you owned them as
you'd own a piece ofjewelry.
"I. think we've grown. but
when people ask how we've
changed the company, l don't
see it that way. I see the change
more in the way people typify
who Anne Klein was.
"Blazers are always going to
be a part of the collection.
Jackets are, too. They're a part
of dressing.'That doesn't make it
old Anne Klein or new."
If anything. Donna Karan has
succeeded in evolving the Anne
Klein credg of fashion comfort
into one of today's most important fashion directions.
"My philosophy in designing
- r is that clothes and the woman
- have to work together hand in
hand; clothes must fit the body
and work with the body.
"I don't believe in clothes
being one way and the woman
another—meaning that her
- movement, her actions, her attitude, how she lives, how she
walks, her spirit all have to coordinate with her clothing. You
don't dress the female'body. It
works together."
Karan, in a charming display
". of total candor. easily demonstrates the unrcstricting wear-

.
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new-found stardom to Freelance
Inc.. one of the fastest growing
members ofthe giftware industry.
Known for incorporating innovative graphics with high
quality products. Freelance
created and marketed the "talking comb" early in 1979 and, at
last report. the combs have taken
off like wildfire, with over 5 million sold to date.
Real conversation stoppers
and starters, Freelance combs
are, say collectors, super-effective in putting messages across.
Owing high visibility to a full

MAKE A COMMENT OR CAUSE A COMMOTION . . .
Freelance Inc.'s bright, bold-colored giant combs pop out of the
rear pockets ofjeans,tennis togs and sports clothes to communicate, flirt or comment with clever one-liners like "'curves ahead"
or "this seat taken," or make impact with a simple,friendly word
like "hello."

Move over. T-shirts. combtalk is here! No longer taken for
granted merely as a beauty tool,
combs have been elevated to
new heights of glory.
Take a rear view of the jeans'
scene, and you'll see them—
bright, bold-colored and supersized—sprouting from back
pockets to make a comment or
cause a commotion, via the
clever, zany messages emblazoned on their handles.
Snapped up by everyone from
young teens to sophisticated
members of the disco set, these
eye-stopping combs owe their
nine inch size, they can be worn
wgh jeans, slacks, tennis togs or
swimsuits, and toss easily into
hapdbags or totes.
piorn solo or in pairs—with
hgndles popping out of rear
Akets--they're the fun way to
delare your allegiance to
cgtoon characters like Ziggy or
thfi Pink Panther. favorite treats
Ii Bubblicious gum or Good n'
P nty candies.
tiOu can communicate, flirt or
cdrnment to friends or the entire
world with one-liners like "This
seit's taken," "Curves ahead,"
or make impact with a simple.
friendly word like "Hello."
On a more practical note.
Freelance combs are an excellent way to keep male or female
crowning glories in tip-top
shape. Made of high quality, unbreakable polypropalyne plastic.
they do anything ordinary combs
do, and the wide-tooth design
makes them especially good at
smoothing out wet hair after
stvim. sports. showers or shampoos—without causing split
ends or breakage.
You can choose favorite quips
aid comments like "No
i." "Top Secret." or "This
e 's up," from a wide range of
Fjeelance message carrying
c4mbs that come in bright lash4i colors.
.Freelance combs retail for
$1.29 and are available at chain
variety stores, as well as gift
aid card shops, all across the
if... S. of A. and Canada.
,.,
.i

Combs with a quip give jeans
a great `rear view'statement
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hen why do you wont to lose
weight?"
- -Coco Chanel

Dixieland Center

Blackford
- House
Gallery

*Bodin Knits

*Pogo Stick

*Viceroy

*Turtle Bax

Southside Manor
7534339

Modeling from our fall and winter collection are Sara
Massey, Jan Allbritten and Irene Young.
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Diamond

C

velous to wear something beautiful, and from the compliments
you receive. That's the value of
a diamond.'
"How wrong 1 was!
"Today, five years later, as

"Bee6L.
Q\rtz4/

D-ts5

Bailey Banks & Biddle offers
its customers the security of
haven superb workmanship
combined with superb quality
diamonds—where the styles of
jewelry offered are fashionable
yet are not so trendy that they

e_DI ors • B

!1.5irli
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, ioAk Swtocke
wik caic skvyi is a.

worn with the current fashions
for day or evening, from a tailored dress to a romantic ballgown.
Diamonds are always in good
taste, always in fashion and always an investment.

The tuxedo scarf, the rep tie
jacquard, the menswear print
are right.
For evening. tie on a tulle, net
or metallic-seciptisci icart.•.
0• •

The ultimate scarf this season
is a fur boa flung over a shaped
suit. Otherwise, opt for a neat
oblong in a luxurious day or evening fabric.

S(:A141.FLING

Norelco has one called Curly
Plus that styles at the sameiime.
giving beautiful bounce and
shape to any hairdo. The cool
bristles will lift and separate hair
to build body.
A swivel cord permits movement in any direction and a
brush release button allows the
brush to spin free from the hair
after the curl is set for easy, notangle removal.
Ladies with limp hair can use
Curly Plus with mist to-help set
curls or waves.
What's more, everyone can
have heavenly hairstyles at

ye from

209 West Washington

*Namebrands
*Discount Prices

FallStyles

Beautiful

Paris, Tennessee

Southside Shopping Center

Jim's Shoe Outlet
753-8715

PER PAIR
$5°°T° $15
°°

After a summer of swim- home or away since Curly Plus
ming. sports and sun, women comes with dual voltage.
everywhere want to give their
Curly Plus will be available in
hair a fresh, new look for fall.
stores in the early fill.
One way to make waves is
with a popular, new heated styling/curling brush. Designed
with today's natural looking hair
styles in mind, these brushes
will produce large. loose soft
curls and willowy, waves with
any length hair.

Making waves with \
4
lIGGSat!fl
it
her
T
e
T
c
THEWS
new fall hair look

money into real estate or the
stock market.
"'The value of a diamond is
the amount of pleasure you get
from it — from wearing it, from
the way it makes you feel mar-

SHEER SPLENDOR FOR EVENING—For a grand entrance.
the brilliant touch of diamond jewelry is key. Create a rich and
ultra-romantic mood b wearing a cascade of diamonds in an
exquisite necklace HA a complement to r our own .oft,silky skin.
Add diamond hoop earrings and a ili
I ring. then crown
your regal image with a diamond brooch attached to the front of
a lustrous upsweep. Diamonds from Bailey Banks & Biddle. all
atom. Dream Albert Capraro.

KeepsakeReviiidRCHESRings
JEWELRY...

SYMBOLS OF LOVE
A permanently registered
Keepsake diamond ring
.perfection guaranteed
in writing for clarity and
fine white color.

Don Dalzell, President of
Balky Banks & Biddle in Philadelphia(one of the Most famous
jewelry stows-in America, with
nearly fifty stores across the
country). has changed his mind.
"Five years ago, if a customer said to use. 'Shall I buy
diamonds as an investment?' I'd
have said to her, if that's your
main reason or purpose in buying diamonds, then put your
the dollar decreases in value, the
value of a diamond increases.
and to own diamonds today is to
own the greatest hedge against
inflation you can have.
"There is nothing else available to you that provides you
with the opportunity to put three
million dollars in your pocket
without a•moment's notice and
walk from one country to another. Diamonds offer you that.
"It was done with diamonds
years ago when people tried to
leave before the Nazis occupied
their countries and today, in
Asia. the wealthy are leaving
hurriedly and. in many cases.
only their diamonds ean be
taken with theltni. stuffed in a
handbag or pocket as they flee.
"Fine things still sell in a
scared econom.sT.'.' says Don
Dalzell. and while Americans
are as concerned as ever about
good things because they're
used to them, now they are more
and more concerned about the
dollar, so diamonds are selling
better and better, not as a pleasure but as in investment.
Jewelers like Bailey Banks &
Biddle (who has been offering
diamonds and other fine gemstones since 1863) are known
for their quality, and it is important to go on! to a good jeweler
when purchasing diamonds or
other tine gemstones.

will go out 01 lash ion tomorrow.
Bailey's fashion is rather like
the diamond—many-faceted yet
eternal. Some of the exquisite
Adiamond jewelry designs from
Bailey Banks & Biddle for fall
show how diamonds can be

Diamonds: a girl's bestfriend and one ofher best investments
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whiLh captures the intricateshading and natural luster of real
hair.
Each Gabor wig call be styled
in a variety of ways enabling
personalized fashion looks, In
addition, through new manufacturing methods, wigs are lightweight and allow the scalp to
breathe making it comfortable to
wear a Gabor wig throughout
the day.
rxceptionally convenient for
the woman who travels for business or leisure, a wig frees luggage from cumbersome hair
dryers and electric rollers.
An Eva Gabor wig weighs
only a few ounces and can he
tossed into a suitcase or handbag
without losing its style.
Plus, there's no need for
worry about unexpected had
weather. Wind, rain and humidity don't affect an Eva Gabor

Cover up with style

.Forget the slits, the wraps and
the awkward pleating. These
lines are straight and clean, for
the woman who means business
in the boardroom.
Pair up your suits with fabulous little blouses featuring lots
of detail. Look for pleating, a
soft-bow neckline and squared
shoulders.
When choosing colors, go
with a neutral that s been deepened and warmed for fall. Play
off a charcoal suit with a sapphire blouse. Nothing's as elegant as the sparkle of a jewel
tone against a deep background
shade.

New lines

This fall you'll be dressing
two women,because to the business world you appear discreet
and elegant, while up close
you're something else . .
warm, sincere and alive.
Designers have made it easy
to project just the nght office image. Suits are big news. Skins
are lean-lined, and body close
. . stopping just below the
knee.

Your evening beauty routine
is relaxed and luxurious. It begins with a stop at the health
club. Saunas, steam rooms and
whirlpools work out the tensions
of the day. Follow up with a light
dusting of Chimere powder and
a splash of cologne.
Makeup is dramatic and eye
catching. Go for a soft,feminine
look—pale skin warmed with
iridescent shades like faun, wine

Bask beauty routine

man who sees you clost.
up appreciates your eye for detail. He notices when you come
to dinner in a soft, beaded
sweater and pencil-thin satin
skirt.
You make a fashion statement
'when you appear wrapped in
twilight black shot with metallies and brights.

Smashing dinner dressing

change your outfit, there's no
need to change your scent.
And when you emerge from
your nine-to-five world, your
after-hours are filled with rich
color, silky fabrics and lots of
invention.

Fall'sfashions allow you
to be more than one woman

For all your different roles ...

ONE OF THE MANI 1 111 Al. LOOKING A IGS b% 1-.%
Gabor, Vanessa. A soft cascade of w as it...M1.11/.
IIVEk. while
eats% bangs frame the face.

A!AVM'S A Gilt L'S BEST FR IF,N
ea44444n a are Iii. perfeet accent to a
ashion look as well
as one of the heat inventrnetitx a smart woman Call make. Here, the fabulous sparkle 4Df dial
I
jewelrr pairs beautifully with two of Albert Capraro's fall designs. The sleek alt hang iii guM and
diamond drop earrings. necklace, bracelet and glittering diatttttnel band ring enhances the
sleek shimmer of Eapraro's purple panne ',el',et dress. 4 simple diamond brooch, cie-catchiew
diamond ring and alwa,p4wrfect diamond ear muds Sr.' simple and simpl s.iulitii4W alien combined with the rich design of lapraro's black Chinese cocktail drew Ilia
I _if
f
Banks & IIidellc. all stores.
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Bel-Air Center

753-6323

Murray Sewing Center

WHERE SAVING IS ALWAYS IN STYLE

THE
FALL SALE
THE SINGER STORE

Sewing Made Simpler and Easier
*Exclusive One-Touch Memory Stitch Selection

TOUCN-TR0NIC*2000 MEMORY MACHINE $200.00 less than
*Solid-State Memory Machine For Versatile
last year

At the Fall Sale, we also have machines with features no one else offers for
less. Like the Stylist machine 543 with a built-in buttonholer and a front drop-in
bobbin. On sale for just $ 179.00—$40 off regular price. Or the Fashion Mote
machine 360 with 13 different stitches for just $129.95. $40 off its regular price.

SAVE ON SINGER SEWING MACHINES
WITH FEATURES YOU CAN'T BUY FOR LESS. ANYWHERE.

95900

NOW
ONLY

for a lirnited
lime, you can start
sewing on this
free-arm machine
Or $30 less than
you could last year.
And today, with the cost of
*thing skyrocketing,sewing makes
:tore sense than ever. Because for
less than half the cost of readymade clothes, you can keep your
tlitmily in style with Singer.
$D

-'1n a year when almost everyone's
ten busy raising prices,Singer has
4
.4en busy lowering them.
This Stylist machine,for
urtance, used to cost ;189.95. But
tbis year, we lowered
40 regular price $30.00.
Machine 533

INI

• THIS SINGER*FREE-ARM MACHINE
DOESN'T COST WHAT IT DID LAS1 YEAR.
IT COSTS 530°' LESS.ONLY
AT THE SINGER
FALL SALE.

Practical alternative
For women with careers in the
Gabor's wide variety of
medical or hospitality fields
who are required to wear hair styles, including perms and upshort and closely styled,,but sweeps. allows a woman Iii exBoon for the busy
don't want to cut their tresses, a periment with the latest hair
trends without incurring the perA busy career woman, Eva wig is a practical solution.
Gabor has designed a fashionThe appearance,conscious manence and expense of a new
able eollectiod of wigs and hair- working woman is discovering hairstyle.
A handy and attractive
pieces that answers the needs of what airline flight attendants
individual lifestyles.
and travel agents have always groomihg aid, an Eva Gabor wig
gives a woman more time to enMiss Gabor's company, Eva known. A wig keeps
them
Gabor International. developed ing fresh and attraL t is e. look- joy I:unify. business and leisure.
even on
the Solarized Blends - process extended work das s

The American woman is just
beginning to realize her potential via the lifestyle and work she
pursues.
Whether your career is geared
toward home and family or an
occupation, you must be resourceful to meet the demands
of the day and at the same time
look your best.
When your hair looks good,
you feel good. Your confidence
is holstered, you perform your
job better. For an active woman,
a comfortable, natural-looking
wig is a godsend.

Wigs: important beauty arrcessory
for today's busy working woman

. r 18, 1979
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JEW FIR I 753-2835 1

For evening, tie on a tulle, net
V
or metallic-siztinkm...................

••••.

The first collection of the
House of Princess Sumair in
New York includes:

Divas Week

Phone 753-9525

Central Shopping Center
open 7 cm.to 6 p.m

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Iluw.
Priesa Geed Two.,
Sept. II, 11, 20

45!OR 51S1 99

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD ALL WEEK
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

SHIRTS

2/2"

Sportcoats
Skirts
Sweaters

EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED
MEN'S b LADIES

"That's the way
you want

FALL FASHION GUIDE

I • n l')

Lb**++44+4+++4++404.04041041,40

Hours: 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. daily
9:30-8 p.m. Friday

UNIFORM & MATERNITY FASHIONS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA-MAYFIELD. KY

PARKER'S

Visit our New LARGER shop - just
around the corner next to Moniques.

Sizes 4-20

it*.sperst+44++++46*******440
7/14prite -i6k- -23e
Headquarters
for all your
Fall Maternity
Fashions

•11•MIIIIMM.
-••••••

Dixieland Center ItoCated in Hall)

Sugar & Spice Boutique

Compare
Our
Price

Modeled By Kashia Cooper, Lynn Hewitt, Janie Parker

The Princess Sumair collection includes the traditional
bridal dress—a fairytale gown of
embroidered white tulle, fit for
no less than a princess.

The look is lady-like, expensive, and grande soire—which is
the general fashion mood for fall
and winter of 1979-80.

Oriental themes
•Short evening dresses—
everything from a hot orange
Many of her exotic colors are textured silk dress cordered in
oriental in concept—ambers. matching ostrich feathers to a
bright yellows, purples and quiet classic ivory patterned
pinks. And logically enough, chemisier;
her prices are high ($1000 to
•Romantic blacks, including
$8000). She will only make two a stand-out floor length heavy
of any one dress in any one silk dinner suit, its blouse of
color.
black net embroidered in purple
"My dresses aren't expensive sequins;
for what they are." the Princess
•The quietest of classics, inavers. "My clients receive value cluding a long cocoa-brown silk
for what they spend—in design, decollete dress with its own
fabric, workmanship and exclu- great coat of a cocoa-brown,
sivity."
gold and turquoise hunt.
American debut
Rich grandeur

wnere she designed and made
•Rajah tunics with charlavish gowns for private clients meuse wrapped legpants—very
for several years.
Indian in feeling and in color:

EVENING CLOTHES
11 V.\ LA.",I LRN FLAIR front Prince.Summit.. Theme Rajah etening pajamas,ofterra cotta cut velvet, organza and liatin crepe. are perfect for those very special
eNenintea.

The fabrics are imported from
the most important European
sources, and are almost all exclusively confined to the Princess.
The workmanship and details
such as the exquisite hand-done
embroideries, pure silk linings
and hand-sewn treatments) are
reflective of the classic Paris
couture. The Princess literally
moved her atelier from Paris.

Exclusive fabrics

ture has been launched in New
York by princess Sumair de Patiala of India, the sister of the
Maharajah of Patiala.
The House of Princess Sumair
is unusual for several reasons. It
is the only custom-made salon
for cocktail and evening clothes
exclusively.

A new Maison de Haute Cou-

Princess Sumair ofIndia launches
her haute couture line in New York
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Parnis silhouettes as well as
highlighting the various shapes.
There are many suits in the
collection, each carefully
Shaped in a clean, rather
rounded outline.
Throughout the collection,
the clothes tell day from night by
the choice of sober or festive
fabric.
While all the outlines are simple. the texture and luster of the
fabric vary, telling the use the
dress will be put to.
Ultrasuede, the proven star in
the feminine executive wardrobe,- is again a Parnis favorite
for daytime suits and go-towork dresses.
Wool jersey dresses, contoured in subtle ray tucking or
very shallow drapery, are perhaps the exception to the day-ornight rule; the addition of jewelry will see many ofthese off to
restaurants or the theatre.

the

;11,4111Lval

FALL FASHION GUIDE

Parnis evening cullection
marks a delicate balahce between the subdued and the glittery. There are many gentle soft
pleated chiffons, and just as
many smashing entrance dresses
with that notable Parnis status
possession, an evening cardigan
ablaze with jewels and sequins.
This year's edition includes
one that will probably be on
everybody's list, a jacket in
black crepe paved with rectangular blocks of sequins in
stained glass colors.
The big bouffant ball gown
re-enters the fashion scene in the
Parnis collection.
In lush paper taffeta, the romantic beauties include one in
teal blue with a tight basque
bodice sashed in purple velvet.
long tight sleeves and enormous
skirt, another in ruby taffeta
with a draped strapless bodice. THE COAT STOR1 FOR FALL 1979. aa stern in Die Waco. Leh, a black mellton coal.
huge skirt and a little bolero bor- breasted, the waist neatly emphasized by lurked darts. Right. luxurious Hama, in ioalli and
dered with a fluted ruffle.
tiny houndstooth. wrapped and belted for a casual look.

DOI-Alf liOIDOf

1mi BANK of MURRAY

v Withdraw from your savings.
v Take money out of your checking or savings account.
v Take funds from your savings and put it into your checking, or vice versa.
v Deposit funds in your savings account or checking account.
v Make installment loan payments, regular loan payments or Christmas Club
payment.
We'llServe You 7Days A Week,24Hours A Day!

Even when our tellers are on
duty and the line is too long,
just do your banking transadions
with Bank of Murray's Automatic
Teller Machine.

ANYTIME!

READY TO SERVE YOU

A sense of order. . . a sense
of color . . . a sense of beauty
. these elements bring American fashion into the 1980s, says
Mollie Parnis.
"Women are re-learning total
simplicity as a form of elegance," she adds.
- Orderly, neat, formed to follow the body via directional
seams, darts and inverted tucks
placed in unexpected ways,
shaped to emphasize the waist,
round the hips and make the
]body look willowy and swannecked, this is the Parnis look
'for fall, 1979.
, "A non-fidgetty collection"
is the way these suave, quiet yet
somehow show -stopping
clothes are described by Mollie
Parnis.
The small tidy waistline gives
anew posture and a new proportion. Pleats and shallow drapery
create decorative mobility in the

Parnis emphasizes orderly dressing
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Cover up with style

.1

These are the looks youll be
turning to—handsome and sports
minded styles that take you all
through Fall Our components
make it easy to be neat, stylish
and "put together right."

11111111•11111111F

FALL FASHION GUIDE

Downtown Murray

ham & Jackson

Dixieland Center

anlIMOMY

Note too that many will incorporate gemstones—frequently
the wearer's birthstone—as part
of the pendant.
The biggest news about diamonds is their growing popularity in men's jewelry. They appear tastefully on cuff links, tic
tacs and stick pins.
Bracelets with diamond insets
are most popular for dress wear
for men. Gold rings, in modernistic designs, use diamonds to
give a design accent.
While it looks as if the watch
market, for both men and
women, has gone on a diet—
with the thinnest of cases—new
interest is seen in the straps.

Men's jewelry for fall

All that glitters ...

The best of yesterday, the favorites of today and the inspiration of tomorrow are reflected in
the new -hindsight and foresight" jewelry fashions for fall,
according to the Jewelry Industry Council.
Fashion's continuing romance with chains is seen in the
popularity of pendants, necklaces and bracelets for men.
In men's jewelry, the imposing pendant continues to gain
ALBERT CAPRARO explains his direction for fall. In the back. favor. Now that they are univerground, a picture of Capraro with former First Lady Betty sally accepted, look for penFord, who eominiiwioned him to do a series of five state gowns dants in eye-pleasing designs,
for her, especially designed in fabrics former President Ford rather than just zodiac or sports
had brought back from the Orient.
motifs.

Fall
concept

several young trends for tall,
particularly in the area of spectator sportswear with the flavor of
activewear.
The classics in both areas—
men's and young men's—remain the same: tweedy, gray or
navy blazers with narrow lapels,
occasionally double-breasted.
cuffed and pleated pants, modestly-collared shirts.
What is "retro" dressing for
the young man. replete with bow
tie and saddle s
merely represents a step into t attic for the
older man to retrie e the wardrobe he never reall wanted to
discard.

ELEGANT. RELAXED me,..wear for the contemporary
man. Here.
Brae'
sweater of MO percent wool
terry lops cotton shirt with
short, spread `Perth" collar.
The multi.cielor striped tie is a
cotton and' wool Mend. Pants
are patterned wool blend,
boast careful details such MI.
two loose flap watch mickeo.iii
front. From ~Equipment by
414. 9-Z9Y.•-'.'....................................'
HemtW4110:494,

Et1
THE SI 010P for fan. II 479,
the eliciting new collect'
"Equipment Ibb Flenrs
Cretin..." Here. tbrethel tramPr414111 neck 4erieleww eater.
lounger"' pant with inierteil
pleat. atul cotton *biro with
eollar for a look that i%
both e fortaide and
caned.

The men's sportswear scene
for fall. 1979. is sophisticated.
charming. permissive and occasionally exciting—a fitting end
to a decade of enormous diversity.
And, according to Levi
Strauss & Co.. the greatest transition in menswefr from the
early 70s to the current season is
illustrated by the return of natural fiber fabrics.
Here to stay are rich corduroys. spruced up with enough
polyester to give blazers, vests
and slacks lasting body; wools
and clever wool blends, alive
with texture and color: wool and
wool blend sweaters with the
surface interest of a pebbly
beach, woven with deep ribs or
cables.
Finally, there is cotton in
blend or reverse-blend shirtings
or, at its best, in classic chambray or denim.
The lowly denim jean has progressed from a casual land occasionally banned)item of apparel
in 1970 to a legitimate component of the city chic wardrobe.
At its most basic, the denim
jean remains the same straightlegged, riveted, five-pocketed
workhorse Levi Strauss sold the
miners during the Gd Rush.
Althougtse
itementswear market is still
nted into men's
and young men's areas, the mature man's wardrobe will reflect

The cloth's the thing!

On the menswear scene ...
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What are the most desirable
gifts a woman could ask for?
According to a recent inde
pendent study, over three hundred women listed their first four
preferenceS in the following order: diamonds, furs, antiques
and fine perfume.
Representative of a cross-section of sttelcessful female executives, the$e responses indicate
that — in spirit and individuality
— when.it comes to accepting
gifts, ArOrican women are utterly predictable..
Holding to the belief that good
things come in small packages.
they also prefer unexpected surprises, especially from their husbands, lovers and beaus, and
weep over forgotten birthdays
and special anniversaries
Much as the women polled
seemed to enjoy receiving fragrance as a gift, tbe study revealed an inherent streak of independence. Self-sufficient.
she's likely to purchase her own
favorite perfume.
Yet, it's because she's such a
marvelous paradox of self-assertiveness and total femininity,
that today's woman tends to be
drawn to a different type of fragrance. Mystere de Rochas, for
instance.
Designed for someone who
loves to keep him guessing,
Mysteii de Rochas is fresh as
dawn one moment,haunting and
elusive the next — with a provocative quicksilver quality that.
like the woman who wears it, defies stereotyped definition.
The Mystere de Rochas
woman will begin in her bath,
selecting richly emollient Bath
Oil to disperse Mystere de
Rochas fragrance into water and
leave skin moist, glowing and
delicately scented. Frenchmilled Soap comes next
And, for after bathing, re.
markably smoothing Mystere de
Rochas Body Cream and Dust-

ing Powder go on before lavishing the full potency of Mystere
de Rochas Perfume.
Created for the intelligent, involved woman, Mystere de
Rochas glorifies the thrilling aspect other feminine instinct. It's
the signal she uses to telegraph
her personal message — With all
the impact of a secret smile.

urruE Lula!,

or the knowing smile of•
LIKE A SECRET
shared intimacy, Mystere de Rocha,— the pros ocative new fragrance by Parfums Rocha. — is designed for the woman who
likes to keep him guessing.

Perfume is rankedfourth
on most-wanted gift list
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LAYAWAY

BANKCAIDS

Wrap Up A Luxurious Fur Coot At
Pre-Season Buys. Now's The Time
To Buy That Fur Coat You've Been
Wanting, While The Values Are Big
And The Selection's Best Natural
French Rabbit.
Sizes 102-2814

20% OFF

SALE

RABBIT FUR
C

114 S. Rh

Lindsey's Jewelers

Karat Gold Jewelry

Nothing else feels like real gold.

FREI PARKING

NOT EXACTLY AS SHOWN

PH,442-3600

OPEN 9 A.M.-S P.M. MON.-SAT.

2302 KENTUCKY AVE.

FALL FASHION GUIDE

NOP

